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About the Cover:

The photograph on the cover features Ryan Nora, Department of Physics doctoral student, and his advisor Professor Riccardo 
Betti, LLE Scientist and Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Physics, sitting in the OMEGA viewing gallery with the tar-
get chamber visible behind the windows. Nora is the lead author of the featured article in this volume, which proposes a theory 
of hydrodynamic similarity that will guide LLE’s design of direct-drive–implosion experiments on OMEGA. According to the 
theory presented, these experiments are hydrodynamically equivalent to implosions that would result in ignition if carried out 
on the National Ignition Facility (NIF).

The figure below illustrates the size difference between hydrodynamically equivalent implosion targets on OMEGA and the NIF. 
The size increase for the NIF target is based on the scaling relations shown in the figure. The particular extrapolation between 
the facilities shown in this figure applies to the case of a symmetric direct-drive–ignition implosion on the NIF. EL is the total 
laser energy delivered to the target.
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In Brief

This volume of the LLE Review, covering October–December 2013, features “Theory of Hydro-Equiv-
alent Ignition for Inertial Fusion and Its Applications to OMEGA and the National Ignition Facility” 
by R. Nora, A. Bose, and K. M. Woo (LLE, Fusion Science Center, and the Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, University of Rochester); R. Betti, (LLE, Fusion Science Center, and the Departments of 
Mechanical Engineering and Physics and Astronomy, University of Rochester); A. R. Christopherson 
(LLE, Fusion Science Center, and the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Rochester); 
R. L. McCrory, D. D. Meyerhofer (LLE and Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Physics and 
Astronomy, University of Rochester); and K. S. Anderson, A. Shvydky, J. A. Marozas, T. J. B. Collins, 
P. B. Radha, S. X. Hu, R. Epstein, F. J. Marshall, and T. C. Sangster (LLE). This article (p. 1) reports 
on the development of the theory of hydrodynamic similarity, which is used to scale the performance of 
direct-drive cryogenic implosions conducted at the Omega Laser Facility to National Ignition Facility 
(NIF) energy scales. The theory of hydrodynamic similarity is developed in both one and two dimensions, 
tested with hydrodynamic simulations, and then used to determine the requirements for demonstrating 
hydro-equivalent ignition (implosions with the same implosion velocity, adiabat, and laser intensity) on 
OMEGA. Hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA is represented by a cryogenic implosion that would 
scale to ignition on the NIF at 1.8 MJ of laser energy symmetrically illuminating the target. It is found 
that a reasonable combination of neutron yield and areal density for OMEGA hydro-equivalent ignition 
is 3 to 6 # 1013 and +0.3 g/cm2, respectively, depending on the level of laser imprinting, although this 
performance has yet to be achieved on OMEGA.

 Additional highlights of research presented in this issue include the following:

• V. N. Goncharov (LLE and Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Rochester); T. C. 
Sangster, T. R. Boehly, M. J. Bonino, T. J. B. Collins, R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, 
R. Epstein, C. J. Forrest, V. Yu. Glebov, D. R. Harding, S. X. Hu, I. V. Igumenshchev, R. Janezic, 
J.H. Kelly, T. J. Kessler, T. Z. Kosc, S. J. Loucks, J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, A. V. Maximov, P. W. 
McKenty, D. T. Michel, J. F. Myatt, P. B. Radha, S. P. Regan, W. Seka, W. T. Shmayda, R.W. Short, 
A. Shvydky, S. Skupsky, C. Stoeckl, and B. Yaakobi (LLE); R. Betti, R. L. McCrory, and D. D. 
Meyerhofer (LLE and Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Physics and Astronomy, University 
of Rochester); R. K. Follett, D. H. Froula, R. J. Henchen, and R. Nora (LLE and Department of Physics 
and Astronomy, University of Rochester); J. A. Frenje, M. Gatu Johnson, and R. D. Petrasso (MIT); 
and D. T. Casey (LLNL) use the OMEGA Laser System to study the physics of implosions that are 
hydrodynamically equivalent to the ignition designs on the NIF (p. 18). It is shown that the highest 
hot-spot pressures (up to 40 Gbar) are achieved in moderate-fuel adiabat (a - 4) target designs, which 
are well understood using 2-D hydrocode simulations. The performance of lower-adiabat implosions 
is significantly degraded relative to the code predictions, a common feature between direct-drive 
implosions on OMEGA and indirect-drive cryogenic implosions on the NIF. Simplified theoretical 
models are developed to gain a physical understanding of the implosion dynamics that dictate the 
target performance. Such models indicate that degradations in the shell density and integrity (caused 
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by hydrodynamic instabilities during the target acceleration) coupled with hydrodynamics at stagnation 
are the main failure mechanisms in low-adiabat designs. To demonstrate ignition hydrodynamic 
equivalence in cryogenic implosions on OMEGA, the shell stability and laser coupling to the target 
must be improved.

• D. Haberberger, S. Ivancic, S. X. Hu, R. Boni, M. Barczys, R. S. Craxton, and D. H. Froula describe 
angular filter refractometry (AFR)—a novel diagnostic technique that has been developed to charac-
terize high-density, long-scale-length plasmas relevant to high-energy-density-physics experiments 
(p. 50). AFR measures plasma densities up to 1021 cm-3 with a 263-nm probe laser. AFR is used 
to study the plasma expansion from CH foil and spherical targets that are irradiated with +9 kJ of 
ultraviolet (351-nm) laser energy. The data elucidate the temporal evolution of the plasma profile for 
the CH planar targets and the dependence of the plasma profile on target radius for CH spheres.

• J. F. Myatt, R. W. Short, A. V. Maximov, W. Seka, D. H. Froula, D. H. Edgell, D. T. Michel, and I. V. 
Igumenshchev (LLE); J. Zhang (LLE and Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Rochester); and D. E. Hinkel and P. Michel (LLNL) review the experimental evidence for multibeam 
laser–plasma instabilities of relevance to laser-driven inertial confinement fusion at the ignition scale, 
in both the indirect- and direct-drive approaches (p. 58). The instabilities described are cross-beam 
energy transfer (in both direct-drive targets and indirectly driven targets on the NIF), multibeam 
stimulated Raman scattering (in the context of indirect drive), and multibeam two-plasmon–decay 
instability (in direct drive). Advances in theoretical understanding and numerical modeling of these 
multibeam instabilities are reviewed.

• S. X. Hu, T. R. Boehly, V. N. Goncharov, and S. Skupsky (LLE); and L. A. Collins (LANL) present 
new quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) calculations of the thermal conductivity (l) of deuterium, 
which plays an important role in understanding and designing inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implo-
sions (p. 81). In particular, the QMD calculations cover the broad density (t = 1.0 to +700 g/cm3) and 
temperature (T = 5 # 103 K to T = 8 # 106 K) conditions undergone by ICF imploding fuel shells. Over 
these wide ranges of conditions in such coupled and degenerate plasmas, the extensively used Spitzer 
model and a variety of other thermal conductivity models break down. Compared with the “hybrid” 
Spitzer–Lee–More model currently adopted in the hydrocode LILAC, hydrodynamic simulations using 
the calculated lQMD have shown up to +20% variations in predicting target performance for different 
ICF implosions on OMEGA and direct-drive–ignition designs for the NIF. The differences resulting 
from the use of lQMD are shown to be particularly relevant for lower-adiabat implosions and shell 
conditions during the early stages of an implosion.

• C. Dorrer, R. G. Roides, J. Bromage, and J. D. Zuegel demonstrate the use of cascaded nonlinearities 
in a regenerative laser amplifier to compensate for intracavity self-phase modulation (p. 97). With-
out compensation, self-phase modulation limits the generation of high-quality short optical pulses 
because of spatial self-focusing and spectral broadening. Simulations were performed to show that 
an intracavity negative nonlinearity can compensate for the positive nonlinearity from components 
at other locations in the cavity of a Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier. Experimental results obtained on 
two Nd:YLF regenerative amplifiers are in good agreement with predictions. Spectral broadening is 
significantly reduced, allowing for efficient amplification in a Nd:YLF power amplifier. 

Matthew Barczys
Editor
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Theory of Hydro-Equivalent Ignition for Inertial Fusion  
and Its Applications to OMEGA and the  

National Ignition Facility

Introduction
In inertial confinement fusion (ICF),1 a spherical capsule is 
illuminated either directly with laser light2 or indirectly within 
x rays generated by laser irradiation of the walls of a container 
(hohlraum) enclosing the capsule.3 The capsule consists of a 
cryogenic layer of deuterium and tritium (DT) frozen onto the 
inner surface of a spherical shell of ablator material. Photons 
are absorbed in the coronal plasma surrounding the shell via 
inverse bremsstrahlung, and the energy is thermally conducted 
to the surface of the shell, causing it to ablate. The ablating mass 
creates an equal and opposite force that causes the remaining 
shell material to implode. This mechanism is typically known 
as the “rocket effect.” The imploding shell attains a peak implo-
sion velocity before converting a fraction of its kinetic energy 
into internal energy upon stagnation. The compressed core of 
an ICF capsule consists of a low-density (tens of g/cm3) and 
high-temperature (several keV’s) DT plasma (the hot spot) sur-
rounded by a dense (hundreds of g/cm3) and cold (hundreds of 
eV’s) DT shell. If the thermal energy and areal density of the hot 
spot are large enough, the alpha particles generated from fusion 
reactions deposit their energy within the hot spot, triggering a 
thermal runaway process called “thermonuclear ignition.” A 
robust ignition would launch an alpha-driven burn wave in the 
surrounding dense fuel, leading to a significant fusion-energy 
output. The resulting energy gain (target gain = fusion energy/
laser energy on target) depends on the shell’s areal density (tR), 
which determines the fraction of fuel burned (U) according to 
the expression R R7g/cm g/cm2 2t tU = +` j (Ref. 4). The shell’s 
areal density is a critical parameter for the onset of ignition since 
it provides the inertial confinement for the hot-spot pressure. 

To date, no significant fusion gain has been achieved in a 
laboratory setting, although experiments at the National Igni-
tion Facility (NIF) have achieved core conditions, where the 
fusion energy released exceeds the energy in the fuel and the 
alpha-particle heating approximately doubles the number of 
fusion reactions.5 The Lawson criterion is the metric used to 
determine how close these implosions are to ignition.6 This 
criterion is obtained by balancing the energy lost from the 

plasma to the total energy gained via fusion reactions, thereby 
determining the minimum values of performance metrics 
required to sustain a burning plasma. The Lawson criterion 
has long been used in magnetic confinement7 and only more 
recently has it been applied to ICF implosions in a useful form 
that depends on experimentally measured quantities.8–10 The 
criterion can be expressed through an overall ignition parameter 
| / Px/Pxig, where P is the hot-spot pressure, x is the hot-spot 
energy’s confinement time, TP 24 2

igx f vo= a  is a function 
of ion temperature only with GvoH representing the fusion 
reactivity ,Tvo ^ h8 B  and fa = 3.5 MeV is the alpha-particle 
birth energy. The ignition condition is defined such that when 
| = 1, the target gain = 1. Other performance metrics such as 
the ignition threshold factor (ITF and ITFx)11 or the minimum 
energy required for ignition12,13 can be easily related to the 
Lawson criterion.10 The generalized Lawson criterion for ICF 
was first derived in one dimension by Zhou and Betti10 and 
later generalized to three dimensions by Chang et al.9 and 
Betti et al.8 Throughout the remainder of this article, we will 
consider only the generalized Lawson criterion.

The 1.8-MJ NIF Laser System is unique in its ability to field 
ignition-scale indirect- and direct-drive implosions. Because of 
high costs and low shot-repetition rates, most of the fundamen-
tal physics must be investigated at smaller-scale laser facilities 
such as the Omega Laser Facility.14 Experiments on the 30-kJ 
OMEGA laser are not expected to achieve ignition since the 
amount of laser energy that couples to the target is not enough 
to achieve the performance metrics required by the Lawson cri-
terion. This gap in laser energy can be bridged using the theory 
of hydrodynamic equivalence. Hydro-equivalent implosions 
share a set of performance metrics that enable one to compare 
two implosions scaled in laser energy. Because the performance 
metrics scale hydro-equivalently, the Lawson criterion can be 
scaled up in energy from OMEGA to the NIF. The core idea 
of this work is to determine the performance required on an 
OMEGA-scale implosion to predict the achievement of ignition 
on a hydro-equivalently scaled NIF-sized target. The extrapo-
lation on which this work is based is from the OMEGA Laser 
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System to a symmetric direct-drive NIF Laser System with two-
dimensional (2-D) smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD).15 It is 
important to emphasize that the NIF is currently not configured 
for symmetric illumination but could be with significant resource 
investment. This extrapolation will provide both guidance and a 
goal for OMEGA-scale cryogenic experiments.

The remaining four sections of this article (1) develop the 
theory of hydrodynamic equivalence in both one and three 
dimensions, establish design criteria for hydro-equivalent targets, 
and discuss the limitations of the theory; (2) present hydro-equiv-
alent designs for the NIF and OMEGA laser-energy scales and 
confirm the theory developed in the previous section; (3)  discuss 
the Lawson criterion parameter and its hydro-equivalent scaling, 
develop an analytical derivation of the scaling between hydro-
equivalent implosions, present 2-D computational simulations 
supporting this simple model, and draw conclusions from the 
results; and (4) summarize the implications of this article.

Theory of Hydrodynamic Equivalence
In this section the theory of hydrodynamic equivalence is 

developed, showing how it connects to existing scaling relations 
and describing some of its limitations. As previously stated, 
hydrodynamic equivalence provides a tool for comparing the 
performance of implosions driven with different energies. 
The subsections (1) define hydro-equivalency in one dimen-
sion; (2) show that one-dimensional (1-D) hydro-equivalent 
implosions conserve their equivalency in three dimensions; 
(3) establish design criteria for hydro-equivalent targets; and 
(4) discuss the limitations of the theory.

1. One-Dimensional Hydrodynamic Equivalence
The simplest model for a 1-D implosion of a thin shell 

(D % R) driven by an applied pressure Pabl includes the evolu-
tion equation for the shell radius R and the shell thickness D:

 ,M R P R4 2
sh abl- r=p  (1)

 ,
R

M

8

5
2

abl

sh

rt
D =  (2)

where tabl is the density at the ablation surface. This simple 
model neglects the fraction of ablated mass and assumes that 
the shell mass is constant. Equation (1) is Newton’s law applied 
to a thin shell driven by a constant pressure Pabl; Eq. (2) shows 
that the shell expands like 1/R2 to conserve mass since the 
applied pressure maintains a fixed density profile given by 

/P r Rd d -t= p  and P + t5/3 for an isentropic implosion. The 

resulting density profile is t = tabl(1–x/D)3/2, where D is given 
by Eq. (2) and x / Rabl-r with Rabl being the radial location of 
the shell’s outer surface. Equations (1) and (2) can be solved 
using the initial conditions for R and D. We define the initial 
time of the acceleration phase (t = 0) as the time soon after the 
main shock breaks out of the inner shell surface after the shell 
is set in motion by the initial shock (or shocks merging near the 
inner shell surface). For a strong shock, the post-shock veloc-
ity of the shell is approximately Vps . p0Cs(0), where Cs(0) is 
the shell’s sound speed after the shocks have passed through 
the shell. The factor /1 5P P3 50 sh abl/p ` `j j  is of the order 
of unity and depends on the ratio of the pressure used to drive 
the initial shock Psh and the peak ablation pressure Pabl used to 
implode the target. The initial conditions for Eqs. (1) and (2) are 

 ,R R0 0=^ h  (3)

 .R C0 00 s-p=o ^ ^h h  (4)

By multiplying Eq. (1) by Ro  and integrating between t = 0 and 
the end of the acceleration phase when the velocity has reached 
its maximum value Vimp and the radius has shrunk by the con-
vergence ratio CRa / R(0)/Ra, where Ra is the radius at the end 
of the acceleration phase (note CRa is the convergence ratio at 
the end of the acceleration phase and not the total convergence 
ratio at stagnation), the following energy relation is obtained:

 ,M V
M

P R2
1

1 3
4

1
1

CR
2

2
0
2

0
3

3sh imp abl
a

- -
p r

=
)

f ep o  (5)

where M V C 0imp s=) ^ h is the implosion Mach number. 
Substituting the mass of a thin shell Msh = 4rGtHDR2 (with 

2 5ablt=t ) into Eq. (5) yields the relation between the in-
flight aspect ratio (IFAR) and the Mach number M:

 .
R

M
M

0

0

1 1

1
IFAR

CR
2

3

0
2 2

a-

-
/

p

D
= )

)

^
^
h
h

 (6)

In the limit of large Mach numbers and large values of ,CR3
a  

Eq. (6) reduces to the well-known scaling relation MIFAR 2. ) 
(Ref. 16). The implosion model in Eqs. (1) and (2) and their 
initial conditions can be rewritten using the dimensionless 
variables ,R R R 0=t ^ h  ,t tV R 0imp=t ^ h  and :0D D D=t ^ h  

 ,R
M

R2
3

1 1

1

CR3

0
2 2

2

a
-

-

-
.

p )
tp t  (7)
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 ,
R
1

2
D =t t  (8)

 , , .R R M0 1 0 0 1
0

-
p

D= = =
)

t to t^ ^ ^h h h  (9)

Equations (3)–(6) show that implosions with the same M*, p0, 
and CRa exhibit the same dimensionless trajectories and the 
same IFAR; therefore, this family of implosions is labeled 
“hydrodynamically equivalent.” By neglecting the term CR3

a1  
in Eqs. (7)–(9), the dimensionless trajectory of a thin shell is 
uniquely determined by the Mach number M*. Interestingly, in 
the limit of large Mach numbers and large convergence ratios, 
the dimensionless trajectories of both the radius and thickness 
approach a universal curve. Note that the thin-shell Eqs. (7)–(9) 
are valid only for large values of M* and IFAR and as long as 
the shell’s time-dependent aspect ratio R/D is of the order of .M2

)  
Since R/D decreases like R3, it will eventually become smaller 
and of the order of M* (instead of M2

)). At this point, Eqs. (7)–(9) 
are no longer valid and the shell thickness will stop increasing; 
the shell density will start increasing, while the shell pressure 
will exceed the applied pressure. This limit is considered by 
Basko:17 the resulting final pressure at stagnation is proportional 
to the applied pressure amplified by a power law of the Mach 
number. According to Basko, that power law is ,P P M4

stag abl= )  
but according to the self-similar solution of Kemp et al.,13 

.P P M3
stag abl= )  The important point is that by fixing the Mach 

number M* and the applied pressure Pabl, all hydro-equivalent 
thin-shell implosions lead to the same final stagnation pressure.

In laser-driven implosions, a significant portion of the shell 
mass is ablated by the laser. The model [Eqs. (1) and (2)] of 
laser-driven implosions must be modified to include the effect 
of mass ablation. In the presence of mass ablation, the equations 
of motion are well described by the rocket model:18

 ,M R V Msh ex sh=p o  (10)

 ,M m R4 2
sh abl- r=o o   (11)

where mablo  is the mass ablation rate and Vex is the exhaust veloc-
ity. Since the exhaust velocity is approximately the sound speed at 
the critical surface and proportional to a power of the laser inten-
sity or radiation temperature, for a fixed laser intensity, Eq. (10) 
leads to the well-known rocket equation for the shell velocity,

 l .R C V M
M

0
0

n0 s ex
sh

sh
- -p=o ^ ^h h

 (12)

Equations (11) and (12) can be rewritten in dimensionless form 
using the same variables used in Eqs. (7)–(9), leading to

 ,R M V
V

M
1

ln
0

imp

ex

sh
- -

p
=

)

to
t  (13)

 ,M R2
sh -W=to t  (14)

where M M M 0sh sh sh=t ^ h is the dimensionless shell mass and

 .
M V

m R

0

4 0 3

sh imp

ablr
W =

o

^
^
h
h

 (15)

Since m Vabl exo  is the ablation pressure, the dimensionless pa-
rameter W can be rewritten as 

 .
M V

V

2
3 IFAR

2 ex

imp
W =

)
 (16)

If we consider a family of implosions with the same final frac-
tion of unablated mass (same M f

sh
t ), the final implosion velocity 

is given by Eq. (12):

 .V C V
M

0
1

ln f0imp s ex
sh

p= +
t

^ fh p  (17)

Notice that for this family of implosions,

 V
V

M M
1 1ln f

0

imp

ex

sh

-
p

=
) t

d n  (18)

and the remaining mass fraction M f
sh
t  depends on the Mach 

number M*, the parameter p0, and the ratio .V Vex imp  In 
the limit of large Mach numbers, the remaining mass frac-
tion depends only on .V Vex imp  After substituting Eq. (18) 
into Eq. (16), 

 .
M M M2

3 1
1

IFAR
ln f2

0

sh
)

-
p

W =
) t
f dp n  (19)

To achieve the same dimensionless trajectory and the same 
unablated mass fraction, Eqs. (13) and (14) require the same val-
ues of M*, p0, and W. An explicit relation between Msh

t  and Rt  can 
be derived by integrating Eq. (13) after multiplying by Eq. (14):
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t

t t t

^ _

d
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(20)

Rewriting Eq. (20) at the end of the acceleration phase yields 
a simple relation for the parameter W:
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ln lnM
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M M M
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t

b bl l
> H* 4

 

(21)

indicating that for large Mach numbers and convergence ratios, 
the parameter W depends only on the final fraction of unablated 
mass. Substituting Eq. (20) for W leads to a relation between 
the IFAR and the Mach number,

 ,M
M

1 1

1
IFAR

CR
2

3

0

a-

- p
H= )

)
 (22)
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SSSSSSS

V

X

WWWWWWW
 (23)

In the limit of large M*, the factor H depends only on 
the remaining mass fraction. In the limit of ,M1 1f

sh- %t  
M1 0" pH + )` j and Eq. (21) reproduces Eq. (6) for the 

“no-ablation” case. For arbitrary ,M 1<f
sh
t  the rocket model 

maintains the MIFAR 2+ ) scaling of the no-ablation case, but 
the proportionality factor depends mostly on the unablated 
mass fraction. To preserve hydro-equivalence in the presence 
of ablation, one must preserve the value of ,M f

sh
t  thereby requir-

ing that V Vex imp be constant. Within the framework of the 
rocket model, hydro-equivalence requires constant values for 
M*, ,V Vex imp  p0, and CRa. Targets with these same dimen-
sionless parameters exhibit the same dimensionless trajectory, 
IFAR, and unablated mass fraction. 

It is useful to consider the ablation velocity Vabl, defined as 
the penetration velocity of the ablation front into the imploding 
shell. The ablation velocity is given by the ratio 

 .V
m

abl abl

abl
t=
o

 (24)

Equation (24) can be normalized to the implosion velocity and 
rewritten as 

 ,V
V

M V

V

5
3 1

2imp

abl

ex

imp
=

)
 (25)

where the relation P m Vabl abl ex. o  has been used. This shows 
that the ratio V Vimp ex depends on the Mach number and the 
ratio .V Vabl imp  Therefore, the requirements for 1-D hydro-
equivalency can also be satisfied by fixing the values of M*, 

,V Vabl imp  p0, and CRa.

For optimized implosions, the value of the convergence ratio 
at the end of the acceleration phase is not an arbitrary quantity. 
Typically the shell is driven inward until the remaining implo-
sion time is of the same order of the sound speed’s traveling 
time through the shell:

 ,V
R

Cimp

a

sa

a
+
D

 (26)

where the subscript “a” indicates the end of the acceleration 
phase. This condition implies that for R < Ra, the shell density 
and pressure increase, with the latter exceeding the applied 
pressure. Therefore, even if the laser is still on for R < Ra, the 
effects on the implosion dynamics are negligible since the 
shell pressure exceeds the applied pressure. For a constant 
ablation pressure Csa = Cs(0), Eq. (26) requires that the IFAR 
at the end of the acceleration phase scales as the Mach number 
(rather than M2

)): IFARa = oM*, where o is a constant of pro-
portionality. Since the unablated mass fraction can be written 
as ,M CRf 2

sh a aD=t t  ,MIFAR IFAR CR f3
a a sh= ta k  leading to an 

end-of-acceleration convergence ratio 

 ,
M M

M

M

M1 1

1
CR

CR

/ /

f f3

0
1 3 1 3

a
a sh sh

-

-
.o

p

o
H H

= ) ) )f fp p  (27)

where the last term on the right-hand side is obtained in the 
large M* limit. 

In summary, 1-D hydro-equivalence is obtained for fixed 
values of M*, ,V Va imp  and p0. Implosions with equal values 
of these three dimensionless parameters exhibit the same 
unablated mass fraction, the same IFAR (both initial IFAR and 
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at the end of the acceleration phase), the same dimensionless 
trajectory, and the same dimensionless thickness. Given the 
importance of the stagnation pressure to the ignition conditions, 
we consider hydro-equivalent implosions driven by the same 
ablation pressures Pabl, achieving the same final stagnation 
pressure .P P M3

stag abl+ )  

The last step is to translate the hydro-equivalence require-
ments into constraints on the physical parameters. Using the 
isentropic relation P /5 3+ at  (where a is the adiabat), the Mach 
number and the ratio V Vabl imp can be rewritten as 

  , .M
P

V

V
V

P V

m
/ / /

/
2

3 5 2 5

2

3 5

3 5

abl

imp

imp

abl

abl imp

abl
+ +

a

a
)

o
 (28)

Since both the ablation pressure and ablation rate depend on the 
laser intensity IL (for direct drive) or radiation temperature Trad 
(for indirect drive), Eq. (28) shows that fixing Pabl (and mao ), M*, 
and V Vabl imp requires setting the values of implosion velocity 
Vimp, adiabat a, and laser intensity IL (or radiation temperature 
Trad). Once the ablation pressure and shell adiabat are set, the 
parameter p0 is not an independent parameter since the shock 
pressure Psh is directly proportional to the adiabat ,P /5 3

sh ps+ at  
where the post-shock density tps is roughly 4#  the initial 
density for a strong shock. It follows that all hydro-equivalent 
implosions designed to achieve the same stagnation pressure in 
one dimension require equal values of the implosion velocity, 
shell adiabat, and laser intensity (for direct drive) or radiation 
temperature (for indirect drive). 

2. Three-Dimensional Hydrodynamic Equivalence
In this subsection, we show that the requirements for 1-D 

hydro-equivalence guarantee equivalence in three dimensions 
provided that the initial seeds for the hydrodynamic instabili-
ties scale proportionally to the size of the target radius R. The 
departure from spherical symmetry is caused primarily by 
the Richtmyer–Meshkov19,20 (RM) and Rayleigh–Taylor21,22 
(RT) instabilities. Below, we will apply the hydro-equivalence 
concepts to only the RT instability since the RM instability 
follows similar arguments.

In ICF implosions, the RT instability develops on the abla-
tion front during the acceleration phase and at the inner shell 
surface during the deceleration phase. We first consider the 
acceleration phase. Depending on the initial level of nonunifor-
mities and the unstable spectrum, the RT instability can either 
be contained within the linear regime or develop a fully nonlin-
ear bubble front. We will consider these two cases separately.

In the linear regime, the RT growth rates approximately 
follow Takabe’s formula.23,24 The number of e foldings of 
growth is the integral of the growth rates over the duration of 
the acceleration phase (t0), leading to

 ,N t kg kV t3d d
tt

e
RT

RT abl
00

-c= =
00
_ i##  (29)

where k is the wave number k /  /R,  is the mode number, R is 
the time-dependent shell radius, g R-= p  is the shell acceleration, 
and Vabl is the ablation velocity. Given that all hydro-equivalent 
targets have the same dimensionless radius Rt  and are driven 
up to the same convergence ratio CRa, taking the dimensions 
out of the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (29) yields
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e
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e
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where .R R R0=t  As discussed in the previous subsection, 
1-D hydro-equivalence requires equal values of ;V Vabl imp  
therefore Eq. (30) shows that hydro-equivalent implosions 
exhibit the same RT growth factors for all mode numbers. 
The effects of the RT instability on target performance can be 
assessed by comparing the mode amplitude 



a
h  with the target 

thickness Da at the end of the acceleration phase for each mode. 
Using the results of the rocket model for the target thickness 

,MCR f
0

2
a a shD D= ta k  the ratio 



a
ah D  can be written as
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CR
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f
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2a a sh

e
RT

h h

D D
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t

^ h
 (31)

Since CRa and M f
sh
t  are the same for hydro-equivalent implo-

sions, Eq. (31) shows that three-dimensional (3-D) hydro-
equivalence for the linear RT instability is attained when the 
initial seeds h



(0) are proportional to the initial target thickness.

While Eqs. (30) and (31) prove 3-D equivalence in the linear 
phase of the RT instability, the most important effects of the 
RT instability occur when the RT bubble front becomes non-
linear and penetrates deeply into the target. It is well known 
that a fully developed RT bubble front grows proportionally 
to the distance traveled by the shell during the acceleration 
phase. By defining the bubble front’s penetration distance hb, 
the well-known scaling relation hb = bgt2 applies for a fully 
developed, fully nonlinear multimode bubble front with the 
coefficient b . 0.05 to 0.07 (Refs. 25–28). For a time-dependent 
acceleration, the dimensionally correct bubble-front penetration 
would be .h t t g t2 d db b= tt

00
l m m
l ^ h##  At the end of the accel-
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eration phase, the parameter hb can be written in terms of the 
distance traveled by the shell during the acceleration phase:

 .h R R R2 2 1 CR0 0
1

b
a

a a- -b b= = -_ _i i  (32)

The figure of merit that measures the effects of the RT instabil-
ity on the target performance is the ratio between the bubble-
penetration distance and the shell thickness at the end of the 
acceleration. Using the results of the rocket model that ratio is

 .
h
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2 1
IFAR

CR

CR
f 2

1

a

b
a

sh a

a-b

D
=

-

t

_ i
 (33)

Since all 1-D hydro-equivalent implosions exhibit equal val-
ues of ,M f

sh
t  IFAR, and CRa, the nonlinear RT figure of merit 

hb
a

aD  will be the same for hydro-equivalent implosions. It 
follows that the effects of the acceleration-phase RT instabil-
ity on target performance are the same for hydro-equivalent 
implosions regardless of whether the RT perturbation growth 
remains within the linear phase or grows into the fully devel-
oped nonlinear regime provided that the initial RT seeds scale 
with the target thickness.

While the acceleration-phase RT instability is fully hydro-
equivalent, the deceleration-phase RT instability is not. The 
growth rate of the deceleration-phase RT has a similar form to 
Eq. (30) with the exception that the coefficient of the ablative 
stabilization is 1.4 instead of 3 (Ref. 29) and that mass ablation 
is driven by the heat leaving the hot spot rather than the heat 
flux coming from the laser (or x rays). The RT growth rate in 
the constant deceleration phase on the inside of the shell was 
fit to the following equation:

 v. . ,
k L

k g
k0 9

1
1 4

m
RT abl-c =

+
 (34)

where k is the wave number, GgH is the average acceleration, 
G LmH is the density scale length, and vabl  is the deceleration-
phase ablation velocity. In this case the deceleration-phase 
ablation velocity depends on the Spitzer conductivity30 of the 
hot spot: v ,T R/

0
5 2

abl hs sh+ t  where T0 is the central hot-spot 
temperature, Rhs is the hot-spot radius, and tsh is the shell 
density. It is possible to show that the ablative stabilization term 
for the deceleration phase is not hydro-equivalent but instead 
depends on the target size like v .R .0 5

abl + -  The ablative 
stabilization of the deceleration-phase RT is important only for 

implosion velocities exceeding 400 km/s or when the alpha-
particle heating is significantly close to ignition conditions, 
leading to large ablation velocities. Since alpha-particle heating 
is clearly not hydro-equivalent, as long as hydro-equivalent 
targets without alpha-particle energy deposition are compared, 
the effects of the ablative stabilization on the deceleration-
phase RT growth can be neglected for Vimp < 400 km/s and 
the conditions for hydro-equivalency of the RT instability are 
retained as well for the deceleration phase. A more-detailed 
analysis of hydro-equivalency of the deceleration phase is the 
subject of a forthcoming publication. 

In summary, the conditions of 1-D hydro-equivalency 
(see One-Dimensional Hydrodynamic Equivalence, p. 2) 
requiring equal values of implosion velocity Vimp, shell 
adiabat a, and laser intensity IL (for direct drive) or radiation 
temperature Trad (for indirect drive) guarantee 3-D hydrody-
namic equivalence provided that the initial level of surface 
roughness scales proportionally to the target size. If the main 
source of nonuniformities is laser imprinting (as in the case of 
direct drive), 3-D hydro-equivalence requires that the relative 
size of the laser-intensity variations (dI/I) be the same among 
hydro-equivalent targets. 

3. Design Criteria for Hydro-Equivalent Targets
This section highlights the design criteria for direct-drive 

hydro-equivalent implosions. To design a family of implosions 
with the same Vimp, a, and IL, one must specify the target 
radius and thickness, as well as the laser pulse shape. The latter 
consists of an initial low-intensity pulse (also called the “foot”) 
that sets the adiabat of the shell through one or more shocks 
and a main drive that accelerates the shell to the final implo-
sion velocity. While there are different ways of designing the 
foot of the pulse, the main drive is defined by the total energy 
EL, the peak power PL, and the main pulse length tL. Most 
of the pulse energy is contained within the main pulse. The 
energy, power, and length of the main pulse are related through 
EL . PLtL. Since the laser power is ,P R I4 0

2
L L. r  keeping the 

same intensity on target requires scaling the laser power, with 
the target surface .P R0

2
L +  To drive the capsule to the same 

final implosion velocity, the pulse length must be proportional 
to the implosion time t R V0L imp+  and, therefore, the laser 
energy must scale as .E R I V4 0

3
L L imp+ r  It follows that for 

hydro-equivalent implosions, the laser energy must scale as the 
target volume .E R0

3
L +  For hydro-equivalent targets, the final 

shell kinetic energy scaling is proportional to the laser energy 
in the main drive, leading to / .M V E1 2 2

sh imp L+^ h  To achieve 
the same implosion velocity, the target mass must, therefore, 
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scale with the laser energy .M E R0
3

sh L+ +  Since the target 
mass is proportional to the shell volume ,M R4 0

2
0 0sh + r tD  for 

the same initial density, the shell thickness must scale with the 
target radius D0 ? R0.

The basic design criteria for hydro-equivalent implosions 
consist of specifying the foot of the laser pulse to launch shocks 
of the same strength to set the shell on the same adiabat a, using 
a total laser energy proportional to the target volume, ;E R0

3
L +  

a peak laser power proportional to the target surface, ;P R0
2

L +  

a pulse length proportional to the target radius, tL + R0; and a 
shell thickness proportional to the shell radius, D0 ? R0. One 
can express these criteria in terms of laser energy rather than 
target radius, leading to ,R E /

0
1 3
L+  ,E /

0
1 3
L+D  ,P E /2 3

L L+  and 
.t E /1 3

L L+  This scaling can be applied to various performance 
metrics that have been analytically derived and fit to power laws 
from simulation databases previously developed.8,31 Table 137.I 
reviews most of the important ICF performance metrics and 
their hydro-equivalent scaling with laser energy. 

Table 137.I: Hydrodynamic scaling relations for ICF implosions and their hydro-equivalent scaling relations 
for 350-nm light. ( ;I I 1015

15
L=  Tn is the neutron-averaged ion temperature.)

Performance Metric Scaling Relation Hydro-Equivalent Scaling
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4. Non-Hydro-Equivalent Physics
Although the hydro-equivalent scaling relations hold well 

over nearly two orders of magnitude in laser energy (see the 
next section below), not all of the physical processes that 
occur in ICF implosions scale hydrodynamically. Hydrody-
namic equivalence breaks down when nonscalable physics 
significantly impact target performance. A nonexhaustive list 
of nonscalable physics includes radiation transport, thermal 
conduction, fusion reactions, and laser–plasma interactions 
(LPI’s). Radiation transport can significantly impact radia-
tion and shell-ablation physics in both the acceleration and 
deceleration phases. If the mean free path of photons is larger 
than the stopping power of the ablator of an implosion capsule, 
these photons will penetrate into the DT fuel and deposit their 
energy, thereby raising the adiabat. This occurs on smaller-
scale targets, such as those on OMEGA. 

Thermal transport in the hot spot is not hydro-equivalent. 
As shown by Zhou and Betti,31 the hot-spot temperature scales 
weakly with laser energy (or target size): .T E R. .0 07 0 21

hs L+ +  
Since the fusion yield is a strong function of temperature, this 
weak dependence becomes important when scaling ICF implo-
sions from OMEGA to the NIF. Another non-hydro-equivalent 
effect is the ablative stabilization of the deceleration-phase 
RT instability as discussed in the next section.

Fusion-energy deposition and laser scattering caused by LPI’s 
are inherently nonscalable hydrodynamically since alpha-particle 
energy deposition depends on the shell’s areal density relative to 
a fixed mean-free path as well as on the proximity to the ignition 
conditions, and the LPI’s are threshold-dependent instabilities. 
This means that all hydrodynamic quantities (except the gain) 
must be calculated without alpha-particle deposition (no-alpha 
quantities). Therefore, when scaling up in size and energy to 
assess the target performance with respect to the ignition condi-
tions, one must use an ignition criterion given in terms of no-alpha 
quantities.8,9 LPI’s will not be considered in this work. Although 
a significant amount of work has been invested in understanding 
LPI effects on direct-drive target performance32–36 and two-
plasmon–decay thresholds,37-41 this work will assume that if 
any threshold is exceeded on some energy scale versus another, 
a mitigation strategy will be employed to address it.

Hydro-Equivalent Implosion Design
In this section we will cover the design and performance of 

the two hydro-equivalent implosion designs that will be used for 
the remainder of this article. The latter half of this section will 
compare the designs to the hydro-equivalent scaling predictions 
outlined in Theory of Hydrodynamic Equivalence (p. 2).

The OMEGA-scale target is based on current cryogenic 
targets that are routinely imploded on OMEGA.42 The OMEGA-
scale target [shown in Fig. 137.1(a)] has +10 nm of plastic ablator, 
41 nm of DT ice, and an outer radius of 430 nm. This design 
is imploded with 27 kJ of laser energy, and when simulated 
with the multidimensional hydrocode DRACO,43 it achieves an 
implosion velocity of +350 km/s, has an average in-flight adiabat 
of 3, and an IFAR /R R2 3 0=  of 26. The IFAR is calculated when 
the shell radius is approximately 2/3 of its initial inner radius. 
It achieves a neutron-averaged areal density of 300 mg/cm2 and 
a neutron yield of 1.6 # 1014 in 1-D simulations. The NIF-scale 
target [shown in Fig. 137.1(b)] is geometrically scaled from the 
OMEGA-scale target using the hydro-equivalent scaling rela-
tions developed on p. 2. This results in a factor-of-4 increase in 
the target radius when scaling the laser energy up to 1.84 MJ. 
Because of differences in radiation transport at these two laser-
energy scales, a small change in the target design is required 
to compensate for deviations from hydro-equivalence. The 
OMEGA-scale target has insufficient preheat shielding in the 
CH ablator, which results in an increase in the fuel adiabat when 
the ablator prematurely ablates. Some of the plastic ablator in 
the NIF-scale design is mass-equivalently exchanged for DT ice. 
This leads to lower preheat shielding, resulting in the adiabat 
remaining the same for the two implosions. The NIF-scale target 
has the same implosion velocity, adiabat, and IFAR but is pre-
dicted to achieve a neutron-averaged areal density of 1.2 g/cm2  
and a 1-D yield of 8.6 # 1016 without alpha-particle deposition. 
When alpha-particle deposition is turned on, the implosion 
achieves a neutron yield of 3.3 # 1019, resulting in a gain of 49.
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Figure 137:1
Cryogenic target geometry and composition for (a) OMEGA-scale and 
(b) NIF-scale targets.

When plotted in terms of laser intensity and dimensionless 
time t/tbang, the laser pulses for the NIF and OMEGA are virtu-
ally identical as shown in Fig. 137.2. Here, tbang is the so-called 
“bang time,” defined as the time of peak neutron rate. The time 
evolution of the implosion velocity and IFAR are the same for 
NIF-scale and OMEGA-scale targets. Figure 137.3 shows the 
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shell velocity versus normalized time for the NIF-scale and 
OMEGA-scale designs in solid black and dashed red lines, 
respectively. The two curves are nearly identical, illustrating 
that they have the same 1-D hydrodynamics. Figure 137.4 plots 
the IFAR against normalized time and it too shows hydro-equiv-
alent behavior, illustrating that they have the same acceleration-
phase RT growth in three dimensions since the adiabats and 
implosion velocities are the same. Figure 137.5 shows the areal 

density versus normalized time for the NIF-scale target (solid 
black) and the OMEGA-scale target (dashed red) scaled by the 
energy ratio of the two designs, ,E EL

NIF
L/f Ω  to the one-third 

power. This scaling comes from the laws described in Theory 
of Hydrodynamic Equivalence (p. 2) and shows the 1-D 
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Figure 137.2
Triple-picket laser-intensity pulses versus normalized time (t/tbang) for the 
NIF-scale (solid black line) and OMEGA-scale (dashed red line) targets.

Figure 137.3
Shell velocity versus normalized time for the NIF-scale (solid black line) and 
OMEGA-scale (dashed red line) targets.
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Figure 137.4
In-flight aspect ratio (IFAR) versus normalized time for the NIF-scale (solid 
black line) and OMEGA-scale (dashed red line) targets.
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areal density and neutron rate scale as predicted. Figure 137.6 
compares the neutron rate versus normalized time, where the 
NIF neutron rate is shown as a solid black line and the scaled 
OMEGA neutron rate as a dashed red line, which scales as 
f7/6. The neutron rate scales with E /7 6

L  because the neutron 
yield scales as E /3 2

L  and time scales as .E /1 3
L  This shows good 

agreement between the theory and simulations.
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Figure 137.6
Scaled total neutron rate versus normalized time for the NIF-scale (solid black 
line) and OMEGA-scale (dashed red line) targets multiplied by f7/6.

In terms of multidimensional performance, the two designs 
are very nearly hydro-equivalent. Two-dimensional DRACO 
simulations were run to assess the performance of the implo-
sions and compare it with the hydro-equivalent scaling theory. 
All simulations used the SESAME44,45 equation of state for 
the plastic ablator and FPEOS46 for the DT fuel. Single-mode 
simulations were performed in half-wavelength wedges with a 
minimum of 20 azimuthal cells and sufficient radial zoning to 
ensure a minimum of six points in the 1/k distance away from the 
ablation surface. The radial zoning was increased with  -mode 
number to keep the same spatial aspect ratio in the Lagrangian 
mesh throughout the entire set. This ensured that the amplitudes 
of the higher harmonics were typically smaller than one tenth 
of the fundamental-mode amplitude. It is important to note that 
the seed amplitude between the two designs was kept hydro-
equivalent by a factor of f1/3 in accordance with the change in 
target size. It should also be mentioned that all of the simulations 
containing an inner-surface ice roughness had a power spectrum 
whose amplitude scaled as  –2, where  spanned every even 

mode from 2 to 50, unless otherwise specified. These simulations 
were performed in 90° wedges, and the minimum number of azi-
muthal cells required to adequately resolve the physical impact 
of these perturbations was ten per half-wavelength at mode 50.

In the acceleration-phase RT growth, the seed amplitude 
was set by a single cosine surface perturbation on the outside 
of the shell such that the growth of the mode was always in 
the linear stage. Simulations of the single-mode linear growth 
factor confirm that the acceleration-phase RT growth factors 
scale approximately hydro-equivalently. Figure 137.7 shows 
the acceleration-phase linear growth factor versus the  mode 
for the NIF-scale (solid black) and OMEGA-scale (dashed red) 
designs. The two curves are close together for  modes ranging 
from 10 to 300. The small difference between the two curves 
is attributed to the non-hydro-equivalent radiation transport 
that increases the scaled density gradient scale length on the 
OMEGA-scale target with respect to the NIF-scale target. The 
initial amplitude of the mode is chosen just after the beginning 
of the acceleration phase, where the effect of any phase inver-
sions resulting from shock breakout have already taken place. 
Despite these differences, the acceleration-phase growth factors 
of the two designs are within 20% of each other, justifying the 
statement of their hydro-equivalence. 

A series of single-mode growth factor simulations in the 
deceleration phase were performed and verified that the decel-
eration phase is not exactly hydro-equivalent as expected (see 
Non-Hydro-Equivalent Physics, p. 8). In this case the seed 
perturbation was set as a single cosine-mode density perturbation 
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growth for the NIF-scale (solid black line) and OMEGA-scale (dashed red 
line) targets.
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on the inside of the target at the DT gas/ice interface. Figure 137.8 
shows the total linear growth factor versus  mode for the two 
designs. It shows that the linear growth factors are comparable 
for low- modes but diverge for  > 10. A phase inversion first 
occurs at mode  = 4 (and for every mode greater than 4), giving 
the illusion that the mode does not grow. The difference between 
the growth factors of the two designs can be explained by apply-
ing the theory developed in Ref. 29, as outlined in Theory of 
Hydrodynamic Equivalence (p. 2). The difference in the lin-
ear RT growth factors has little impact on the yield-over-clean 
(YOC) when performing more-representative simulations, where 
we define the YOC as the multidimensional yield divided by the 
1-D yield. A series of multimode ice spectrum simulations were 
performed to study their effect on the YOC, where the amplitudes 
of the modes were not constrained to be within the linear regime. 
As shown in Fig. 137.9, the YOC decreases at the same rate for 
both the NIF-scale (solid black line) and OMEGA-scale (dashed 
red line) targets as a function of the normalized ice roughness. 
This is the case for both spectrums where the  mode ranged 
from 2 to 36 (squares) and 10 to 36 (circles). Altering the starting 
mode in the spectrum made it possible for a different  mode 
to dominate the hot-spot dynamics to ensure the YOC was the 
same for any implosion. Choosing an end mode of 36 in this case 
instead of 50 had no significant effect in the simulations other 
than decreasing the required computation time.

To summarize, hydro-equivalent designs were presented 
and tested against the hydro-equivalent theory to ensure hydro-
equivalence. In terms of 1-D hydro-equivalence, the designs 
had identical implosion velocities, laser intensities, adiabats, 

and IFAR’s. The target geometry scaled with the laser energy, 
and when applied to the scaling laws shown in Table 137.I, the 
simulated performance metrics were in good agreement with 
theory (Figs. 137.3 and 137.4). In terms of multidimensional 
hydro-equivalence, similar RT growth in the acceleration 
phase (Fig. 137.7) was predicted by theory and corroborated 
by simulations. Slight differences in the deceleration phase 
were predicted by linear theory and seen in simulations 
(Fig. 137.8); however, this effect is negligible in terms of per-
formance for these two designs (as shown in Fig. 137.9). The 
OMEGA-scale and NIF-scale designs presented are approxi-
mately hydro-equivalent.
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Hydro-Equivalent Ignition Scaling of ICF Implosions
In this section, the hydrodynamic equivalence theory 

developed on p. 2 is applied to the Lawson criterion to create 
hydro-equivalent ignition-scaling relations for ICF implosions. 
A simple clean-volume analysis will be derived to estimate the 
scaling. Numerical simulations at the NIF and OMEGA scales 
are shown to support this result. Finally, ignition threshold 
performance metrics for hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA 
will be presented and discussed.

The Lawson criterion parameter defines the performance 
threshold required for an igniting plasma. It is defined as 
| / Px/Pxig, where P is the plasma pressure, x is the confine-
ment time, and Pxig is the product of the two required for 
ignition. The Lawson parameter can be expressed in terms of 
measurable parameters for ICF:8,9
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where 2Rg/cmt  is the 3-D neutron-averaged areal density in 
units of g/cm2, Y16 is the 3-D neutron yield in units of 1016, 
mmg

DT is the mass of the DT fuel in milligrams, and YOC is 
the yield-over-clean defined as the measured yield over the 
simulated 1-D yield. All hydrodynamic quantities are calcu-
lated without alpha-particle deposition. The YOC is used as 
a measure of the impact of the 3-D nonuniformities such that 
Y3-D = Y1-D # YOC. The YOC is also used to account for 3-D 
degradation of the areal density, where

 DD -- #+ .R R YOC .
1

0 17
3t t  (36)

The power index of 0.17 is derived by fitting the areal-
density degradation from several 2-D simulations as shown 
in Fig. 137.10. This stipulates the Lawson parameter to scale 
as YOC0.5:
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The Lawson parameter can be scaled from OMEGA to the NIF 
using the hydro-equivalence scaling laws derived in Theory 
of Hyrdodynamic Equivalence (p. 2), where tR1-D + E1/3, 
Y1-D + E3/2, and m + E, to find

 .E YOC. .0 37 0 5+|  (38)

Taking the ratio of Eq. (38) from two different implosions, 
we can compare one hydro-equivalent implosion to another 
in terms of the Lawson parameter. In this way it is possible 
to determine how close non-igniting implosions would be to 
achieving ignition if the laser energy and target geometry were 
hydro-equivalently scaled to an implosion that could ignite. 
Taking the definition of ignition to be when the implosion 
achieves marginal gain (| = 1), and assuming that ignition 
will occur at NIF’s laser energy, the Lawson parameter for an 
OMEGA-scale implosion considered to be hydro-equivalently 
igniting would be

 eq ig- . .0 21 YOC
YOC .0 5

NIF
| =

-

Ω Ω
e o  (39)

The YOC ratio in Eq. (39) is inferred using both an analyti-
cal clean volume analysis and 2-D hydrodynamic simulations. 

A rough estimate of the YOC can be obtained by assuming 
that the YOC is proportional to the ratio of the clean volume 
to the 1-D volume: D D--R RYOC 3 3

3 1.  (Ref. 47). Using 
this approximation, it is possible to estimate the YOC ratio 
resulting from the RT growth in the deceleration phase. If we 
assume that the clean radius will decrease with the amplitude 
of the largest RT spike R3-D = R1-D-v0GRT, where v0 is the 
initial nonuniformity amplitude for the deceleration-phase 
RT and GRT is the growth factor for RT modes, then a simple 
set of algebraic steps can relate the YOC’s for the two hydro-
equivalent implosions:

 ,
E

E
1 1YOC YOC

/
/

0

0
1 3

1 3

3

NIF

NIF

L
NIF
L

- -
v

v
= Ω

Ω

Ωf `p j> H  (40)

where the growth factors are identical for the two hydro-
equivalent implosions. Equation (40) recovers the results from 
the simulations shown in Fig. 137.9, where equal YOC’s are 
obtained when using the same normalized v0. In most ICF 
implosions, however, laser-imprinting feedthrough will domi-
nate the RT growth in the deceleration phase. It is possible to 
take this into account by setting ,0

2 2
ice laser/v v v+  where 

vlaser is the deceleration-phase nonuniformity seed amplitude 
resulting from laser imprinting. If the RT amplitude resulting 
from laser imprinting scales with the target size and the number 
of overlapping beams (Nb) such that ,E N/ /1 3 1 2

laser b+v -  then
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where .laser ice/v v vΩt  Large values of vΩt  indicate that laser 
imprinting dominates the deceleration-phase nonuniformity 
seeds over the inner-ice-surface roughness. Inserting Eq. (41) 
into Eq. (40) and dividing by YOCX gives an analytic expression 
for the YOC ratio and is shown in Fig. 137.11 for ,N 192b

NIF =  
,N 60b =Ω  and YOCX = 0.3. YOCX is set to a value of 0.3 because 

this is a typical YOC experimentally inferred from the current 
best-performing cryogenic implosions on OMEGA.42 This 
function asymptotes to a YOC ratio of 1.8 for large values of 

,vΩt  representing the realistic regime where laser imprinting 
dominates over ice roughness. The YOC improvement of 1.8# 
is a result of the lower imprinting level in a NIF symmetric illu-
mination configuration caused by the larger number of overlap-
ping beams. Inserting this YOC ratio into Eq. (39) indicates that 
hydro-equivalent ignition would occur on an OMEGA-scale 
target obtaining |X–eq ig = 0.15. It is important to emphasize 
that this conclusion is valid only within the simple YOC model 
shown above and assumes that the NIF imprinting level is lower 
than on OMEGA by a factor of / .60 192
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Analytic calculation of the YOC ratio versus perturbation parameter vΩ

t  
using a simple clean volume analysis. Large values of vΩ

t  are expected 
in experiments. 

Two-dimensional multimode ice and imprinting simulations 
can be used to determine the YOC scaling ratio. These simu-
lations have an imprint spectrum for a range of even  modes 
from 2 to 100, a 1-nm root-mean-square ice roughness spec-
trum, and 2-D SSD laser-beam smoothing. Figure 137.12 plots 
the YOC of several simulations with varying degrees of laser 

imprinting for both the NIF-scale and OMEGA-scale designs. 
The x axis is an amplitude multiplier on the imprint spectrum, 
where an imprint multiplier of zero indicates the simulation has 
perfectly smooth beams and an imprint multiplier of 1 indicates 
the expected level of imprint modulations being applied to the 
target for the 60-beam OMEGA or 192-beam symmetric NIF 
Laser Systems. The NIF-scale target with an imprint multiplier 
of zero has a YOC of 0.98, as a result of the relatively small 
effect of ice roughness, and decreases with increasing imprint 
multiplier. At an imprint multiplier of 2.67, the NIF-scale tar-
get achieves marginal ignition (gain = 1) when alpha-particle 
deposition is turned on. On the OMEGA-scale target, the 
reduction in YOC related to ice roughness only (+75%) is sig-
nificantly larger than on the NIF-scale target. This is because 
the relative size of the ice roughness is larger by a factor of 
f1/3 on OMEGA with respect to the NIF, while the absolute 
magnitude of the ice roughness remains the same. The YOC 
of the OMEGA-scale target decreases as the imprint multiplier 
increases, albeit at a faster rate because the imprint spectrum 
is smoothed by a smaller number of beams. Above an imprint 
multiplier of 1, the OMEGA-scale target can be considered 
to be broken up. The OMEGA-scale line in Fig. 137.12 is an 
average of two sets of simulations where the phases of the ice 
roughness are reversed. Phase coupling’s impact on target 
performance between the ice-roughness spectrum and the RT 
modes driven by laser imprinting can be significant and may 
lead to misinterpretation of the set of simulation results. For 
example, if the phases of the ice spectrum and laser imprinting 
destructively interfere, increasing the amount of laser imprint-
ing can appear to have a positive effect on the YOC. Similarly, 
if the modes constructively interfere, the YOC reduction could 
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be grossly exaggerated. Averaging the YOC’s from these two 
ice spectrums generalizes the impact of phase coupling and 
allows one to compare targets where phase coupling does not 
have a significant impact on target performance (such as the 
NIF-scale target). 

The two curves in Fig. 137.12 contain all of the information 
necessary to infer the YOC ratio numerically. It is important 
to notice that the OMEGA-scale target exhibits a cliff in 
YOC when the imprint multiplier is above +0.6. This occurs 
because the OMEGA-scale target begins to break up for such 
levels of nonuniformities, while the corresponding NIF target 
maintains its macroscopic integrity. Although the growth of 
hydrodynamic instabilities is essentially identical (i.e., hydro-
equivalent) between the OMEGA-scale and NIF-scale targets, 
the seeds are not, resulting in very different behavior of the 
YOC as shown in Fig. 137.12. The difference in the relative 
level of nonuniformities between OMEGA-scale and NIF-scale 
targets breaks the hydro-equivalency. Even in the absence of 
laser imprinting, the relative size of the ice roughness is 4# 
larger on OMEGA than on the NIF. Therefore, both seeds 
of the RT instability (ice roughness and imprinting) are not 
hydro-equivalent. To achieve a final assessment of the perfor-
mance requirements on OMEGA, we identify three possible 
extrapolations from OMEGA to the NIF:

1. A quasi-hydro-equivalent extrapolation corresponding to 
values of the YOC for OMEGA above 0.6 in Fig. 137.12. 
As shown in Fig. 137.12, in the range of YOC = 0.6 to 1.0, 
both the OMEGA and NIF targets remain integral dur-
ing the implosion and are both above the shell’s breakup 
“cliff.” Full hydro-equivalency is not achieved because 
of the difference in relative ice roughness. The behavior 
of the YOC versus imprint multiplier is similar, however, 
even though the two curves are shifted and maintain 
an approximately constant ratio of 1.3. In this regime, 
extrapolations from OMEGA scales to NIF scales are 
likely to be quite reliable since the departure from hydro-
equivalency is rather small (a factor of 1.3# in YOC and 
1.05# in areal density).

2. A semi-hydro-equivalent extrapolation corresponding 
to values of the YOC for OMEGA between 0.3 and 0.6 
in Fig. 137.12. The OMEGA shell is highly distorted 
and within the cliff in YOC. The OMEGA YOC is still 
reasonably high, however, and the clean hot-spot radius 
is larger than about 60% to 70% of its 1-D value. In this 
case, extrapolating from OMEGA scales to NIF scales 
requires a reliance on the hydrocode. This is not an 

optimal or robust extrapolation since it relies on a large 
difference in calculated YOC’s when extrapolating from 
OMEGA to the NIF.

3. A non-hydro-equivalent extrapolation corresponds to 
values of the YOC for OMEGA below 0.3 in Fig 137.12. 
The OMEGA shell is broken in flight and its performance 
is at the bottom of the YOC cliff, while the NIF target 
is still integral. The departure from hydro-equivalency 
is so great that it would be unreasonable to attempt an 
extrapolation from OMEGA experimental results to the 
NIF scale. We do not consider this regime viable for 
performance extrapolation.

We restrict our analysis to quasi- and semi-hydro-equivalent 
implosions [(1) and (2)] and limit the OMEGA-scale target YOC 
to values $0.3. Note that YOC’s of 30% to 40% are the typical 
YOC’s inferred from current high-performance implosions on 
OMEGA.42 Figure 137.13 plots the YOC ratio versus YOCX. It 
is observed that the YOC ratio varies from 1.3 to 2.7, depending 
on the level of laser imprinting. For smooth beams leading to a 
YOCX $ 0.6 (quasi-hydro-equivalent regime), the YOC ratio is 
approximately 1.3—the predicted value given by the analytic 
scaling from Eq. (40) (for a YOCX of 0.7). Larger imprinting 
levels increase the YOC ratio up to a factor of 2.7 at a YOCX 
of 0.3 (semi-hydro-equivalent regime). It is important to note 
that the YOC ratio is not necessarily 2.7 but can range from 
1.3 to 2.7, depending on the beam uniformity that is present 
on the NIF scale.
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The areal densities and neutron yields required for quasi- 
and semi-hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA follow from 
the 3-D Lawson criterion. Given the bounding values for the 
YOC ratio, |X–eq ig can be calculated to be +0.19 for quasi-
hydro-equivalent ignition (YOC ratio of 1.3) and between 
0.13 and 0.19 for semi-hydro-equivalent ignition (YOC ratio 
between 1.3 and 2.7). This indicates that any implosion occur-
ring on OMEGA that obtains | $ |X–eq ig would equate to 
either quasi- or semi-hydro-equivalent ignition. Figure 137.14 
is a contour plot of the 3-D Lawson criterion plotted against 
its two dependent variables—the 3-D neutron yield and the 
neutron-averaged areal density; the YOC0.06 dependence is 
small enough to be ignored within a 10% error. For comparison, 
the white diamond indicates OMEGA’s current best-performing 
shot in terms of the Lawson criterion (| = 0.10) (Ref. 42). 
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In summary, to claim quasi-hydro-equivalent ignition in 
a NIF symmetric illumination configuration, OMEGA’s per-
formance must increase from at least | = 0.10 to a minimum 
value of | = 0.19. To claim semi-hydro-equivalent ignition in 
a symmetric NIF illumination configuration, OMEGA’s per-
formance must increase from at least | = 0.10 to a minimum 
value of | = 0.13. It is important to emphasize that semi-hydro-

equivalent ignition for |X–eq ig = 0.13 uses a large enhancement 
(2.7#) in calculated yields from OMEGA to the NIF, thereby 
decreasing the reliability of such a conclusion. Table 137.II 
provides reasonable sample values required to demonstrate 
ignition on a quasi- and semi-hydro-equivalent symmetric NIF-
scale target at the OMEGA scale in terms of neutron-averaged 
areal density and total neutron yield.

Table 137.II: Current OMEGA record performance metrics for 
experimentally measured neutron yields and neutron-
averaged areal densities along with its calculated 
Lawson parameter |. Sample values required to dem-
onstrate hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA-scale 
cryogenic implosions are also provided.

Neutron Yield 
(#1013)

Areal Density 
(mg/cm2) |X–eq ig

OMEGA’s current 
record (shot 69514)

3.0 173 0.10

Hydro-equivalent 
ignition (2.7 # YOC 
improvement)

3.0 240 0.13

Hydro-equivalent 
ignition (1.3 # YOC 
improvement)

6.0 300 0.19

Conclusions
Hydro-equivalence combined with ignition theory allows 

one to compare OMEGA-scale implosions to ignition-scale 
targets on a symmetric NIF illumination configuration with 
the same 2-D SSD smoothing as OMEGA. Hydro-equivalent 
implosions are energetically scalable and have identical implo-
sion velocities, laser intensities, and adiabats. Hydro-equivalent 
implosions exhibit the same 1-D dynamics and the same hydro-
dynamic instability growth. The measurable Lawson criterion 
was used to assess the performance of an implosion using 
experimental observables and can also be used in conjunction 
with hydro-equivalent scaling relations. Analytical derivations 
were developed and numerical simulations were performed to 
predict the hydro-equivalent ignition threshold on OMEGA-
scale targets and are in good agreement with one another.

While OMEGA and NIF targets can be designed to be 
approximately hydro-equivalent, the difference in the initial 
level of nonuniformities prevents an exactly hydro-equivalent 
extrapolation. Ice roughness is inherently non-hydro-equivalent 
since the ice vrms is the same for OMEGA and the NIF while 
the OMEGA-scale’s target size is roughly 4# smaller. Laser 
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imprinting is also non-hydro-equivalent because of the different 
number of beams between OMEGA and the NIF. In the absence 
of perfect hydro-equivalency, two OMEGA-to-NIF extrapola-
tions have been identified: (a) a quasi-hydro-equivalent extrapo-
lation including realistic ice roughness and relatively low levels 
of laser imprinting; (b) a semi-hydro-equivalent extrapolation 
applicable for a larger level of laser imprinting. A quasi-hydro-
equivalent extrapolation requires OMEGA target performance 
characterized by YOC $ 0.6. The performance of such targets 
can be reliably extrapolated from OMEGA scale to the NIF 
scale since it requires a relatively small improvement in YOC 
of only 30%. A semi-hydro-equivalent extrapolation requires 
an OMEGA YOC of 0.3 to 0.6. The extrapolation to NIF scales 
from OMEGA-scale semi-hydro-equivalent implosions is less 
reliable since it requires a large calculated YOC improvement for 
ignition at NIF scales (up to 2.7# for an OMEGA YOC of 0.3). 

In summary, the theory of hydro-equivalency and 2-D simu-
lations of hydro-equivalent implosions indicates that a reliable 
extrapolation to ignition (quasi-hydro-equivalent ignition) 
on a symmetrically illuminating NIF configuration requires 
OMEGA target performance with an areal density of about 
0.3 g/cm2 and a neutron yield of about 6 # 1013. As a short-term 
goal, semi-hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA requires less-
demanding implosions that achieve areal densities and neutron 
yields as low as 0.24 g/cm2 and 3 # 1013, respectively. 
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Introduction
To ignite the deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel in an inertial con-
finement fusion1,2 (ICF) implosion, the ion temperature and 
areal density of the central, lower-density region (hot spot) of 
the compressed DT fuel assembly must be sufficient to create 
self-heating by alpha particles produced as a result of fusing 
D and T. A typical ICF target consists of a higher-density shell 
filled with a lower-density fuel vapor. The shell has outer layers 
of ablator materials and an inner layer of frozen DT fuel. To 
compress the main fuel and initiate burn, the shell is acceler-
ated inward by a temporally shaped pressure drive created by 
laser energy that is delivered either directly to the target (direct 
drive) or indirectly by converting its energy to x rays inside a 
hohlraum (indirect drive).1,2 

The peak hot-spot pressure is a critical parameter in ICF 
implosions. It determines the minimum shell kinetic energy 
required to create an igniting hot spot. This follows from a sim-
ple argument2 that if the shell’s kinetic energy is converted into 
the internal energy of the hot spot at stagnation, ,E p Rmax

3
k hs"  

then ,E TR p3 3 2
k hs max+ t_ i  where Rhs, pmax + tT/mi, t, and 

T are the hot-spot radius, maximum pressure, mass density, 
and temperature, respectively, and mi is the average ion mass. 
Since the hot spot must satisfy1–3

 .R T 0 3 5g/cm keV> 2
hs # #t_ i  (1)

to ignite, the fuel’s kinetic energy must exceed a threshold value 
Ek > Ek,min, which depends on the peak pressure

 .E p 2
k,min max+

-  (2)

Equation (2) shows that achieving higher pressures in the hot 
spot relaxes the requirement for the shell’s kinetic energy and 
the laser drive energy. Equation (1) sets the requirement for the 
hot-spot pressure in an igniting target. Since p = (1 + Z)tT/mi 
(for DT fuel, Z = 1 is the ion charge, mi - 2.5 mp is the average 
ion mass, and mp is the proton mass), Eq. (1) gives

 .p R200
50

Gbar
m

>hs
hs

nf p  (3)

The peak pressure also determines the neutron yield for 
subigniting ICF implosions. Indeed, the DT fusion reaction 
rate is vn t V nd d 2

i hs i# #+ v  and the reaction cross section 
is GvvH + T 4.5 (at temperatures T + 2 to 4 keV, which are typical 
for sub-ignition ICF implosions). This leads to a total neutron 
yield of

 ,Y V T tp .
max
2 2 5

hs burn# # #+ D  (4)

where ni is the ion density, Vhs is the hot-spot volume, and 
Dtburn is the burn duration. Using the adiabatic condition for 
the hot spot3,4 Vp /5 3

hs+ -  (see also the discussion later in the 
text), Eq. (4) becomes

 .Y T tp /
max
7 5

burn# #+ D
.2 5  (5)

Equation (5) shows that higher hot-spot pressures lead to higher 
target yields. 

The maximum pressure depends mainly on the following 
two effects: first, the conversion efficiency of the shell’s kinetic 
energy into the hot-spot internal energy at shell stagnation; 
second, the hot-spot size since larger hot-spot volumes lead 
to smaller peak pressures for a given hot-spot internal energy 
Eint, .E Vpmax int hs+  The first effect depends on the fraction 
of shell mass that stagnates at peak compression. At the begin-
ning of shell deceleration [see Fig. 137.15(a)], the pressure of 
the central vapor region of an imploding target (which, together 
with the material ablated from the inside of the shell during 
acceleration, forms a hot spot at the peak compression) exceeds 
the shell pressure and an outgoing shock wave is formed at the 
inner edge of the shell. The vapor (hot-spot) pressure increases 
while the inner part of the shell converges, performing the pdV 
work on the vapor region. The inward shell motion is limited 
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by the deceleration force caused by the pressure gradient in 
the shock-compressed region [see Fig. 137.15(b)]. This pres-
sure gradient is determined first by the pressure behind the 
shock front (which depends on density t and velocity v of the 
incoming shell ahead of the shock, pshock + tv2) and second, 
by the hot-spot pressure, which depends on the hot-spot con-
vergence ratio .Vp /5 3

hs hs+ -  If two implosions are considered 
where the shells have different tv2, the pressure behind the 
shock is lower and the pressure gradient (for a given hot-spot 
volume) is higher in the shell with a smaller tv2. This shell, 
therefore, experiences a stronger deceleration force, leading 
to a larger hot-spot volume at stagnation. The amount of shell 
material overtaken by the outgoing shock is smaller in this 
case, resulting in a reduced fraction of the shell’s kinetic energy 
being converted into hot-spot internal energy. Since the shell’s 
deceleration depends on the density of the incoming shell, the 
excessive decompression of the shell by either the Rayleigh–
Taylor (RT) instability growth5,6 or preheat caused by radiation 
and suprathermal electrons must be prevented.

Predicting the evolution of the hot-spot pressure using hydro-
dynamic code simulations requires accurate modeling of many 
physical processes that take place during the target implosion. 
It is essential, therefore, to validate code predictions of key 
target-performance characteristics at each stage of the implosion 
against the experimental data. In addition, experiments can help 
to identify new physical phenomena (not included in the code 
simulations) that limit target performance. For such purposes, 
cryogenic DT capsules are being imploded on the OMEGA 
Laser System7 using direct-drive laser illumination. The targets 
are 7.3- to 12-nm-thick deuterated plastic (CD) shells with outer 
diameters of 860 nm and 40- to 65-nm-thick cryogenic DT 
layers. These targets are driven using single and multiple-picket 
pulses8 with laser energies of 23 to 27 kJUV at a peak intensity 
of 0.4 to 1 # 1015 W/cm2, reaching implosion velocities (defined 
as the peak mass-averaged shell velocity) of 2.2 to 4 # 107 cm/s.

This article describes recent progress in understanding 
cryogenic implosion performance on OMEGA. The following 
sections (1) describe the cryogenic target designs and the exper-
iments carried out to validate one-dimensional (1-D) implosion 
parameters; (2) discuss target performance; (3) present hydro-
dynamic modeling results; and (4) discuss the performance 
degradation mechanisms, where we also present the strategies 
for demonstrating the ignition hydrodynamic equivalence on 
OMEGA, followed by the conclusions.

Target Designs and Validation  
of 1-D Implosion Parameters

This section describes the cryogenic target designs and 
discusses the experimental campaigns carried out on OMEGA 
to validate the key predicted implosion parameters. The simula-
tion results discussed here are obtained using the 1-D hydro-
code LILAC.9 These simulations include nonlocal electron ther-
mal transport10 and the cross-beam energy transfer model.11–13

The compression of cryogenic DT fuel is studied for a range 
of shell adiabat values of 1.5 < a < 6 [adiabat a is defined as a 
ratio of the shell pressure to Fermi-degenerate pressure at shell 
density (see Target Performance, p. 23, for more details)], 
implosion velocities, and the peak laser intensities. Implosion 
velocity is controlled by varying the CD thickness in a range 
from 7.2 to 12 nm and an ice thickness from 40 to 65 nm. 

Two OMEGA cryogenic target designs are shown in 
Fig. 137.16. The shell adiabat and the in-flight aspect ratio 
(IFAR) in implosions are controlled by changing the energies 
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and separating of intensity pickets ahead of the main drive 
pulse. The lower-adiabat design, shown as a dashed line in 
Fig. 137.16, has lower-intensity pickets and larger picket-to-
picket and picket-to-main-pulse separations. 

The plastic overcoat is ablated during the main drive pulse 
either fully or partially, depending on its thickness. For a given 
laser energy, there is an optimum CD layer thickness that 
maximizes the drive (ablation) pressure. This is determined by 
the interplay of the laser absorption efficiency, radiation losses, 
electron thermal conduction from the laser-absorption region 
to the ablation front, and ablation efficiency. 

Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption2 is proportional to the 
average square of the ion charge GZ2H. Consequently, having CD 
plasma in the laser-deposition region is beneficial for the overall 
laser absorption because . .Z Z 18 52 2

CD DT -  The higher 
absorption also leads to a larger coronal temperature and an 
increased threshold for the two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instabil-
ity.14,15 Furthermore, the higher average ion charge GZH and the low 
fraction of hydrogen atoms in the plasma corona give an additional 
reduction in TPD growth because of the lower damping rates of 
ion-acoustic waves.16 A thicker CD layer also shields the main fuel 
against radiation preheat from the plasma corona (despite the small 
opacity of DT, calculations indicate that the amount of radiation 
from the plasma corona absorbed in the main fuel is sufficient to 
raise the fuel adiabat by 30% to 50% during target acceleration). 

Using ablator materials with higher GZ2H, on the other hand, 
leads to larger radiation losses. Higher-Z materials also reduce 
the heat conduction from the plasma region, where laser energy 
is absorbed to the ablation front since the thermal conductivity 
is proportional to .Z Z2  This reduces the mass ablation rate 
and the ablation pressure. 

The ablation efficiency, which depends on the ratio of 
atomic weight A and the averaged ion charge G ZH, is higher 
in DT. This dependence follows from the steady-state abla-
tion model,17 where the incoming absorbed laser power flux 
(laser intensity) I is balanced by the outgoing energy flux 
of expanding plasma flow, tv3. Here, t is the plasma mass 
density and v is the expansion velocity. Such a model predicts 
the ablation-pressure and the mass-ablation-rate scalings to 
be pa + I2/3 (A/Z)1/3 and / ,m I A Z/ /1 3 2 3+o ^ h  respectively. Since 

/ / . ,A Z A Z 1 25DT CH -^ ^h h  the ablation pressure and mass abla-
tion rate, as a fraction of absorbed laser energy, are higher in 
DT by 8% and 16%, respectively. 

Considering these competing effects leads to the conclusion 
that absorbing the laser energy in CD and ablating DT result 
in a higher ablation pressure. Since the ablation and absorption 
regions are spatially separated, an optimum CD thickness for 
which the ablation pressure is maximized requires the ablation 
front to propagate in DT while the ablated CD plasma is still 
present in the laser-deposition region. For an OMEGA-scale 
laser system, the optimum CD thickness is +7.5 to 8 nm. This 
is shown in Fig. 137.17, where the ablation pressure is plotted 
as a function of the CD thickness for targets with a fixed shell 
mass and a different ratio of CD to DT layer thicknesses. The 
squares in the figure represent the ablation pressure calculated 
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at the beginning of the shell acceleration and the circles repre-
sent pressures when the shell has converged by a factor of 2.5. 
The CD thickness that maximizes the ablation pressure changes 
from +6 nm earlier in the pulse to 7.5 nm at later times. This 
change occurs because a CD layer thicker than 6.5 nm is still 
being ablated at earlier times, resulting in a lower rocket effi-
ciency. By the time the shell has converged by a factor of 2.5, a 
CD layer thinner than +10 nm is completely ablated, resulting 
in an increased rocket efficiency. If the initial CD thickness is 
less than 7 nm, however, the ablated DT plasma expands into 
the laser-absorption region, significantly reducing the absorp-
tion fraction .Zas a result of a reduced 2` j  

Since the physics of the ablatively driven implosions is com-
plex, it is important to verify that the key implosion parameters 
are modeled correctly. The predicted ablation pressure and the 
mass ablation rate are validated by comparing the simulated shell 
trajectory, the power and spectrum of the scattered laser light, 
and timing of the neutron-production history (bang time) with the 
data. The shell trajectory is verified by comparing the measured 
spatial profile of the x-ray emission from plasma corona18 with 
the predictions. Figure 137.18(a) shows a schematic of the x-ray 
emission map together with a lineout of the self-emission image 

as measured by an x-ray framing camera. Figure 137.18(b) plots 
the simulated electron density (solid line), electron temperature 
(dashed line), and the line-integrated self-emission projected on 
the detector plane (dotted line) for a typical cryogenic implosion 
on OMEGA. This figure shows that the ablation front is in very 
close proximity to the peak in the x-ray emission. Therefore, 
comparing the measured and simulated positions of the peak or 
the inner edge of the emission profile provides a good measure of 
the accuracy in predicting the ablation-front trajectory. Taking the 
time derivative of the ablation-front trajectory gives the ablation-
front velocity.19 It peaks at a value smaller than the implosion 
velocity vimp since the convergence effects move the location 
of the peak pressure from the ablation front to the inner part of 
the shell, creating a force that decelerates only the ablation-front 
region while the average shell velocity continues to increase 
(see Implosion Modeling, p. 27, for more details). Figure 137.19 
shows, as an example, (a) one of the 16 gated self-emission images 
taken during a cryogenic implosion, together with (b) inferred 
ablation-front trajectory, and (c) its velocity. There is excellent 
agreement between the simulation results and the measurements. 

Laser absorption and the ablated plasma evolutions are 
inferred by measuring the power and spectrum of the scattered 
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profile (red squares). The laser pulse is shown as a solid line.
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light.20 Figure 137.20 shows the measured scattered power 
(dashed line), which agrees very well with predictions (solid 
line). The measured and predicted laser-absorption fractions 
are 55!4% and 55%, respectively.

The measured time-resolved scattered-light spectrum is 
compared with the simulations in Fig. 137.21. The temporal 
shifts in the scattered laser light are caused by changing the 
optical path length in the plasma traversed by the laser rays. 
LILAC modeling of the scattered-light spectrum includes cal-
culating frequency shifts21 and convolving the results with the 
incident laser spectrum resulting from smoothing by spectral 
dispersion (SSD).22 Except for a discrepancy at the beginning 
of the main drive, both spectra agree very well. 

The temporal behavior of the spectrum can be understood 
by using a simplified description based on a frequency shift of 
the light reflected from a moving surface (which corresponds 
to the critical surface where the electron density is equal to 
ncr - 9 # 1021 cm–3). The velocity of the critical surface is 
plotted in Fig. 137.22(a). At the early times, t < 0.3 ns, this 
velocity is positive, making the reflecting surface move toward 
the observer and causing a blue shift in the spectrum. Later, 
as the laser intensity begins to rise during the main pulse, the 
velocity rapidly changes to a negative value, causing a red shift 
in the spectrum at t - 1.3 ns. An additional sharp velocity shift 
occurs at t - 1.9 ns. This is caused by the onset of the laser 

Figure 137.20
The measured (dashed line) and predicted (solid line) scattered-light power 
for the OMEGA cryogenic implosion (shot 69514).
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Figure 137.22
(a) Simulated velocity of the critical surface. The posi-
tive velocity early in the pulse (t - 0.1 to 0.3 ns) results 
in a blue-shifted part of the scattered-light spectrum 
(see Fig. 137.21). The sharp velocity variations at 
t - 1.3 and t - 1.9 ns lead to the sharp red-shifted 
features in the spectrum. The pulse shape is shown 
in Fig. 137.21(b) with the white line. (b) The electron 
density (solid lines) and flow velocity (dashed lines) 
in a cryogenic implosion as predicted by LILAC. 
The two vertical lines indicate the positions of the 
critical electron density at two different times during 
the implosion.
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deposition in the ablated DT plasma and a mismatch in the 
electron density across the CD/DT interface, which is a conse-
quence of the continuity in pressure (resulting from momentum 
conservation) and the electron and ion temperatures (because 
of thermal conduction):

 ,n n
T Z T

T Z T
n

1

1
<e,DT e,CD

i DT e

i CD e
e,CD=

+

+

_
_

i
i

 (6)

where ne,CD(DT) and ZCD(DT) are the electron density and the 
ion charge of the plasma on the CD(DT) side of the CD–DT 
interface, and Ti and Te are the ion and electron temperatures, 
respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 137.22(b), where the 
electron density profiles (solid lines) predicted by LILAC are 
plotted at two different times for a typical cryogenic implo-
sion. After the electron density in the expanding CD plasma 
drops below the critical density at the CD/DT interface, the 
critical surface position jumps farther inward. This is shown 
in Fig. 137.22(b) as the critical density (dotted horizontal line) 
at t = t0 is inside the CD plasma at R - 340 nm. At t = t0 + Dt, 
the critical density moves into DT at R - 324 nm. The separa-
tion between the two density profiles in the CD region is only 
+5 nm. Therefore, an additional +10-nm shift in the critical-
surface position is caused by a transition from the CD to DT 
plasma. As the CD/DT interface travels through the plasma 
corona region toward the lower electron densities (because of 
the ablated-plasma expansion), Ti becomes much smaller than 
Te (the electron–ion energy exchange rate is reduced at lower 
plasma densities), leading to continuity in the electron density. 
When the interface is at the critical density, however, T T 2i e-  
and ne,DT < ne,CD.

The jump in the position of ncr leads to a reduction in 
the expansion flow velocity [shown with the dashed lines in 
Fig. 137.22(b)] at the critical density. Such a reduction is caused 
by the continuity in the mass flux, tv (where ,Am n Zp et =  
A is atomic mass, and mp is proton mass). Without the material 
change, the velocity at the critical density would change from 
a value marked by the solid circle at t = t0 to the open circle at 
t = t0 + Dt. With the transition from CD to DT, the flow velocity 
is reduced to a value marked by the solid circle at R = 324 nm:
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The reduction in the expansion velocity at the critical sur-
face causes the critical surface to move inward faster, lead-

ing to a sharp variation in the critical-surface velocity [see 
Fig. 137.22(a)] and the red-shifted feature in the scattered-light 
spectrum at t - 1.9 ns. Figure 137.21 shows that the observed 
red-shifted part in the spectrum at the end of the pulse is 
delayed and has a somewhat slower rise than that predicted by 
LILAC. This suggests a more-gradual transition from CD to 
DT at the interface, likely a result of mixing of CD and DT in 
the expanding plasma corona. 

In summary, the 1-D dynamics of cryogenic imploding 
shells is modeled correctly using LILAC. This is achieved by 
including the nonlocal electron thermal transport10 and the 
cross-beam energy transfer12 models. This result is very impor-
tant since the measured performance degradation relative to 
the 1-D predictions can be attributed to the multidimensional 
effects, mainly the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities.

Target Performance
Target performance is quantified by several key observables, 

including the neutron-averaged areal density, neutron yield, 
neutron-production history, neutron-average ion temperature, 
and hot-spot pressure.

1. Neutron Yield and Ion Temperature
Figure 137.23 shows the calculated and measured neutron 

yields and the neutron-averaged ion temperatures as functions 
of the calculated implosion velocity. The implosion velocity 
in the simulations is defined as the peak in mass-averaged 
shell velocity:
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where r1 and r2 are the positions where the shell density equals 
emaxt  at the inner and outer sides from shell peak density, 

and t and v are mass density and flow velocity, respectively.

The neutron-averaged ion temperature is calculated using 
the width of the neutron spectrum fn, which includes both the 
thermal and bulk velocity broadenings:23–25
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where i is the angle between flow velocity and the neutron 
detector, GvvH12 is the reaction cross section between spe-
cies 1 and 2, n1 and n2 are the ion densities of species 1 and 2, 
respectively, ,E E E E0-a D=^ _h i  Ma = v/cs is the flow Mach 
number, v is the flow velocity, c T ms i i=  is the ion sound 
speed, m m m 2i n= + a` j  is the average ion mass of reaction 
products, ,E m m m Q0 n= +a a` j  Q is the nuclear energy 
released in a fusion reaction (Q = 17.6 MeV for D + T reaction), 
mn and ma are the masses of the reaction products (neutron and 
alpha particle for DT), and 

 .E m m
m T E

2
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n i
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Taking the integral over the angles [assuming the spherical 
symmetry in Eq. (9)] yields
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where erf(x) is the error function and R is the site of the neu-
tron-production region. Integrating Eq. (10) over the neutron-
production time and fitting the result with a Gaussian with a 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) = DEfit, 
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defines an effective temperature 
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which for DT reactions leads to25 .T E 177 2
i n,fit fitD= ` j  Both 

DE and Ti in the latter equation are in keV. The ion temperature 
is inferred in an experiment by measuring the temporal width 
of the neutron time of flight, DTOF.  Using the relation between 
the neutron energy spread DE and DTOF, 
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in Eq. (11) gives
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For DT, Eq. (13) reduces to
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Figure 137.23
(a) The measured (diamonds) and 1-D predicted (circles) neutron yields; (b) the neutron-averaged ion temperatures for OMEGA cryogenic implosions. The 
typical error bar for the measured ion temperature is !4%.
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where L is the distance from detector to target in meters and 
DTOF is in nanoseconds.25 

The predicted neutron yield in Fig. 137.23(a) scales as 

 D- v ,Y .6 0 8
1 imp+ a

-  (15)

while the best fit to the experimental yield gives

 v ,Yexp
5
imp+ a  (16)

where a is defined as the mass-averaged adiabat
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calculated using LILAC, dm = 4rtr2dr is a differential of the 
mass coordinate, mb is the position in the mass coordinate 
where m emaxbt t=` j  at the inner shell surface, tmax is the 
peak density, mshk is the shell mass (shocked mass) overtaken 
by the return shock at the time of the peak neutron production 
(bang time), 
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mi and me are the average ion and electron masses, respectively, 
Z is the average ion charge, and  is the Planck constant. In 
general, a increases with time during the shell acceleration, 
mainly because of radiation heating from the plasma corona. In 
this article, adiabat a is calculated near the beginning of shell 
acceleration, when Ra = 2/3 Rvapor,  where Ra is the ablation-
front radius and Rvapor is the radius (initial radius) of the vapor 
region of an undriven shell. 

The lower-adiabat implosions are predicted to result in 
higher fuel compression and higher ion temperatures. This 
leads to higher yields if the multidimensional effects are not 
taken into account. The target performance in an experiment 
is strongly degraded, however, as the adiabat is reduced26 
(because of a weaker ablative stabilization and, consequently, 
the larger growth of the RT instability), leading to a linear 
dependence of the measured yields on a. Figure 137.24 plots 
the neutron yields normalized to LILAC predictions. As the 
fuel adiabat gets smaller, the yields drop with respect to the 
1-D predictions. This indicates that the shell stability plays a 
crucial role in determining target performance. 

2. Areal Density
In addition to the target yields, the performance degradation 

is quantified by plotting the neutron-averaged areal-density 
reductions (with respect to the 1-D predictions) as a function 
of adiabat and the target IFAR. Here, 
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2 3
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is defined near the beginning of shell acceleration, when the 
ablation front is at Ra,2/3 = 2/3 Rvapor. The shell thickness D is 
defined as the distance between the inner and outer positions 
where the shell density equals the initial density of the ablator 
(t = 1.08 g/cm2 for CD). Figure 137.25(a) shows the map of 
the absolute values of the areal density averaged over two inde-
pendent measurements using the magnetic recoil spectrometer 
(MRS)27 and a highly collimated neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) 
detector.28 The black points represent the individual OMEGA 
shots. The map was created by interpolating the tR values 
between the experimental points. 

As the fuel adiabat gets smaller and the shell IFAR larger, 
the measured tR drops with respect to the 1-D predictions. 
Figure 137.25(b) shows that a stability boundary, defined by

 ,20 3IFAR .1 1
boundary - a_ i  (20)

separates the region where more than 85% of the 1-D–predicted 
areal density is observed (on the right side from the boundary) 
and the region where shell compressibility is compromised by the 
nonuniformity growth and the measured areal density is reduced.

Figure 137.24
Experimental yields normalized to LILAC predictions. Only data for shells 
with CD thicknesses of 7.5 to 8.3 nm are shown.
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3. Hot-Spot Pressure
The hot-spot pressure evolution in the experiments is esti-

mated using the ratio of the predicted and measured neutron-
production histories. With the help of Eq. (5), the neutron-
production rate can be written as

 .N
t
N

Tpd
d / .7 5 2 5

hs i+=o  (21)

Then, taking the ratio of the experimental and predicted No  and 
using the result to obtain the hot-spot pressure inferred in the 
experiment pexp

hs  gives

 .p T
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. .
exp exp exp
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theory theory
-
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o

o

f fp p  (22)

The neutron-production measurement is time resolved,29 while 
the neutron-averaged ion temperature is a time-integrated 
quantity. In evaluating Eq. (22), therefore, the time-integrated 
neutron-averaged temperatures are used in both the measured 
Texp and predicted Ttheory ion temperatures. Figure 137.26 
shows the temporal evolutions of the measured and 1-D–pre-
dicted neutron-production rates; the predictions include the 
instrumental as well as the thermal and bulk-velocity broaden-
ing, as shown in Eq. (10). The calculated and inferred hot-spot 
pressures are plotted in Fig. 137.27 for two OMEGA shots with 
similar 1-D implosion parameters (a + 4). The figure indicates 
that 35% to 40% of the hot-spot pressures predicted by LILAC 
is achieved in OMEGA cryogenic implosions at these moderate 
adiabat values. These pressure values are consistent with the 
results of the hot-spot model described in Ref. 30. 

The hot-spot pressure evolution for a lower-adiabat implo-
sion (a + 2) is shown in Fig. 137.28. Although the predicted 
peak pressure increases to 150 Gbar, the pressure inferred in 
the experiment is reduced compared to that in the inferred 
higher-adiabat implosions. 

A two-dimensional (2-D) map of the neutron-averaged 
hot-spot pressures and the ratios of the inferred and predicted 
pressures is shown in Fig. 137.29. The hot-spot pressure peaks 
at a + 4 and an IFAR + 22. The pressure is lower in implosions 
with a smaller IFAR because of the reduced predicted values 
[lower implosion velocities or higher adiabats lead to lower hot-
spot pressures (see Discussion, p. 35)]. A reduced pressure for 
the higher-IFAR implosions is due to a loss in the target stabil-
ity. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

Figure 137.25
(a) Contour map of the measured areal density as 
a function of calculated adiabat and IFAR. The 
contours represent a linear fit to the experimen-
tal data (black points). (b) Contour map of the 
measured areal density normalized to LILAC 
predictions. The dashed line (a stability bound-
ary) separates the region where more than 85% of 
the 1-D–predicted areal density is observed and 
the region where the shell areal density is sig-
nificantly reduced because of the hydrodynamic 
instability growth.
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Figure 137.26
The measured (dashed line) and predicted (solid line) neutron-production 
histories for an a = 4 cryogenic implosion (shot 69514).
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Implosion Modeling
This section describes the analysis of the cryogenic target 

performance based on 2-D simulations in the next subsection 
and using simplified analytic models, see p. 28). 
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The calculated (solid lines) hot-spot pressure and the pres-
sure inferred (dashed lines) using the measured neutron-
production history and ion temperature for two a - 4 
implosions. The predicted and inferred peaks in the central 
pressure pmax are 100 Gbar and 41 Gbar (shot 69514) and 
100 Gbar and 33 Gbar (shot 68951), respectively. The 
predicted and inferred neutron-averaged hot-spot pressures 
G pH n are 72 Gbar and 29 Gbar (shot 69514) and 66 Gbar 
and 24 Gbar (shot 68951), respectively. 
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Figure 137.28
The predicted (solid line) and inferred (dashed line) hot-spot pressure for an 
a - 2.1 implosion (shot 69236).

1. Integrated Two-Dimensional Simulations
To improve the target performance and demonstrate the 

ignition hydrodynamic equivalence of cryogenic implosions on 
OMEGA, it is important to understand the trends in the experi-
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mental data shown in Figs. 137.24 and 137.29. As a first step, the 
2-D hydrocode DRACO31 was used to calculate the effects of 
the target-surface roughness, the short-wavelength, single-beam 
nonuniformity (laser imprint), and the long-wavelength illumina-
tion nonuniformities caused by the beam power imbalance, the 
beam-overlap pattern, the beam mistiming, and target offset. 
Figure 137.30 shows the simulation results32 of the mid-adiabat 
(a + 4) implosion (OMEGA shot 69514). Table 137.III sum-
marizes the predicted and measured performance parameters. 
Table 137.III and Fig. 137.30 indicate that the neutron yield, 
areal density, and burnwidth are in very good agreement with 
the observables. The size of the x-ray image calculated using the 
DRACO simulation post-processed with the radiative transfer 
code Spect3D33 is also in good agreement with measurements 
made using the gated x-ray imager (GMXI).34 

Simulations of lower-adiabat (a + 2) implosions, however, 
fail to reproduce the experimental data. The measured areal 
densities are significantly lower than the simulated values (by 

a factor of 1.5 to 2), the experimental burn width is larger by 
almost a factor of 2, and the size of the x-ray emission region 
is significantly larger as well. The results of simulations are 
compared with the data in Table 137.IV.

Table 137.III: Summary of the measured and DRACO-calculated 
target performance parameters for an a = 4 cryogenic 
implosion (shot 69514).

Observables Simulation Experiment

Yield (#1013) 3.9 3.0!0.1

Ti (keV) 3.7 3.6!0.3

tR (mg/cm2) 180 175!15

phs (Gbar) 32 30!5

Table 137.IV: Summary of the measured and DRACO-calculated 
target performance parameters for an a = 2 cryogenic 
implosion (shot 69236).

Observables Simulation Experiment

Yield (#1013) 1.7 1.1!0.1

Ti (keV) 2.9 3.0!0.2

tR (mg/cm2) 190 110!13

Burnwidth (ps) 80 115!10

phs (Gbar) 41 18!5

This limited ability of the hydrodynamic simulations to 
explain the observables in the low-adiabat implosions on 
OMEGA is common to that in indirect-drive cryogenic implo-
sions35 at the National Ignition Facility (NIF).36 To understand 
the factors limiting the target performance, it is not sufficient 
to rely solely on the simulations because of uncertainties in 
the physical models used in these codes. In addition, not all 
the sources of the target and illumination nonuniformities can 
be identified and characterized with the precision required to 
resolve the performance-relevant spatial scales. Simplified 
theoretical models can help in developing a physical under-
standing of the implosion dynamics and failure mechanisms. 
Such models will be described in the next section. 

2. Simplified Models of the Implosion Dynamics
The peak hot-spot pressure can be estimated using the argu-

ment that stopping the incoming shell with density tshell and 
velocity vimp by a strong shock requires a shock pressure of

 v3t .pmax
2

shell imp- 4  (23)
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Figure 137.30
(a) Measured (solid line) and simulated using the 2-D hydrocode DRACO (dashed 
line) neutron-production history for a mid-adiabat (a + 4 shot 69514) implosion. 
(b) A lineout of the measured time-integrated x-ray emission (red dashed line) 
and the results of a DRACO simulation post-processed using Spect3D [shown as 
a contour map of intensity and a lineout of this map (black line)].
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Using the in-flight shell quantities (an ablation pressure of 
100 Mbar, fuel adiabat a + 1, and shell velocity vimp = 4 # 
107 cm/s), Eq. (23) gives only 
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an order of magnitude lower than the peak pressure predicted 
in a hydrodynamic code simulation at these conditions. The 
source of the pressure deficiency in using this simple argument 
is the spherical convergence effects that are important during 
the final stages of the hot-spot formation (tshell & tin flight). The 
shell convergence increases the density of the incoming shell 
during the deceleration. Because peak stagnation pressures 
exceeding 100 Gbar are required in an igniting hot spot, it is 
crucial to understand the dynamics of shell deceleration and 
the hot-spot pressure amplification near stagnation. 

The hot-spot pressure’s dependence on the shell convergence 
provides a starting point in describing the deceleration dynam-
ics. Since the thermal conduction losses from the hotter central 
region to the colder shell material are balanced by the internal 
energy flux of the ablated material back into the hot spot, pres-
sure inside the hot spot is not affected by the ablation and can 
be calculated using the adiabatic approximation3 ,Vp /5 3

hs hs+ -  
where Vhs is the hot-spot volume. If Vhs,0 and phs,0 are the 
volume and pressure of the vapor region at the beginning of 
shell deceleration, the time evolution of the hot-shot pressure 
can be described by

 .p V

V
p ,

,
/

0
0

5 3

hs hs
hs

hs
= f p  (24)

As the hot spot approaches stagnation and the electron tem-
perature starts to rise (the electron–ion energy exchange rate 
increases with the hot-spot density), the hot-spot mass increases 
because of the mass ablation from the inner part of the shell. 
Consequently, the temporal behavior of the ventral pressure 
cannot be described by the central density alone, ,p /5 3

hs hs? t  
even though Eq. (24) is satisfied. The central pressure peaks as 
the hot-spot volume reaches its minimum value Vmin,
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5 3
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= f p  (25)

Calculating the peak central pressure, therefore, reduces to 
determining the vapor pressure phs,0 at the beginning of the 
shell’s deceleration and the hot-spot volume reduction fraction 
during deceleration V V, min0hs  [this is related to the hot-spot 
convergence ratio (CR), pmax + CR5, in a 1-D implosion].

The shell position and the vapor volume Vhs,0 at the start of 
deceleration are the key parameters since the farther the shell 
moves inward before it begins to decelerate, the higher the shell 
density tshell (because of the convergence effects) and, accord-
ing to Eq. (23), the higher the maximum pressure ( v2

shell impt  is 
larger because of the higher tshell). The shell deceleration begins 
when the vapor pressure, amplified by the shell convergence, 
exceeds the shell pressure (which is higher for the higher ablation 
pressures). Therefore, the onset of shell deceleration depends on 
the vapor and shell pressure evolutions during the shell accelera-
tion. The vapor pressure history will be discussed first.

a. Vapor-pressure evolution.  Three main effects contribute 
to the increase in vapor pressure during the implosion: (1) the 
compression of the initial vapor mass introduced into the 
central part of the target during the cryogenic-layer forma-
tion; (2) the density rarefaction (material release) at the inner 
part of the shell during the acceleration; and (3) the excessive 
nonuniformity growth that leads to the shell breakup, inject-
ing the cold shell and plasma-corona materials into the vapor 
region. The first contribution can be calculated using the pres-
sure–density relation 

 ,p ,
/

1
5 3

v v vna t=  (26)

where av is the adiabat of the vapor region, pv,1 and tv are the 
vapor pressure and density, respectively, and n is defined in 
Eq. (18). The vapor volume Vv gets smaller during the shell’s 
convergence, so the average vapor density increases as 

 ,Vp V,, 00v vv vt=  (27)

where tv,0 and Vv,0 are the density and volume of the vapor 
region in an undriven target. Neglecting the kinetic effects of 
ions, the vapor adiabat is determined mainly by shock heating: 

 ,
p

/5 3v
v,shk

v,shk
a

nt
=  (28)

where pv,shk and tv,shk are the pressure and density behind 
the leading shock that travels in the vapor and n is defined 
in Eq. (18). Since the leading shock is strong, tv,shk - 4tv,0; 
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it can be shown that the relation between the ablation and shock 
pressures takes the form
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+ f p> H* 4  (29)

where pa,0 is the ablation pressure at the beginning of shell 
acceleration and t0 is the initial (undriven) main fuel density 
(t0 - 0.25 g/cm3 for DT ice). Using Eqs. (26)–(29) gives the 
vapor adiabat
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and the contribution to the vapor pressure related to the con-
vergence of the initial vapor mass becomes
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The convergence effects of the leading shock wave break the 
validity of Eq. (29) near the target center, so Guderley’s solu-
tion37 must be used. The volume of the vapor region where this 
occurs, however, is small compared to the total vapor volume. 
A correction to the vapor pressure caused by an increase in the 
shock strength near the origin, therefore, is small. 

Strictly speaking, the shock convergence effects near the 
target center cannot be described using Guderley’s solution 
either because of ion heating that becomes strong enough to 
raise the ion temperatures to a few keV at the shock front. The 
ions in the high-energy tail of the distribution function travel 
ahead of the shock in this case,38 preheating the vapor region 
and raising its adiabat. The higher adiabat leads to an increase 
in the vapor pressure (for a given vapor mass), causing shell 
deceleration to start sooner. 

Equation (31) shows that the vapor pressure decreases when 
the initial vapor mass and density are reduced. Therefore, mini-
mizing the initial vapor mass improves the areal densities at peak 
compression by increasing the shell convergence prior to the onset 
of the deceleration. The lower limit of the vapor pressure (when 

the initial vapor mass is very small) is determined by the density 
rarefaction formed at the inner part of the shell during the implo-
sion. A low-density tail of the released material travels ahead 
of the higher-density part of the shell, contributing to the vapor 
mass. A simplified scaling for the vapor mass with the implosion 
parameters can be obtained by assuming that a strong shock with 
a pressure pa breaks out of a material with the post-shock sound 
speed csa and density ta into the material with density tv,0. The 
released material moves inward with the velocity39

 v v ,c p
p

3 1
/1 5

tail shell sa a

v,shk
-= + f p> H  (32)

where pv,shk is calculated using Eq. (29). The accumulated mass 
in the rarefaction tail calculated from the lowest-density point 
up to the density t is

 ,m R c t p
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4
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--t r t t

t` f fj p p> H  (33)

where R is shell position and t is time. Since the tail expands 
with a velocity greater than the shell’s velocity [see Eq. (32)], 
the accumulated mass in the rarefaction increases with time, 
as shown in Eq. (33). Using the total shell acceleration time 
t t E R I4 2

imp L+ r= ^ h (where EL is the laser energy and I is 
the laser intensity) in Eq. (33) and writing the mass density as 

p /3 5
a a inner+t a` j gives the scaling for the mass in the rarefac-

tion tail at the end of the shell acceleration:
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where ainner is the adiabat of the inner part of the shell. Then, 
the contribution to the vapor pressure caused by the mass 
buildup from the rarefaction tail (the second contribution to 
the vapor pressure in our notation) 

 p V

m
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/

2

5 3

v inner
v

rf
na= f p  (35)

with the help of Eq. (34) and the scaling for the initial vapor 
size [see Eq. (71) later in the text] becomes
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Matching Eq. (36) with the simulation results leads to using  
t/ta + 0.1 in the coefficient Ct. As the fill pressure (vapor den-
sity) increases, p pv,shk a increases as well and the contribution 
to the hot-spot pressure from the material release into the target 
center becomes small. Equation (36) tends to overestimate the 
pressure because Eqs. (32) and (33) are written in the shell’s 
frame of reference, assuming that vshell is a constant in time. 
The shell velocity in ICF implosions, however, increases with 
time, reducing the velocity difference between the shell and the 
trailing edge of the rarefaction wave. This makes the mass in 
the rarefaction tail smaller than predicted by Eq. (34). 

Since the rarefaction’s contribution to the vapor pressure 
depends on the adiabat ainner,  material heating at the inner 
part of the shell caused by the shock mistiming, radiation, or 
suprathermal-electron preheat can result in a greater material 
expansion. In addition, significant reduction in the hot-spot 
pressure can occur compared to the case when such heating is 
not taken into account. In an optimized design, the gain in mass 
of the vapor region from the release is minimized by accurately 
timing shocks emerging from the cold fuel shell.

The third contribution to the pressure and the mass enhance-
ment in the vapor region is due to multidimensional effects. 
These include jets of material created by local shell nonuni-
formities as well as fluxes of the ablated plasma through the 
holes in the shell that result from the excessive RT growth at the 
ablation front. These effects lead to an injection of the material 
with relatively high adiabat amix & ashell (Ref. 40). The vapor 
pressure contribution caused by the mix is

 ,p V

m
,

/

3

5 3

v mix
v

mix
na= f p  (37)

where mmix is the injected mix mass.

The effect of shell breakup and the ablator mass injection 
into the vapor region was studied in Ref. 40, where a series of 
2-D DRACO simulations were performed assuming localized 
mass perturbations of 5 to 30 nm in diameter and 0.5 to 1 nm 
in height as an initial nonuniformity source on the outside of 
the target. The simulations show that these features signifi-
cantly distort the first shocks launched by the intensity pickets 
early in the laser pulse, introducing significant modulations in 

the lateral mass flow and creating low-density bubbles inside 
the ablator and the main fuel layer at the beginning of shell 
acceleration. Since the ablation stabilization is not efficient 
inside the cold bubbles,41 the bubble growth is significantly 
enhanced as the shell starts to accelerate. The bubble veloc-
ity42 v d gbubble bubble+  (where dbubble is the bubble diameter 
and g  is the shell acceleration) competes with the material 
release rate at the inner surface of the shell [see Eq. (34)] and 
shell thickening resulting from convergence. When the bubble 
amplitude exceeds the in-flight shell thickness, the bubble 
“bursts” into the vapor region, injecting the ablator and the 
cold fuel mass into the central part of the target. In addition, 
the pressure difference between the ablation front and the vapor 
region creates a flow of ablated material from the plasma corona 
into the vapor region. Since the material releases more slowly 
in lower-adiabat shells and the main shell is thinner, the shells 
in such implosions are more likely to break up because of the 
bubble growth. 

The simulation results, summarized in Fig. 9 of Ref. 40, 
indicate that to reduce the peak areal density by a factor of 2, the 
ablator and cold fuel material must be injected with a mass that 
is +15# larger than the initial vapor mass. For the DT vapor at 
the triple point, the initial mass density is +0.6 mg/cm3, which 
corresponds to the initial vapor mass of 0.12 ng for OMEGA 
cryogenic targets. 

Next, the inferred hot-spot pressure and the measured 
neutron-production rate in an a + 2 cryogenic implosion are 
compared with the results of DRACO simulations. The level of 
the pre-imposed local defects in such simulations was varied to 
match the observed areal density and neutron yield. This leads 
to 2 ng of ablator and main fuel material being injected into 
the vapor region because of hydrodynamic instability growth 
during acceleration. The simulation results and the data are 
compared in Fig. 137.31. Observe the excellent agreement 
between simulation results and the data. This suggests that, 
indeed, the degradation in the performance of the low-adiabat 
implosions results from a significant mixing of the ablator 
material into the vapor region. The main source of the local-
ized nonuniformities in OMEGA cryogenic targets, however, 
remains unknown. Significant shock distortions can be caused 
by either surface features or ice defects localized at the CD/
DT interface created, for example, as a result of the early-time 
laser shinethrough.43

In summary, the pressure buildup inside the converging 
target is caused by compression of the original vapor mass, the 
material release from the inner part of the shell during accelera-
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tion, and mixing of the ablator and cold fuel inside the target’s 
vapor region because of the RT growth at the ablation front. 
The central pressure increase causes the early shell decelera-
tion and stagnation, resulting in lower final fuel compression.

b. Shell acceleration and shell-pressure evolution.  The onset 
of the shell deceleration depends not only on the vapor but also 
on the shell pressures because the shell begins to slow down 
when the radial pressure gradient pointing toward the target 
center is formed. During the early stages of an implosion, when 
the convergence effects are not important, the maximum shell 
pressure is equal to the ablation pressure and the pressure peak 
is localized near the ablation front. When convergence becomes 
important, the pressure maximum exceeds the ablation pres-
sure and the pressure peak moves inside the shell. The basic 
features of the shell dynamics in convergent geometry can be 
studied using a model based on an approximate solution of the 
momentum–conservation equation. This model is described 
in Appendix A, p. 43, where the shell pressure is written as a 
second-order polynomial in the mass coordinate: 

 , ,p m t p p t M
m

p t M
m

1 1 11 2

2

a - -= + +t t_ ^ d ^ di h n h n> H  (38)

where m is the mass coordinate defined by a differential equa-
tion dm/dr = 4rtr2 and M is the shell mass. The maximum 
shell pressure pshell equals the ablation pressure pa when 

;p 0<1t  pshell exceeds pa when p1t  becomes positive because 
of convergence effects [see Eq. (A2) for the dependence of 
p1t  on the implosion parameters]. In the latter case, the peak 
pressure moves inside the shell and, consequently, the ablation 
front stops accelerating [see Eq. (A9)]. The time at which the 
pressure gradient at the ablation front changes from a positive 
to a negative value plays an important role in designing a target 
because this is when the absorbed laser energy no longer con-
tributes to the shell’s acceleration. Therefore, in an optimized 
implosion, the end of the laser drive must occur when .p 01 -t  

The ablation-front position at this time can be calculated 
with the help of Eq. (A13):
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where Ra is the ablation-front radius and pa,0 is the ablation 
pressure at the beginning of the shell’s acceleration. The power 
index of the ablation-pressure evolution b and parameter e are 
defined in Eqs. (A5) and (A7), respectively. Equation (39) can 
be rewritten as
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where V R4 3 3
a ar= _ i  is the target volume and ta is the shell 

density at the ablation front (peak shell density). The first term 
in the left-hand side of Eq. (40) is proportional to the ratio of 
the shell’s thickness to the ablation-front radius (this ratio is 
inversely proportional to the IFAR). The second term is the 
ratio of the shell’s kinetic energy Ek and the internal energy 
Ein,a = (3/2)paVa. The IFAR decays and the ratio of energies 
increases as the shell converges and accelerates. Therefore, the 
ablation front stops being accelerated when 
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Figure 137.31
(a) The hot-spot pressure evolution inferred from the measurements 
(shot 66613, a = 2) using Eq. (22) (solid line) and predicted using LILAC 
(dotted line) and DRACO (dashed line). (b) The neutron-production history 
measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) using DRACO simulations 
with the pre-imposed local defects on the outer surface of the target.
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The shell’s kinetic energy and the ablation pressure do not 
depend on the shell adiabat, and, for a given shell radius, the 
IFAR is larger when the shell adiabat is lower. According to 
Eq. (41), compared to the higher adiabat, the lower-adiabat 
shells accelerate for longer distances. 

Equation (40) can also be written in terms of the ablation-
front Mach number :R ca s

o  

 ,V M c
R

3
1

10 3
5

3a a s

a
- -t

b b
=

o

d dn n  (42)

where c p5 3s a at= _ `i j is the shell’s sound speed. The 
numerical factor in Eq. (42) varies from 0.45 to 0.65 for values 
of b relevant to the ICF implosions. During the implosion, the 
shell’s density times the target volume taVa decreases (mainly 
because of a reduction in volume) and the shell’s Mach number 
increases .Rbecause of an increase in a

o` j  The ablation pressure 
stops accelerating the ablation front when these two terms are 
equal: .V M R ca a a s+t o  Even though the ablation-front veloc-
ity does not increase after that time, the parts of the shell where 
the pressure gradient is positive are still being accelerated. The 
total shell kinetic energy, therefore, keeps increasing until the 
vapor pressure exceeds the shell’s pressure and a return shock 
is launched into the incoming shell. The longer the time delay 
between the end of the ablation-front acceleration and the return 
shock formation, the larger the velocity gradient in the shell and 
the lower the shell density, which results in lower stagnation 
pressures (for more details, see the discussion in Shell Decel-
eration below). Furthermore, the longer acceleration distances 
in the lower-adiabat implosions lead to enhanced RT growth 
factors at the ablation front. Note that the onset of ablation-front 
deceleration can be measured experimentally by imaging the 
x-ray emission from the plasma corona, as discussed in Target 
Designs and Validation of 1-D Implosion Parameters, p. 19.

After the location of the peak pressure moves from the abla-
tion front inside the shell (because of the convergence effects), 
the shell mass coordinate of this location and the value of the 
peak pressure become
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respectively. Note that pshell is positive because p2t  is negative. 
At this stage in the implosion, p2t  can be simplified to
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where the coefficient 3/5 3/5 3/5C 2 4 13- - - -b b b=b _ _ _i i i  
changes from 0.8 to 1.2 for the values of b relevant to the direct-
drive implosions.

In summary, the start of shell deceleration is determined by 
the relative evolutions of the vapor [Eqs. (31), (36), and (37)] and 
the shell [Eq. (44)] pressures. The target performance increases 
when the onset of deceleration is delayed. This is achieved by 
maximizing the shell and ablation pressures and minimizing 
the vapor pressure. The ablation front stops accelerating when 

.V M R ca a a s+t o  The early ablation-front deceleration 
in the shells with higher adiabats, larger masses, and lower 
ablation-front densities leads to larger shell-velocity gradients 
and lower shell densities during the shell deceleration, resulting 
in lower stagnation pressures. 

c. Shell deceleration.  Soon after the vapor pressure exceeds 
the shell pressure [see Fig. 137.15(a)], a shock is formed at the 
inner surface of the shell, as illustrated in Fig. 137.32. The 
shock travels from the vapor region toward the ablation front. 
The inner part of the shell overtaken by the return shock 
(the shocked shell) is being decelerated by a force that is a 
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consequence of the higher pressure at the hot spot phs and the 
lower pressure at the shock front pshock (see Fig. 137.33). The 
hot-spot pressure continues to increase while the shocked shell 
converges inward, reducing the hot-spot volume (if the multi-
dimensional effects are taken into account, the volume history 
depends also on the hot-spot distortion growth). 
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Snapshots of the density (solid line, left axis) and pressure (dashed line, right 
axis) profiles during shell deceleration. The following three regions can be 
identified at this time: (I) the unshocked shell, (II) the shocked shell, and 
(III) the vapor region (hot spot).

The model describing the shell and hot-spot evolutions dur-
ing the shell deceleration is presented in Appendix B (p. 45). 
Here, the main results are summarized. 

The hot-spot radius Rhs is determined by the momentum–
conservation equation (Newton’s law)
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where Shs is the surface area of the hot spot, tshock,0 and Vhs,0 
are the shell’s density at the inner edge of the shell and hot-spot 
volume at the beginning of shell deceleration, respectively (see 
Fig. 137.32), and Ms is the mass of the shocked shell (shocked 
mass). The factor inside the brackets in Eq. (46) is due to the 
nonlinear variation of the shell’s pressure with the mass coor-
dinate. The shocked mass, shock pressure, and shock position 
are determined by Hugoniot conditions:39
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where Sshock is the shock-front area. Refer to Fig. 137.33 for 
definitions of tshell,s, vshell,s, and vshock. In the strong-shock 
approximation, these relations are reduced to the expressions 
shown in Eq. (B9).

The shock pressure pshock increases during the decelera-
tion because of an increase in tshell (resulting from the shell 
convergence) and the deceleration of the shocked shell (which 
leads to a reduction in v .shock h  The rate of increase in pshock 
is reduced by the deceleration of the unshocked shell (which 
leads to a reduction in v .shock h

Because of convergence, the density of the unshocked shell 
increases as 
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(50)

where the numerical coefficient 3/5C 2 2 5d - -b b= _ i  
ranges from 0.8 to 0.9 for the values of b relevant to the direct-
drive implosions, cs,0 is the shell’s sound speed at the beginning 
of deceleration, t0(m) and r0(m) are the shell density and posi-
tion as functions of mass coordinate at the beginning of shell 
deceleration, and td is the starting time of the shell deceleration. 
The deviation from a 1/r2 dependence in the density evolution 
is due to the velocity gradient inside the unshocked shell. 

The reduction in the shocked shell velocity vshock is 
calculated by relating it to the convergence rate of the hot spot, 
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The velocity slowdown in the unshocked region is calculated 
using the momentum conservation v ,t S p md dshell shock- 2 2+  
where the pressure gradient is 
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and 
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The second term in Eq. (52) grows faster than the first term. 
This leads to a negative pressure gradient and deceleration of 
the unshocked shell.

Equations (46)–(51), together with the hot-spot pressure’s 
dependence on shell convergence [see Eq. (24)], define the 
deceleration model. It can be used to study the effects of differ-
ent implosion parameters on the peak hot-spot pressure. Using 
these equations, simplified scalings for the hot-spot pressure and 
shocked mass are derived in Implosion Scaling Laws (below) 
to guide a physical understanding of deceleration dynamics.

In summary, the maximum hot-spot pressure depends on the 
convergence ratio of the shocked shell, which, in turn, depends 
on the shell’s deceleration rate. The larger the pressure gradient 
inside the shocked shell (larger difference between phs and 
pshock) and the smaller the rate of increase in the shocked mass 

,M td ds` j  the larger the shell deceleration rate and the smaller 
the final convergence ratio of the shell. The pressure gradient 
increases and the rate of the shocked mass growth is reduced 
if the density and velocity of the incoming shell are reduced. 
The pressure gradient is also increased in implosions with a 
larger vapor mass and pressure at the onset of shell deceleration. 

Discussion
This section derives the simplified scaling laws for the hot-

spot pressure and the shocked mass at stagnation. Then, to 
quantify the effects of the ablation-front mix and the ablator-

to-vapor mix on target performance, the measured areal density 
is shown as a function of the predicted unshocked-shell mass.

1. Implosion Scaling Laws
The model described in the previous section suggests the fol-

lowing simplified description of shell deceleration and hot-spot 
formation: The hot-spot pressure continues to increase until the 
shell’s material overtaken by the return shock stagnates. If the 
duration of shell deceleration is Dtdec, Eq. (46) gives
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The shell mass overtaken by the shock (the shocked mass), 
according to Eq. (B9), is
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Eliminating the mass Ms and the time Dtdec from Eqs. (53) and 
(54) yields a relation between the hot-spot and shock pressures:

 v .p p S S p1 2 2
hs shock shock hs shock shell imp-+ + t+` j  (55)

Neglecting the velocity gradient inside the unshocked shell, 
the density increase caused by the shell’s convergence becomes 
[see Eq. (50)] 
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and the hot-spot pressure scales with the convergence ratio as 
[see Eq. (25)]
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Eliminating phs from Eqs. (55) and (57) gives the hot-spot 
convergence ratio
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Equation (58) shows that having a larger vapor pressure (because 
of a larger initial vapor mass, higher shell adiabat, or ablator-
to-vapor mix) at the start of shell deceleration leads to a lower 
hot-spot convergence ratio and a smaller peak pressure. 

Combining Eq. (58) with Eq. (25) gives a scaling for the 
hot-spot pressure:
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Similar to Eq. (58), Eq. (59) also demonstrates the benefit of 
reducing the vapor pressure phs,0 at the start of shell decel-
eration. Since the vapor pressure at that time equals the 
shell’s pressure (which scales as the ablation pressure pa), 
phs,0 = pshell,0 + pa, ,p , ,

/
0 0

5 3
shell shell shell+ a t  and the scaling 

for the maximum pressure reduces to
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Using Eq. (60) in Eq. (2) leads to a scaling for the minimum 
shell kinetic energy required for ignition,

 v .E p/ /20 3 2 3 2
k,min imp a shell+ a

- -  (61)

This scaling is similar to that obtained using simulation results.44

Because of its limited region of validity, the scaling law given 
in Eq. (60) should be used mainly as a guiding tool in understand-
ing the effects of different implosion parameters on the shell’s 
properties at peak compression. The limitations in applicability 
of Eq. (60) include the following: According to Eq. (50), the 
shell density’s dependence on the convergence ratio is somewhat 
weaker than that shown in Eq. (56). This leads to a smaller power 
index in the velocity dependence than shown in Eq. (60). 

Second, as the implosion velocity increases or the shell 
adiabat decreases, Eq. (60) becomes invalid since the shocked 
mass predicted by Eq. (54) exceeds the total shell mass. To 
clarify the latter statement, the shocked mass is estimated by 
using the energy-conservation equation. The kinetic energy 
of the shocked shell vM 22

s imp  is converted into the inter-
nal energy of the hot spot 3/2 phsVhs and the shocked shell

.E p V3 2 dshell = #  The latter term is estimated by using the 
expression for the pressure profile as shown in Eq. (B1):
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 (62)

where ml = m/M is the normalized mass coordinate, t =  
(p/nashock)3/5, and ashock is the adiabat of the shocked 
shell. It can be shown that the integral in Eq. (62) scales as 

v .E M 2
shell s imp+  As a result, energy conservation leads to

 v ,M p V2
s imp hs hs+  (63)

which, in combination with Eq. (55), gives

 .M Vs shell hs+ t  (64)

Substituting the scalings for the shell’s density and the hot-spot 
volume from Eqs. (56) and (58) gives
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The scaling for the shocked mass must be compared with the 
scaling for the total shell mass. The latter is derived by com-
bining the relations between the initial shell radius and the 
implosion velocity, R + vimptimp, and the shell mass and the 
ablation pressure (Newton’s law), v .M t R p2

imp imp a+  The 
implosion time can be written as the ratio of the laser energy 
and laser power, ,t E R I2

imp laser+  where I is the laser inten-
sity. This gives

 v
v

, .M I

p E
R I

E /1 3

imp

a laser laser imp
+ + f p  (66)

Substituting Eq. (66) into Eq. (65) and assuming that the scal-
ings of Rhs,0 and the initial shell radius R are the same yield,
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To increase vimp for a given laser energy and intensity, the shell 
mass, according to Eq. (66), must be reduced. The shocked 
mass, however, increases with vimp [see Eq. (67)]. Conse-
quently, as vimp keeps increasing, Eq. (67) becomes invalid at 
some point when Ms exceeds M. This defines the validity region 
for the scaling laws shown in Eqs. (67) and (60).
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2. Relating Target Performance to the Unshocked Mass
In optimizing the target performance, there is a trade-off 

between maximizing 1-D performance and controlling the 
hydrodynamic instabilities. Indeed, the larger the fraction of 
the shell overtaken by the return shock at the hot-spot stagna-
tion, the larger the fraction of the shell’s kinetic energy being 
converted into the hot-spot internal energy. Equation (67) 
shows that increasing the implosion velocity and reducing the 
shell’s adiabat results in a larger shocked mass and, according 
to Eq. (60), a higher hot-spot pressure. 

The lower-adiabat shells, however, are more susceptible 
to the RT growth during the acceleration because of reduced 
ablative stabilization. The larger instability growth leads to a 
larger region of relaxed density at the outer part of the shell. 
As the outgoing shock travels through such a lower-density 
mix region during shell deceleration, the shock pressure 

vp 2
shock shell imp+ t  is reduced and the shell’s deceleration 

rate increases [see Eq. (53)]. The stronger deceleration force 
stops the shell while the hot spot is at a larger radius, leading 
to a reduction in the hot-spot pressure. This also follows from 
Eq. (59), which shows that .p /5 3

hs shell+ t

Degradation of the target performance depends on the mass 
(or size) of the mix region that contributes to the shocked mass 
at stagnation. If the hot spot stagnates before the return shock 
reaches the mix zone, the effect of the RT growth is small, as 
illustrated in Fig. 137.34. Vice versa, if the shocked mass at 
stagnation includes a significant fraction of the mixed mass, 
the hot-spot convergence and peak pressure are reduced. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 137.35, which plots the results of a series 
of LILAC simulations of cryogenic implosions where the shell’s 
density was artificially relaxed (without changing the shell 
velocity or mass) at the beginning of shell deceleration. A reduc-
tion in the hot-spot pressure in these simulations depends on the 
fraction of relaxed material in the shocked mass at peak com-
pression. In the case where the mix region extends to include 
60% of the shocked mass (as calculated in the no-mix run), the 
peak areal density is reduced by 50% and the peak pressure by 
60% compared to the results of the no-mix simulation. 
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Figure 137.35
LILAC predictions of (a) the areal density and (b) the peak hot-spot pres-
sure fractions as functions of the relaxed shell fraction in the shocked mass 
at peak compression. Different symbols indicate different target designs.

To quantify the effects of hydrodynamic instability growth 
on target performance, the measured areal-density reduction 
relative to 1-D predictions is plotted as a function of the cal-
culated unshocked mass at bang time. Figure 137.36 shows 
the experimental areal-density (normalized to LILAC predic-
tions) contours in the shell adiabat/unshocked mass parameter 
space. A stability boundary can be identified (plotted with a 
thick solid line) that separates the region where more than 
85% of the predicted areal density is measured and the region 
of reduced areal densities, where the effect of the instability 
growth is significant. 
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According to Fig. 137.36, the measured areal-density frac-
tion, for a given shell adiabat, increases with the unshocked 
mass. The 1-D–predicted values are achieved, however, only 
if a > 2.3. For these implosions, a vertical line representing 
a fixed adiabat always intersects with the stability boundary. 
The mass given by a point of intersection of the vertical line 
with the stability boundary represents the mass Mmixa of the 
mix region at the ablation front. A line with a = 3, for example, 
intersects the stability boundary at Mmix(3) = 8 ng, indicating 
that the shell compression is not degraded if the unshocked 
mass is larger than Mmix. Then, according to Fig. 137.35, Mmix 
is equal to the mass of relaxed density at the ablation front (mix 
mass), and the stability boundary represents the points where 
the mix mass is equal to the shocked mass. The dependence 
of the mix mass on shell adiabat (the position of the stability 
boundary) is shown in Fig. 137.37.

For implosions with a < 2.3 (the region to the left of the 
dashed vertical line in Fig. 137.36), a line of constant adiabat 
never intersects the stability boundary. This indicates that, 
in addition to the density relaxation at the ablation front, a 

different performance degradation mechanism limits the tar-
get compression. A possible mechanism is suggested by the 
observed correlation between the measured x-ray emission and 
the shell adiabat. This is shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. 23, where the 
calculated and measured core x-ray emission in the sensitivity 
range of the gated x-ray imager (4 to 7 keV) and normalized 
to neutron yield to the power of 0.57 is plotted for different 
values of the shell adiabat. The enhanced x-ray emission from 
the target core is observed in the low-adiabat implosions with 
a < 2.3 and can be explained by the presence of carbon in the 
hot spot at the peak of x-ray production. This is due to shell 
breakup and the CD ablator penetrating into the vapor region 
during the shell’s acceleration. Breakup of the shell increases 
the vapor mass and reduces the shell’s density. Both effects 
lead to an early shell deceleration and a significant reduction 
in the peak areal densities and hot-spot pressures. Because the 
CD layer in these implosions is totally ablated by the end of 
the drive pulse, the only mechanism that is capable of mixing 
the CD ablator into the vapor region is the nonlinear evolution 
of the localized surface defects (or ice features) at the early 
stages of the implosion.40 The bubbles of the lower-density 
material break shell integrity at the beginning of the shell’s 
acceleration, bringing the cold fuel, the ablator material, and 
the ablated plasma into the vapor region and compromising 
target performance. This result suggests that the bubble velocity 
v d gbubble bubble+  (where g is the shell acceleration and dbubble 
is the bubble diameter) in the implosions with a < 2.3 exceeds 
the rate of increase in the in-flight shell thickness. 

3. Toward Demonstration of the Ignition Hydrodynamic 
Equivalence in Cryogenic Implosions on OMEGA
a. The hot-spot pressure requirement for an igniting target.  

As shown in Target Performance (p. 23), cryogenic implosions 

Figure 137.36
Contour map of the measured areal-density reduction relative to 1-D predic-
tions. The unshocked mass is calculated at bang time using LILAC. The verti-
cal dashed line separates the parameter space into a region (on the right from 
the line) where a line representing implosions with a fixed adiabat intersects 
with the stability boundary (thick solid line) and a region (on the left from 
the dashed line) where the measured areal densities are below 70% of 1-D 
predictions for all values of the unshocked mass.
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on OMEGA have reached maximum hot-spot pressures of up to 
+40 Gbar. The pressure requirement for ignition demonstration 
on the NIF can be derived using Eq. (3), which, with the help 
of Eq. (24), reduces to

 .
p p
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1 5
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hs hs
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nf fp p  (68)

The size of the vapor region at the beginning of shell deceleration 
Rhs,0 is determined by equating the vapor and shell pressures. 
Assuming that the convergence of the original vapor mass has 
the largest contribution to phs,0 (see Vapor Pressure Evolution, 
p. 29), Eq. (31) is used to obtain
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where Rv,0 is the initial (undriven) size of the vapor region, tv,0 
and tice,0 are the initial densities of the vapor and the main fuel, 
respectively, and the function F(x) is defined as

 .F x
x

x
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5 3
1 5-= +_ _i i: D  (70)

At the DT triple point, tv,0 - 0.6 mg/cm3 and tice,0 - 0.25 g/cm3, 
so F - 10–3. The initial vapor radius scales with the target radius. 
The latter is given in Eq. (65), which, including the numerical 
coefficients, takes the form
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Combining Eqs. (68)–(71) leads to the following requirement 
for the minimum hot-spot pressure in an igniting target:
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(72)

where I15 is the incident laser intensity in 1015 W/cm2. Equa-
tion (72) shows that the cryogenic implosions, hydrodynami-

cally equivalent to an igniting target on the NIF, must achieve 
central pressures in excess of +100 Gbar. Therefore, the maxi-
mum hot-spot pressures inferred in the cryogenic implosions on 
OMEGA are lower by a factor of 2 to 3 than what is required 
for ignition demonstration on the NIF. 

According to Figs. 137.25 and 137.29, the reduction in the 
central pressure is larger than the reduction in areal density. 
More than 85% of the 1-D–predicted tR values are observed in 
the implosions without significant ablator mixing into the vapor 
region or density relaxation at the ablation front. In contrast, the 
inferred central pressures in such implosions are reduced by 
more than 60%. This is a result of the hot-spot distortion growth 
during the shell’s deceleration. When integrity of the in-flight 
shell is not compromised by the RT growth, a large fraction 
of predicted areal density is observed if the mix mass at the 
ablation front does not exceed the unshocked mass at bang time 
(see Fig. 137.36). Perturbations at the inner edge of the shell 
(seeded because of the feedthough from the ablation front) grow 
during the deceleration as a result of the RT instability since the 
pressure and density gradients have opposite signs at the inner 
surface of the shell. Such a growth leads to an increase in the 
hot-spot volume and the surface area. The larger surface area 
of the colder shell leads to enhanced thermal-conduction losses 
from the hotter central region and larger mass ablation from the 
shell into the hot spot. This reduces the hot-spot temperature 
and truncates the neutron production before the hot spot reaches 
its minimum volume. Since the hot-spot pressure is inferred 
from the nuclear-reaction products, the early burn truncation 
prevents sampling the pressures at higher hot-spot convergence 
ratios, thereby reducing the inferred pressure values. 

The second multidimensional effect that leads to a reduc-
tion in the hot-spot pressure is the growth of the nonradial flow 
caused by the shell’s distortion growth. This reduces the frac-
tion of the shell’s kinetic energy that is converted into hot-spot 
internal energy. In a spherically symmetric implosion, the full 
kinetic energy of the shocked shell, v/ ,M1 2 2

s shell  is converted 
into the internal energy of the hot spot and shocked shell:

 vM p V2
1

2
32

s shell hs hs$  (73)

(spherically symmetric implosion). In the presence of asym-
metries, there is a residual fluid motion in the shocked region 
because of the RT growth. This leads to

 v vM p V M2
1

2
3

2
12 2

s shell hs hs s RT$ +  (74)
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(asymmetric implosion) and a reduction in phsVhs compared 
to the symmetric implosion. In addition, only the velocity 
component normal to the shock front vshell,9 contributes to the 
shock pressure shown in Eqs. (B7) and (55), so only a fraction 
of the incoming shell dynamic pressure is converted into shock 
pressure pshock: 

 v p3
4

,
2

shell shell shock"t =  (75)

(asymmetric implosion). This reduces the shock pressure and 
increases the pressure gradient inside the shocked shell, lead-
ing to a larger deceleration force, larger hot-spot volume, and 
smaller hot-spot pressure at peak compression.

b. Direct-drive target designs with improved shell stability.  
Since the numerical simulations and the experimental data 
suggest that only +40% of the 1-D–predicted peak pressures 
are observed in the presence of the perturbation growth, dem-
onstrating the ignition hydrodynamic scaling on OMEGA 
with peak pressures of +100 Gbar requires a 1-D design that 
reaches phs + 200 Gbar at stagnation. Such a design is shown 
in Fig. 137.38 (the pulse shape is plotted in red and the target is 
labeled “nominal CBET”). This design is driven at a peak laser 
intensity of 9.5 # 1014 W/cm2 and reaches an implosion velocity 

of 3.7 # 107 cm/s. The calculated unshocked mass, fuel adia-
bat, and in-flight aspect ratio are munshocked = 6 ng, a = 1.65, 
and IFAR = 30, respectively. Figures 137.25(b) and 137.36 
both show, however, that such a design is unstable, assum-
ing the nonuniformity seeds currently present in OMEGA 
cryogenic implosions. Therefore, the shell’s stability must 
be improved to demonstrate the hydrodynamic equivalence. 
This can be achieved by reducing the level of the nonunifor-
mity seeds [which will move the stability boundary shown in 
Figs. 137.25(b) and 137.36 to a region with lower adiabat values, 
unshocked shell masses, and higher IFAR’s] and by increasing 
the hydrodynamic efficiency of the imploding target. At higher 
hydrodynamic efficiency of the laser drive, the required peak 
hot-spot pressure can be reached in the implosions with the 
higher-adiabat values, unshocked masses, and lower IFAR’s, 
moving the hydro-equivalent design into the stable region in the 
adiabat/IFAR and adiabat/unshocked mass parameter spaces.

Identifying the dominant nonuniformity seed is currently 
underway at LLE. The possible sources include the target defects 
introduced during the fill, cooling, and layer formation, as well 
as the early laser shinethrough, and the first shock interaction 
with modulations in the solid-state properties of the ablator. 

Improving the shell’s stability by raising its adiabat and IFAR 
(keeping the hot-spot pressure fixed) can be achieved [according 
to the scaling shown in Eq. (60)] by increasing the ablation pres-
sure pa. The main factor limiting the laser absorption and ablation 
pressure in direct-drive implosions is cross-beam energy transfer 
(CBET).12 Therefore, the most-efficient mechanism in raising 
pa is to mitigate the CBET. LLE is currently pursuing several 
mitigation approaches,12,45 including reducing the laser-beam 
size relative to the target size, increasing the laser bandwidth, and 
introducing layers of mid-Z (Si, for example) materials inside the 
ablator. The benefit of CBET mitigation on target characteristics 
is illustrated in Fig. 137.38, where the designs with various frac-
tions of laser-deposition reduction caused by CBET are shown. 
The maximum hot-spot pressure, shell velocity, and peak areal 
density in these designs are kept constant. The effect of CBET 
in simulations is varied by introducing a multiplication factor in 
front of the growth rate for the stimulated Brillouin scattering 
(SBS)14 (the design labeled “1/2 CBET” is simulated using a fac-
tor of 1/2 in front of the SBS growth rate, and the simulation of the 
“no CBET” design shows no effect from CBET). Reducing CBET 
increases the ablation pressure, leading to a hydro-equivalent 
design with an increased fuel adiabat. The shell parameters for 
these designs are summarized in Table 137.V. The shell IFAR, 
fuel adiabat, and unshocked mass for the three designs are 
indicated in Fig. 137.39 by the solid circles. Also shown are the 

Figure 137.38
OMEGA cryogenic target designs with 1-D central pressures of 180 Gbar 
at stagnation, the implosion velocity of 3 # 107 cm/s, and neutron-averaged 
areal density of 300 mg/cm2.
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best fits to the simulation data. The IFAR scales with the abla-
tion pressure as ,pIFAR .1 36

a+  while the fuel adiabat and the 
unshocked mass scale as .p .1 5

a  

c. CBET mitigation strategies.  Different CBET mitigation 
strategies are compared by calculating the ablation pressure 
using the CBET model in LILAC.12 As discussed in Refs. 12 and 
45, reducing the beam size relative to the target size mitigates 
the effect of CBET. Figure 137.40 shows the predicted ablation 
pressure in OMEGA cryogenic implosions as a function of 
the ratio of the beam to the target radii. .R R 0 8beam target +  is 
equivalent to the 1/2 CBET design; reducing the beam radius 
to Rbeam + 0.6 Rtarget leads to an ablation pressure similar to 
that of the no CBET design shown in Fig. 137.38. This does not 
mean, however, that CBET is completely suppressed at such 
a beam radius. Two effects cause an increase in the ablation 
pressure with a reduction in the beam size.12 The first is a reduc-
tion in CBET; the second is a decrease in the average angle 
of incidence in the laser illumination. The beam rays, which 
have a smaller incident angle to the target surface, propagate 
farther toward the higher electron densities,14 depositing their 
energy more efficiently. Consequently, a combination of CBET 
reduction and a decrease in the average angle of incidence in 
the illumination leads to matching the ablation pressure in the 

.R R 0 6beam target -  design with a pressure when the CBET is 
fully mitigated at .R R 1beam target -

The smaller beams produce, however, an increased illumina-
tion asymmetry. Using the smaller beams at the beginning of the 
laser drive increases nonuniformity caused by the limited beam 
overlap. The reduced beam overlap also increases the sensitivity 

Table 137.V:  Summary of the shell parameters for the designs 
shown in Fig. 137.38. All designs have a peak hot-
spot pressure of 180 Gbar, a neutron-averaged areal 
density of 300 mg/cm2, and an implosion velocity of 
3.7 # 107 cm/s. 

Parameters
Nominal 

CBET 1/2 CBET No CBET

Ablation pressure (Mbar) 138 162 213

IFAR 30 23 17

In-flight adiabat 1.6 2.2 3.2

Unshocked mass (ng) 6.0 7.5 11.3

Total unablated shell 
mass (ng)

17.4 19.4 23.7

Initial shell mass (ablator 
and DT) (ng)

47.1 53.1 63.4

Figure 137.39
(a) Shell IFAR, (b) fuel adiabat, and (c) the unshocked mass at peak neu-
tron production as functions of ablation pressure for the designs shown in 
Fig. 137.38. Solid lines represent the best fit to the simulation results. Solid 
circles show the simulation results.
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of the target design to the power imbalance and beam mistim-
ing. To mitigate the increased early-time overlap nonuniformity, 
a two-stage zooming scheme has been proposed,45 where 
R R 1beam target -  is used until the onset of the main drive and 

.R R 0 7<beam target  is used thereafter. Controlling the single-
beam uniformity for modes 20 <  < 100 is the main challenge 
for this mitigation scheme. To optimize the target design, one 
must find a compromise between improving the target stability 
properties (reduced IFAR but increased adiabat and unshocked 
mass) and increasing illumination nonuniformity seeds (but 
keeping them at a tolerable level). Several zooming implementa-
tion options are currently being pursued on OMEGA.

Mitigating CBET by increasing the laser bandwidth12 
requires wavelength separation in excess of 5 Å at a laser 
wavelength of m = 351 nm. The CBET model implemented in 
LILAC suggests12 that this effectively reduces the SBS gain by 
a factor of 2, leading to the 1/2 CBET target design shown in 
Fig. 137.38. Currently, this is considered to be the best option 
in mitigating CBET in the polar-drive implosions on the NIF. 

There are several beneficial effects from introducing a mid-Z 
layer inside the ablator: First, having a higher-Z material inside 
the laser-absorption region leads to increased inverse brems-
strahlung absorption, as discussed in Target Designs and 
Validation of 1-D Implosion Parameters, p. 19. Consequently, 
even if the laser-deposition reduction caused by CBET is held 
constant, the higher-Z ablators lead to higher absorption. This 
also increases the coronal temperature, which, in turn, reduces 
the SBS gain that governs the CBET. 

An additional benefit in using a mid-Z layer is the mitigation 
of TPD instability. Again, as mentioned on p. 19 and discussed 
in detail in Ref. 16, the higher-Z plasma at quarter-critical sur-
face reduces the ion-wave damping rate, leading to a reduction 
in TPD growth. An increase in the coronal temperature caused 
by the higher laser absorption is also beneficial for the mitiga-
tion of TPD instability. 

The higher-Z materials have several disadvantages [such 
as low hydroefficiency, radiation losses, radiation preheat, 
etc. (see discussion on p. 19)] that diminish the benefits of the 
CBET reduction. To overcome these shortcomings, a relatively 
thin layer of a mid-Z material (such as Si) is introduced inside 
the lower-Z materials to combine the higher laser absorption 
with the larger ablation efficiency of the innermost layer in 
the ablator. DT has the highest ablation efficiency (because of 
the large ratio of atomic mass to the ion charge) but the lowest 
ion charge and, therefore, the smallest inverse bremsstrahlung 

absorption. Having the mid-Z layer extended all the way to 
the DT layer causes either significant radiation preheat of the 
main fuel because of radiation from the plasma corona (if the 
layer is thick) or a significant loss in the laser absorption by 
depositing laser energy in the DT during the main pulse (if the 
layer is thin). Both reduce the benefits of having a higher ion 
charge in the plasma corona. 

The best design option is to introduce an intermediate layer 
between the mid-Z layer and the DT ice. The material in this 
layer must have high ablation efficiency, while the ion charge 
must be larger than 1 to avoid significant losses in laser absorp-
tion. From a target-manufacturing point of view, beryllium is the 
best choice for such a purpose.19 The hydro-equivalent “multi-
layer” design for OMEGA and the ignition design for the NIF 
are shown in Fig. 137.41. The OMEGA multilayer cryogenic 
design is predicted to absorb 60% of the incident laser energy. 
This is compared with the 54% absorption achieved in the 
plastic-ablator designs. The higher absorption fraction results 
in an increase in the ablation pressure to 147 Mbar, fuel adiabat 
to a - 2, and the unshocked mass to 7 ng. These indicate a 
moderate improvement in the design parameters compared to 
the “nominal CBET” design shown in Table 137.V. The NIF 
multilayer design, shown in Fig. 137.41, is predicted to ignite in 
1-D and produce a gain of 5 if no additional CBET mitigation 
strategies are used. Employing a laser wavelength separation of 
5 Å in the UV further reduces CBET and increases the gain to 
20. Additional strategies that will increase the shell’s conver-
gence and target gain are currently being considered at LLE. 

TC10544JR

NIF

OMEGA

1350 nm

11 to 14 nm CHSi (6%)
1 to 2 nm mid-Z (Z = 6 to 14, Si)

6 nm Be
125 nm DT

4 nm CHSi (6%)
0.5  to 1 nm mid-Z

3 nm Be
45 nm DT

(a)

(b)

Figure 137.41
(a) Multilayer ignition design for the NIF and (b) hydro-equivalent design for 
OMEGA. The outer plastic layer is doped with Si to reduce laser imprint.46
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Although much more work is required to validate the 
predicted benefits and access the stability properties of the 
multilayer design, the first experiments performed on OMEGA 
using the multilayer warm targets, where a cryogenic layer is 
replaced by an extra layer of Be, have confirmed an increased 
coronal temperature compared to that in implosions using the 
pure plastic shells.47 The generation of suprathermal electrons 
caused by TPD instability is also observed to be reduced in 
the multilayer design.

Conclusions
The target performance of cryogenic implosions on OMEGA 

has been discussed. The implosion velocity was varied from 
2.2 to 3.8 # 107 cm/s and the shell adiabat from 1.5 to 5. Based 
on the results of these experiments, the stability boundaries in 
the IFAR adiabat and unshocked mass-adiabat parameter spaces 
were identified. These show that the target designs operating 
above the boundary achieve more than 85% of the 1-D–pre-
dicted areal densities. The hot-spot pressures and yields are 
up to 35% and 40% of the predictions, respectively. The target 
performance of the implosions in this stability regime is well 
understood using DRACO simulations. 

A measure of the effect that ablative RT growth has on tar-
get performance is the fraction of the mix-region mass in the 
shocked mass. If the return shock has not reached the mixed 
region at peak neutron production and the mix mass is smaller 
than the unshocked mass, the effect of the ablative RT mix on 
the target performance is small. Despite this, the target yield 
and peak pressure are reduced in such implosions to ~30% to 
40% of the 1-D–predicted values because of the growth non-
uniformities during the shell’s deceleration. 

To demonstrate the ignition hydrodynamic equivalence, 
OMEGA implosions must reach central pressures in excess of 
100 Gbar. With the current laser-absorption limitations caused 
by CBET, the fuel adiabat in the hydro-equivalent designs must 
be at a < 2 and the shell IFAR + 30, both of which are currently 
outside the shell’s stability region. The target performance 
of such designs is significantly degraded with respect to 1-D 
predictions. Two-dimensional simulations using the known 
sources of target and illumination nonuniformities also fail 
to reproduce the experimental data. This limited ability of 
the hydrodynamic simulations to explain the observables in 
the low-adiabat implosions on OMEGA is also common in 
indirect-drive cryogenic implosions on the NIF. 

To understand the factors limiting the target performance, 
simplified models describing implosion dynamics have been 

developed. Such models revealed that the vapor pressure evo-
lution during shell acceleration and shell density relaxation 
caused by hydrodynamic instability growth and preheat are the 
main factors controlling the target performance. It was shown 
that 2-D DRACO simulations that use the localized features 
on the target surface as the nonuniformity seed reproduce the 
observables for a - 2 implosions. The shells in these simula-
tions are totally broken, and the cold shell material, ablator, and 
blowoff plasma are injected into the target center, significantly 
reducing the final shell convergence and hot-spot pressure. 

Based on the analysis using the simplified models and 
the simulations with the localized defects, it was concluded 
that ignition hydrodynamic equivalence can be achieved on 
OMEGA by making the cryogenic designs more robust against 
the hydrodynamics instabilities. This requires a reduction 
in nonuniformity sources and an increase in hydroefficiency 
by mitigating the CBET. LLE is currently pursuing several 
CBET-mitigation strategies, including a reduced beam size 
relative to the target size, an enhanced laser bandwidth, and 
multilayer ablators.
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Appendix A: Shell Acceleration Model
The momentum–conservation equation in the mass–time 

coordinate system has the form
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where p is shell pressure, r is position, m is the mass coor-
dinate defined as dm = 4rtr2dr, and t is mass density. 
A rigorous approach for finding r(m,t) requires solving 
a nonlinear partial differential equation by substituting 

, ,p m t m t r r m4 22 2na r= /5 3_ _ _i i i9 C  into Eq. (A1). Here, the 
shell’s adiabat a(m,t) is a function of time during shell accelera-
tion because of secondary shocks, radiation, or suprathermal 
electron preheat, and n is defined in Eq. (18). Instead, an 
approximate solution of Eq. (A1) is obtained by using the fol-
lowing simplifications: First, the pressure profile inside the shell 
is written as a second-order polynomial in the mass coordinate, 

 , ,p m t p t p t p t1 1 2
2

a- h h+ +t t_ ^ ^ ^i h h h9 C  (A2)
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where h = (1–m/M) is the normalized mass with zero value at 
the ablation front, pa is the ablation pressure, and M is the total 
shell mass. Second, a solution of Eq. (A1) is obtained near the 
ablation region as an expansion in h, assuming h % 1. Finally, 
the adiabat is assumed to be determined by the early shock 
propagation through the shell and does not change significantly 
during the shell’s acceleration. The relation between the posi-
tion and mass is determined by substituting 

 ,p m t /5 3
nat=_ i  (A3)

into the mass-conservation equation [here, n is defined in 
Eq. (18)]. The result is

 .
m
r

p4
3 / /3 3 5 3 5

2
2

r

n a
= d n  (A4)

Next, the ablation pressure is written as a function of the 
ablation-front position Ra. Since the critical surface and 
the laser-deposition region move inward during the shell’s 
implosion, the ablation pressure (or drive pressure) increases 
with the shell convergence. Assuming that the ablation 
pressure scales with the laser intensity as a ,p Ia + b  the 
pressure change with the ablation-front radius Ra becomes 

a a a ,p P R P R2 2
a laser a laser a+ = -b b b` j  where Plaser is the laser 

power. The power index ba depends on the details of the 
laser-absorption mechanism and thermal conduction (see, for 
example, Ref. 48). To generalize, we write the drive pressure as 

,p Ra a+ -b  where the values of power index b typically range 
from 0.5 to 1.5 for various laser-deposition and thermal-con-
duction models and ablator materials. Introducing the normal-
ized position , , ,t r t R0p h h=_ _i i  where R0 is the ablation-front 
position at the beginning of the shell’s acceleration, the ablation 
pressure can be written as 

 p pa ,0a ap= -b (A5)

and Eq. (A4) takes the form 
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where aa is the shell’s adiabat in the ablation-front region and 
.R R0a ap =  The small parameter e is defined as
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where pa,0 and ta,0 are the ablation pressure and the peak shell 
density at the beginning of shell acceleration, respectively. 
Keeping only the terms up to the order of h, the solution of 
Eq. (A6) becomes

 , .t t t1 3
/3 5 3

a a-p h p
e
p h= -b_ ^ ^i h h< F  (A8)

Substituting Eq. (A8) back into Eq. (A1) determines the tem-
poral evolution of the normalized ablation-front radius pa and 
shell pressure p:
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Assuming that the pressure at the inner shell boundary (h = 1) 
is p(h = 1) = pbk(t) (pbk % pa during the shell acceleration) 
relates p2t  with p :1t

 .p p p p11 2bk a- -= +t t  (A11)

The shell pressure at the inner surface pbk is determined from 
Eq. (29):
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where Vbk and Vbk,0 are the volume surrounded by the inner 
surface of the shell and its value at the beginning of the shell’s 
acceleration, respectively. The volume ratio in Eq. (A12) is due 
to the convergence effects. Then, Eq. (A10) gives
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where 
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When the shell convergence is not significant (Ra + R0, pa + 1), 
p 11 --t  and the ablation-front velocity, obtained by integrating 
Eq. (A9), reduces to
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Since the velocity gradient inside the shell is small at this 
stage in the implosion, the mass-averaged shell velocity 
vshell can be approximated by the ablation-front velocity 

.v .R R0shell a a- p= lo This gives the shell’s kinetic energy as a 
function of the ablation-front radius: 
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Equation (A15) shows, as expected, that as the shell converges 
and Ra gets smaller, the shell’s kinetic energy increases and 
the larger values of b [which correspond to a faster rise in the 
ablation pressure during the shell convergence; see Eq. (A5)] 
lead to increased kinetic energy. Note that Eq. (A15) is not valid 
for b = 3. Integrating Eq. (A9) in this case leads to 
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Appendix B: Model of Shell Deceleration
1. Equation for the Hot-Spot Radius

Following the analysis used in modeling the shell’s accel-
eration [see Eqs. (A2)–(A10)], pressure of the shocked shell 
is written as

 ,p p t p M
m

p M
m

1 1 2

2

hs
hs hs= + +t t^ dh n> H  (B1)

and the solution of Eq. (A1) is found near the inner surface of the 
shell as a series expansion in m/M % 1. If Ms is the mass of the 

shocked shell and the pressure at the shock front is p(Ms) = pshock, 
substituting phs(t) from Eq. (24) into Eq. (B1 gives
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and the hot-spot radius is determined by 
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where Shs is the surface area of the hot spot and tshock,0 and 
Vhs,0 are the shell density at the inner edge of the shell and hot-
spot volume at the beginning of the shell’s deceleration, respec-
tively (see Fig. 137.32). As described earlier [see Eq. (25)], the 
maximum hot-spot pressure depends on the hot-spot conver-
gence ratio during deceleration. Equation (B4) shows that the 
hot-spot convergence is determined by the pressure difference 
between the hot spot and the shock fronts, phs–pshock, and the 
shocked-shell mass (the shocked mass Ms). If the vapor pres-
sure for a given hot-spot radius is increased in an experiment 
compared to the code predictions (as a result of the larger vapor 
mass, for example), the shell’s deceleration is stronger and the 
shocked mass is smaller. This results in a smaller fraction of 
the shell’s kinetic energy being converted into the internal 
energy of the hot spot, leading to reduced hot-spot pressures.

2. Equations for the Shocked Mass and Shock Pressure
The conservation laws at the shock front are used to determine 

Ms and pshock. The change in momentum of the shell’s material as 
it passes through the shock surface, v v ,M td ds shell,s shock- -` j  
is balanced by the pressure force, –(pshell,s – pshock) Sshock, yielding

 v v ,
t

M
p p Sd

d s
shell,s shock shell,s shock shock- -=a ak k  (B5)

where vshock, pshock, and vshell,s < 0, pshell,s are the velocity and 
pressure at the shock front in the shock-compressed (region II 
in Fig. 137.33) and unshocked (region I in Fig. 137.33) regions, 
respectively, and Sshock is the surface area of the outgoing shock 
wave. The mass flux across the shock is determined from the 
Hugoniot conditions,39
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Eliminating M td ds  from Eqs. (B5) and (B6) gives 
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The position of the outgoing shock wave Rshock is determined by
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In the strong-shock approximation pshock & pshell, these equa-
tions reduce to
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The shock pressure pshock continues to increase while the 
shell converges inward. This is a result of two effects: first, an 
increase in shell density ahead of the shock tshell (because of 
the shell’s convergence); second, a decrease in the absolute value 
of the post-shock velocity vshock caused by the shell’s decelera-
tion. The rate of increase in pshock is limited, however, by the 
deceleration of the unshocked shell and a reduction in KvshellK. 
The shell density and pressure evolutions will be discussed next. 

3. Equation for the Unshocked Shell Density
The velocity gradient across the shell is calculated by taking 

the time derivative of Eq. (A4):
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Assuming that the velocity gradient is uniform across the shell, 
Eq. (B10) is evaluated at the ablation front. This gives an esti-
mate of the velocity difference Dv across the shell:
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Equation (B11) shows that the velocity difference between 
the outer and inner parts of the shell is amplified during the 
implosion because of convergence (taVa decreases). This effect 
is absent, for example, in planar geometry where the shell’s 
velocity profile is nearly flat. The ablation pressure scales 
with the ablation radius as p Ra a+ -b [see Eq. (A5)], leading 
to .p R R pd da a a a -b=` j  Then, Eq. (42) is used to evaluate 
Eq. (B11) at the end of the ablation-front acceleration, giving
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For the values of b relevant to the ICF implosions, Dv - 
0.8 cs–0.9 cs. Equation (B12) shows that at the end of the 
ablation-front acceleration, the velocity variation across the shell 
is proportional to the shell’s sound speed. Therefore, as the return 
shock starts propagating through the shell at the beginning of the 
shell’s deceleration, it first interacts with the shell’s inner part, 
which moves inward with the larger velocity. Then, as the shock 
travels through the shell, the incoming shell velocity at the shock 
front decreases with time because of the velocity gradient shown 
in Eq. (B12). An additional decrease in the incoming shell velocity 
is caused by the pressure gradient that creates a force decelerating 
the unshocked shell. 

To calculate the pressure gradient and the density evolution 
in the unshocked shell, the mass-conservation equation is used:
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Then, substituting ∂v/∂m - Dv/M and using Eq. (B12) gives
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where the coefficient /C 2 2 3 5 5d - -b b= _ _i i ranges from 
0.8 to 0.9 for the values of b relevant to the direct-drive implo-
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sions, cs,0 is the shell’s sound speed at the beginning of decel-
eration, t0(m) and r0(m) are the shell’s density and position, 
respectively, as functions of mass coordinate at the beginning 
of shell deceleration, and td is the starting time of shell decel-
eration. Strictly speaking, the velocity gradient Dv/M is not 
a constant. It increases during shell deceleration because of 
the pressure gradient along the radial direction. This pressure 
gradient decelerates the ablation-front region, increasing Dv. 
Consequently, Eq. (B14) overestimates the density increase. 
Results of the hydrodynamic simulations indicate, however, 
that Eq. (B14) is accurate within a few-percent error. 

4. Equations for the Unshocked Shell Velocity and Pressure
The velocity slowdown ahead of the outgoing shock wave 

is calculated using v .t S p md dshell shock- 2 2+  Assuming 
that the shell adiabat does not change significantly inside the 
unshocked shell, the shell pressure is calculated by substituting 
Eq. (B14) into p + t5/3, giving
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and the pressure gradient becomes
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5. Relation Between the Post-Shock Velocity  
and the Hot-Spot Convergence Rate
To complete defining the model for the shell’s decelera-

tion and the hot-spot formation, the hot-spot convergence rate 
Rhs
o  must be related to the post-shock velocity vshock. This is 
accomplished using the mass-conservation equation in the form 
shown in Eq. (B13). The shell’s density at the inner edge of the 
shell satisfies tshellVhs = const. Therefore,
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and the shocked-shell velocity at the shock front becomes

 v .R V

M
1 3shock hs

shock,0 hs,0

s
t

= +o f p  (B18)

Since R 0<hs
o  prior to shell stagnation, the velocity gradient is 

negative inside the shock-compressed region. 
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Introduction
An understanding of the underdense plasma conditions in 
laser–plasma experiments at large laser facilities is important 
for many high-energy-density (HED) physics studies.1 The 
growth of laser–plasma instabilities depends on the coronal 
plasma density profile, flow, and temperature. When they are 
above threshold, they can feed back onto the hydrodynamics 
often requiring ad hoc modeling of the laser absorption or heat 
transport.2 In high-temperature plasmas, the primary instabili-
ties of interest are stimulated Brillouin scattering,3 stimulated 
Raman scattering,3 and two-plasmon decay.4

Quantitative characterization of HED plasma density profiles 
in the corona where the laser–plasma interactions are most active 
is challenging. Incoherent x-ray sources are useful for diagnos-
ing cold (Te # 10 eV) and dense (ne . 1023 cm–3) plasmas, where 
absorption and scattering techniques such as radiography/pen-
umbral imaging5 and x-ray Thomson scattering6 are employed. 
Optical wavelengths are typically employed to probe lower-
density ranges where the plasma density is inferred from the 
phase change of the probe beam. These diagnostics are designed 
to access the plasma density by measuring the probe beam’s 
phase (interferometry7), refraction angle (schlieren imaging,8 
grid image refractometry,9 and Moire deflectometry10), or 
displacement (shadowgraphy8). In the range of densities above 
1020 cm–3, typical HED plasmas present large integrated optical 
phases that make it difficult to quantitatively measure the density 
profile. Soft x-ray lasers present an alternative to access these 
density ranges,11 but are a complex radiation source and often 
not practical for application to large-scale diagnostic systems.

A qualitative picture of the underdense plasma gradients can 
be made using shadowgraph and schlieren imaging, although 
these techniques are not precise enough to extract the plasma 
density profile.8 In shadowgraphy, the displacement of probe 
rays is mapped by imaging a plane behind the object in ques-
tion. An image is recorded not of the object, but of its shadow, 
which does not have a 1:1 spatial correspondence with the 
object. Extracting the plasma density would involve decon-
volving the spatial correspondence, calculating the absorption 

Measurements of Electron Density Profiles  
Using an Angular Filter Refractometer

profile of the probe beam, and a double integration to achieve 
the probe’s phase. This typically introduces an unacceptable 
amount of error into the density measurement. Schlieren 
techniques map the refraction of the probe beam by blocking 
all or part of the unrefracted probe beam with a knife edge 
or a circular stop. In the case of using a coherent probe pulse 
produced by a laser, only a single refraction angle is measured, 
lending this technique to be used for the observation of sharp 
density gradients such as in the presence of a shock,12 where the 
binary response of the diagnostic is useful. Extracting quantita-
tive information from the density gradients with a significant 
dynamic range involves the use of an incoherent probe pulse 
such as a light-emitting diode with an extended source size.13

Interferometry is the most-common technique used for 
measuring plasma density profiles in underdense plasmas. 
As the probe passes through higher-density regions of the 
plasma, the interferometric fringes become closer and are 
eventually unresolvable. It is difficult to quantify this limita-
tion in resolution, but for a particular profile, synthetic inter-
ferograms can be generated to study the peak plasma density 
that can be resolved using interferometry. Taking a typical 
HED laser–plasma plume from a planar target modeled as 

exp expn n x y L z L0
2 2 2

e g n- -= +_ _i i8 B  with Lg = 400 nm 
and Ln = 300 nm, the maximum peak density resolvable with 
a 263-nm probe on a standard detector is +1020 cm–3, which is 
consistent with the peak densities measured by D. Ress et al.14 
for a comparable-sized plasma.

Angular filter refractometry (AFR),15,16—a novel diagnos-
tic—has been developed to characterize the plasma density 
profile up to densities of 1021 cm–3 by producing a contour map 
of refraction angles. This is accomplished by using angular 
filters that block certain bands of refraction angles, casting 
shadows in the image plane. The plasma density is calculated 
from the measured refraction angles of a probe beam after 
passing through the plasma. The maximum measured density 
is limited by the f number of the optical collection system, the 
length of plasma in the direction of the probe, and the mag-
nitude of the transverse gradients. AFR provides an accurate 
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diagnosis of the underdense plasma profiles in experiments 
relevant to laser–plasma instabilities.

The following sections (1) describe the operation of the AFR 
diagnostic and how the experimental images can be analyzed 
to produce two-dimensional (2-D) plasma density profiles; 
(2) review experiments in which the diagnostic was used to 
characterize the plasma expansion from ultraviolet irradiated 
CH planar and spherical targets; and (3) present the conclu-
sions. The error analysis of the AFR diagnostic is presented 
in the Appendix.

Angular Filter Refractometry
The AFR diagnostic is a part of the fourth-harmonic probe 

system17 on OMEGA EP.18 A simplified optical schematic of 
the system is shown in Fig. 137.42. The red lines represent the 
incoming ray path of the probe beam. It originates from the 
conversion of a Nd:glass laser pulse to its fourth harmonic 
(probe wavelength mp = 263 nm) and has a pulse width of 10 ps 
with 10 mJ of energy. The beam passes through the target 
chamber center (TCC) slightly diverging at f/25 with a beam 
diameter of +3.5 mm. After passing through the TCC, the probe 
is collected at f/4 and collimated for transport over >4 m to 
the diagnostic table, where the plasma plane is relay imaged 
to a charge-coupled–device (CCD) camera with a resolution 
of +5 nm over a 5-mm field of view.15

1. Diagnostic Setup and Calibration
The AFR diagnostic uses an angular filter [Fig. 137.43(a)] 

placed at the focus of the unrefracted probe beam (Fourier 
plane19). The opaque regions of the angular filter block bands 
of refraction angles, resulting in shadows in the image plane. 
The diagnostic relies on the direct proportionality between 
the angle of refraction of a probe ray at the object plane and 
its radial location in the Fourier plane. This relation correlates 
the shadows produced by the angular filter to contours of the 
constant refraction angle. For a single-lens imaging system and 
a collimated probe beam, it can be shown that a ray refracted at 
the object plane passes through the Fourier plane at a distance 
from the optical axis r, which is equal to the focal length of the 
collection lens f, times the refraction angle i, regardless of its 
spatial origin in the object plane [assuming paraxial propaga-
tion cos(i) . 1] (Ref. 20). For the case of a diverging probe 
beam (used in the AFR diagnostic), a more-general relation is 
determined using geometric optics where r is equal to a con-
stant times the refraction angle iref, according to

 ,r
d d f

d f

1
ref

s

s
#

-
i= +

f p  (1)

where iref = itot–i0, itot is the ray angle with respect to the 
optical axis, i0 is the initial unrefracted angle, d1 is the dis-
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Figure 137.42
A schematic representation of angular filter refractometry using the fourth-harmonic probe on OMEGA EP (distances not to scale). The unrefracted probe 
(red) focuses at the Fourier plane, where distinct refraction angles are filtered out by an angular filter. Shadows from the opaque regions of the angular filter 
form contours of constant refraction angle in the image plane. TCC: target chamber center.
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tance from the object plane to the collection lens, and ds is the 
distance from the point source to the object plane (ds = 3 for 
the collimated beam). The direct proportionality of the spatial 
location of a ray to the amount of refraction allows for filtration 
of specific refraction angles in a deterministic manner.

To accurately determine the constant of proportionality in 
Eq. (1) (bracketed term), the diagnostic is calibrated by placing 
a planoconcave lens with a focal length of –20 mm at TCC that 
imparts a known amount of refraction as a function of space 
transverse to the propagation direction (x,y). Probe rays that exit 
the lens with a refraction angle of iref = 0.09° graze the edge of 
the central dot at r = 250 nm and return to their location ,x yl l_ i 
in the magnified image plane, where they form the edge of 
the central blue circle seen in Fig. 137.43(b). Higher refraction 
angles are either blocked by the opaque rings or transmitted 
between them, forming the other light and dark bands in the 
image. By measuring the radial distance of each band, the posi-

tions of the rays at the calibration lens are determined, allowing 
one to calculate the refraction angles. The resultant calibration 
for the image shown relates the angle of refraction to the radial 
position on the angular filter, iref = [0.368!0.0029] # r.

Figure 137.43(c) shows an image created by using a cylin-
drical calibration lens where the probe light is refracted only 
in the vertical direction. At the Fourier plane, the beam has 
a vertical line focus. Upon returning to the image plane, the 
filtered regions form bands in the horizontal direction showing 
the contours of constant refraction of a cylindrical lens.

2.  Analysis
The angle of refraction of a probe ray exiting a plasma is 

related to the transverse gradient of phase accrued by that ray 
according to7

 ,2
p

2

2
i

r

m

a

z
=a  (2)

where a (= x or y) represents the spatial component of the 
measured refraction in the x–y plane (see Fig. 137.42), mp is 
the probe laser wavelength, z = #kpdz is the total accumulated 
phase of a probe ray passing through the plasma, kp is the probe 
wave number, and z is the propagation direction of the probe. 
The phase of the probe is related to the plasma density since 
the refractive index is given by /1 2,n n1 e cr-_ i  giving

 , , , ,x y
n

n x y z zd
p cr

ez
m
r

=
-3

3

a ak k#  (3)

where ne (x,y,z) is the plasma density and

 . .n 1 1 10 1 6 10m cm cm21 2 3 22 3
cr p# #m n= =- -a k  

is the critical plasma density for a probe wavelength of mp = 
263 nm. It is assumed that ne % ncr. In Eq. (3), changes in x and 
y along the ray path are ignored. Assuming the plasma density 
profile is axisymmetric around the y axis, this equation can be 
Abel inverted for a fixed y coordinate to solve for the density 
as a function of the probe phase:

 .n R x z
n

x s R

sd2 2
2 2 2

0

e
p cr

-
2

2

r

m z
= + =

+

-3

'` j  (4)

To arrive at Eq. (4) from the standard Abel integral, the sub-
stitution s x R2 2-=  was made to eliminate the singularity 
at x = R. 
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Figure 137.43
(a) An angular filter consisting of a central opaque dot of 500-nm diameter 
surrounded by 2-mm-wide concentric rings alternating between transparent 
and opaque. (b) An image formed when a negative-focal-length ( f = –20 mm) 
spherical lens placed at target chamber center (TCC) is used to deterministi-
cally refract the probe beam to calibrate the system. The light rings correspond 
to specific bands in the angular filter, and their spatial locations correspond 
to specific refraction angles on the surface of the lens. (c) A similar image 
is formed as in (b) but with a cylindrical lens of negative focal length ( f = 
–20 mm). The refraction takes place in one direction, producing the lines in 
the image plane.
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For the circular angular filter shown in Fig. 137.43(a), the 
total refraction angle is measured, .x y

2 2
toti i i= +  Owing to 

the shape of the plasmas expanding from the flat and spherical 
targets studied here, the direction of the refraction is assumed to 
be radial; therefore, Eq. (2) is integrated in the radial direction 
about the assumed center of the plasma to solve for the phase of 
the probe beam exiting the plasma. The gradient of the phase 
in the x direction (perpendicular to the axis of symmetry) is 
used to solve for the plasma density using Eq. (4). An error 
analysis of the data reduction and calibration is presented in 
Appendix A (p. 56).

To reduce the numerical error introduced by calculating the 
gradient in phase, an angular filter with straight lines parallel 
to the y axis can be used to directly determine the component 
of the refraction in the x direction (2z/2x). In this case the 
measured refraction angle (ix) can be directly inserted into 
Eq. (4) so that both the integration in Eq. (2) and the derivative 
in Eq. (4) are skipped.

Experimental Results
The plasma density profiles for flat and spherical plastic CH 

targets driven by four ultraviolet laser beams (m0 = 351 nm) 
incident at an angle of 23° with respect to the target normal 
were measured. Each beam had +2 kJ of energy in a 2-ns square 
temporal pulse shape. Distributed phase plates21 were used to 
produce a 9.5-order super-Gaussian spot with 430-nm (1/e) 
width on the target surface, resulting in a total peak overlapped 
intensity of 8 # 1014 W/cm2. The fourth-harmonic probe pulse 
passed transverse to the target normal. The short probe pulse’s 
duration of 10 ps ensures that there is minimal hydrodynamic 
movement of the plasma over the course of the measurement. 
The timing of the probe is defined from the 2% intensity of 
the ultraviolet drive beams to the peak intensity of the probe.

Figure 137.44 illustrates the AFR technique. Figure 137.44(a) 
shows the AFR image obtained from probing an irradiated flat 
CH target (3 mm # 3 mm # 0.125 mm) at 1.5 ns. The contour 
lines of the total refraction angle show the general shape of the 
plasma plume expanding from the surface of the target located 
at y = 0. The diffraction pattern seen in the image is a result 
of the sharp edges of the angular filter aperturing the beam in 
between image planes. This effect can corrupt the spatial loca-
tion of the edges of the refractive bands; therefore, the analysis 
was based on the central location of the refractive band, which 
is unaffected by diffraction. The spatial registration of the image 
to the target surface is described in Appendix A. Images similar 
to Fig. 137.44(a) but with only one angular band were reported 
from a schlieren setup in Ref. 22. These images did not contain 

enough information to allow for reconstruction of the plasma 
density but they compared well with hydrodynamic simulations.

The phase map was calculated by radially integrating the 
refractive contours using Eq. (2) and applying a 2-D interpo-
lation to obtain a phase value on each pixel [Fig. 137.44(b)]. 
It is instructive to note that absolute phases of greater than 
1000  rad are observable by this diagnostic before the f/4 
cutoff of the collection lens is reached. This is equivalent to 
over 150 fringe shifts across +1 mm of plasma, illustrating 
the challenges of using interferometry with these types of 
plasmas. Figure 137.44(c) shows the calculated plasma den-
sity profile that reaches densities up to 1021 cm–3. This may 
be compared with the density profile in Fig. 137.44(d) from 
a 2-D DRACO23,24 hydrodynamic simulation. The DRACO 
simulations reported here use a flux-limited heat transport 
model that limits the Spitzer–Harm flux to a fraction (0.06) of 
the free-streaming value.25

1.  Flat CH Foil Experiments
Figure 137.45 shows the temporal evolution of the plasma 

expansion from flat CH targets irradiated under nominally iden-
tical conditions and probed at different times. The expansion 
of the plasma is illustrated by the movement of the contours 
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in the radial direction away from the target surface (y = 0). 
Figure 137.45(d) is from the same shot as Fig. 137.44(a). An 
estimate of the plasma expansion is obtained by assuming a 
2-D Gaussian-shaped plasma in the target plane direction and 
an exponential profile in the target normal direction of the 
form ne(y) = n0 exp(–y/Ln), where Ln is the plasma scale length. 
Taking two points in the center of the profile at x = 0, Eqs. (2) 
and (3) can be used to show .lnL y y1 2 2 1n - i i= a `k j  Fol-

lowing two points of constant refraction yields the proportional-
ity Ln ? y1–y2. As time increases, the widening and separating 
of the refractive bands signify a proportionate increase in the 
plasma scale length as the plasma expands away from the target.

Figure 137.46 shows 1-D density profiles along the y axis 
obtained from the experimental images shown in Fig. 137.45. 
Density data are extracted over almost two orders of mag-
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nitude ranging from +3 # 1019 to 1021 cm–3. The upper end 
is limited by refraction of the probe beam outside of the f/4 
collection optics, and the lower end is limited by the smallest 
measurable refraction angle by this angular filter (0.21°). The 
profiles are approximately exponential,26 and for the early 
times (#1.1 ns) shown in Fig. 137.46(a), the plasma expands 
away from the surface driven by the ablation. This is evident 
in the increase in the position for a given value of density as 
time increases. The expansion ceases at later times ($1.5 ns) 
shown in Fig. 137.46(b) except at the low-density region of the 
profile. The shaded regions in Fig. 137.46 represent lineouts 
from the DRACO-simulated plasma profiles, where the width 
of the shaded region accounts for the !20-ps timing error in 
the probe pulse. The experimental data agree very well with 
the simulations for early times (<1 ns). For times $1.1 ns, the 
simulations predict higher plasma densities than are experi-
mentally measured. This can also be seen from a comparison 
between Figs. 137.44(c) and 137.44(d).

2. CH Spherical Experiments
Experiments designed to change the density profiles while 

maintaining a constant drive intensity varied the radius of cur-
vature of the targets using spheres of different diameters. As the 
radius of curvature is decreased, the plasma flow becomes more 

three dimensional, reducing the density scale length along the 
target symmetry axis. Figure 137.47 compares the plasmas from 
irradiated CH spheres with diameters varying from 0.4 mm to 
8 mm. In the three AFR images of Figs. 137.47(a)–137.47(c), 
the contour spacing and thickness increase with the diameter of 
the spheres, indicating that the plasma scale length is increas-
ing. This is a result of the plasma expansion becoming more 
divergent with decreasing radius.

Figure 137.47(b) compares the measured density profiles 
with profiles calculated with DRACO. At the smallest diameter 
of 0.4 mm, the calculated profile agrees well with the measured 
profile. For the larger diameters of 1.9 mm and 8 mm, there are 
clear discrepancies between the profiles. This observation is con-
sistent with the discrepancy seen at 1.5 ns for the flat CH target 
[Fig. 137.46(b), purple line]. The profiles for a diameter of 8 mm 
are very close to the corresponding profiles in Fig. 137.46(b).

Conclusion
A characterization of the density profiles in HED-relevant 

long-scale-length plasmas was presented. Angular filter refrac-
tometry—a novel diagnostic—was used to map the refraction 
angle of a 263-nm probe after it passed through a plasma, 
enabling one to measure densities of 1021 cm–3 in millimeter-
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scale plasmas. The plasma expansion from kilojoule-level, 
ultraviolet-irradiated CH targets was studied as a function of 
time for planar targets and radius for spherical targets. These 
results were compared with 2-D DRACO hydrodynamic simu-
lations showing good agreement for the planar targets at early 
times and for the spherical targets at small radii. The hydro-
dynamic simulations predict higher densities for the planar 
targets at late times and for the spherical targets with larger 
radii. The difference between the experimental and simulation 
data is under active investigation and focused on correlations 
to laser–plasma instabilities that could possibly modify the 
plasma profile at large scale lengths.
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Appendix A: Error Analysis
The calibration of refraction angles and the post-analysis 

process are the two significant sources of error in the calcula-
tion of plasma density from the AFR images. To estimate the 
error in the calibration process, the system was calibrated 
four times over a two-month period to take into account the 
reproducibility of the lens placement at TCC and the accuracy 
of marking the edges of the refractive bands. For each calibra-
tion, a constant of proportionality relating the refraction angle 
iref to the radial location on the angular filter r was calculated. 
The standard deviation in that constant was found to be v = 
0.0029°/mm. This error was propagated through the analysis 
process and yielded a corresponding standard deviation error 
in the plasma density of 2%.

The reduction of an experimental AFR image to a plasma 
density profile includes many steps: locating the refraction 
bands, radially integrating the refraction angle to produce a 
phase, and Abel inverting the phase to produce plasma den-
sity. There is an error in the optical imaging system caused by 
the continuous refraction by an extended plasma around the 
object plane. It is difficult to estimate the contribution of each 
of these effects to the error. The error was therefore extracted 
by analyzing a synthetic AFR image created by an optical 
model. The optical ray-trace code FRED27 was used to assess 
the performance of the optical probe system and data-reduction 
method. FRED is a nonsequential ray-trace package that pro-
vides synthetic probe images for an assumed plasma density 

profile. The full diagnostic system was simulated in FRED. An 
analytic plasma density profile was used in the optical model to 
create a synthetic AFR image. This image was post-processed 
and the resulting plasma density profile was compared to the 
original to extract the error. The standard deviation of the error 
in a pixel-by-pixel comparison of the two profiles was 12.2%. 
Adding this to the error in calibration gives a total error in the 
plasma density calculation of !14.2%.

It is important to register the AFR images with respect 
to the original position of the target surface, especially for 
comparing to hydrodynamic simulations. For this purpose a 
background shot (without the drive beams) is taken to produce 
a shadow of the target onto the CCD by removing the angular 
filter. The front surface of the target is determined by measur-
ing the position of an alignment fiber (80-nm diameter) that 
is attached to the middle of the flat target on the rear surface. 
In this manner, any diffculty in clearly observing the front 
surface, which extends about a millimeter beyond the object 
plane, is mitigated. The fiber tip resides at TCC and is imaged 
sharply. With prior knowledge of the separation between the 
fiber tip and the front surface of the target, the position of the 
original surface is accurately determined within !10 nm, near 
the resolution limit of the diagnostic. For spherical targets, 
the surface is sharply imaged and therefore directly observed 
without a fiducial.

The timing of the optical probe is measured with respect 
to the ultraviolet drive laser beams by comparison to a timing 
fiducial used to synchronize all laser beams on OMEGA EP. 
A small portion of each beam is picked off upstream of TCC 
and measured on a UV streak camera to compare to the fiducial 
on shot. The absolute calibration of the distance between these 
timing diagnostic signals and TCC is measured periodically 
with a time-resolved x-ray target diagnostic, also referenced to 
the facility timing fiducial. Multiple calibrations measured over 
several months have shown a scattering of !20 ps. This error 
is taken into account when comparing to DRACO simulations 
by using two time steps and shading the area between t0–20 ps 
and t0 + 20 ps, where t0 is the measured experimental timing 
of the optical probe.
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Introduction
Of the many challenges facing laser-driven inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF),1,2 controlling the impact of laser–plasma interac-
tions (LPI’s) is one of the most difficult and uncertain.3 The 
importance of LPI’s in indirect-drive–ignition experiments at 
the National Ignition Facility (NIF) is now widely appreciated 
because of the dramatic impact of instabilities on the capsule 
implosion symmetry.4,5 Perhaps less well known are the effects 
in the alternative direct-drive approach.6 This article highlights 
some of the discoveries and recent advances in understand-
ing these instabilities—the most important of which is the 
realization that the collective interaction of multiple beams is 
ubiquitous throughout laser fusion.

It is important to understand the instabilities resulting from 
intense LPI’s in ICF because they place bounds on the available 
ignition regimes/design space. For example, higher radiation 
temperatures in indirect drive or higher ablation pressures in 
direct drive, minimize hydrodynamic instabilities and improve 
target performance, but they require higher laser intensities, 
which are more vulnerable to instability.7 Instabilities involving 
the cooperation between multiple laser beams are particularly 
dangerous because their onset can occur at intensities signifi-
cantly below that of non-cooperative, i.e., single-beam, interac-
tions. The mitigation of multibeam instabilities is therefore of 
great importance to the success of ICF.

Laser–plasma instabilities are fundamentally difficult to 
understand and predict because they involve a severe coupling 
of spatial and temporal scales. Large-scale plasma hydrody-
namics are evolved with radiation–hydrodynamics codes (e.g., 
LASNEX8 or DRACO9) over spatial regions that are millimeters 
in extent and over times that span tens of nanoseconds. On 
the other hand, LPI’s involve the coherent interaction between 
waves that have high characteristic frequencies (+1015 s–1) 
and short wavelengths (+0.1 nm). The plasma conditions and 
laser irradiation determine the conditions under which LPI’s 
can grow,10 but the instabilities, in turn, modify the hydrody-
namics by redirecting the laser light,11 modifying absorption, 
or producing hot electrons. The only practical approach to 

Multibeam Laser–Plasma Interactions  
in Inertial Confinement Fusion

addressing these problems is by developing simplified models 
that can be run self-consistently in the hydrodynamics codes 
(for examples of such “in-line” models, see SBS-Mediated 
CBET in ICF Experiments, p. 63).

The difficulties of multiple scales exist even in numerical 
models of LPI’s that do not attempt to describe large-scale 
hydrodynamic evolution. Explicit particle-in-cell (PIC) 
codes,12,13 such as OSIRIS14 and VPIC,15 are highly detailed 
plasma-kinetic models that make few simplifying assumptions 
regarding the plasma response; however, they are too expensive 
to run in three dimensions for scale lengths and times of rel-
evance for ignition conditions (the advent of petascale comput-
ing may change this in the future). These problems have been 
partially addressed by the development of reduced models that 
exploit temporal and/or spatial enveloping (multiple scales)16 
and either ignore the particle kinetics (i.e., plasma-fluid codes) 
or treat the kinetics in a simplified way (e.g., the codes pF3D,17 
Harmonhy,18 and ZAK3D.19,20 Several examples of the applica-
tion of these models will be described in this article. 

The above comments apply to single-beam interactions 
as well as to situations involving the cooperative interaction 
between multiple laser beams. The importance of multibeam 
interactions places a much-greater emphasis on the three-
dimensional (3-D) geometry than before and requires numeri-
cal simulations to be more “realistic.” This article will review 
recent advances in this regard.

The following sections (1) introduce LPI’s in laser fusion, 
describing the two major approaches and discussing the 
similarities and differences with respect to LPI conditions; 
(2)  describe three-wave parametric instabilities, focusing on 
the interaction of instabilities occurring in different beams; 
(3) introduce cross-beam energy transfer (CBET), describing 
the effect and reviewing the experimental impact in both direct- 
and indirect-drive experiments; (4) describe multibeam stimu-
lated Raman scattering and two-plasmon decay; (5) describe 
strategies that have been designed to mitigate multibeam insta-
bilities; and, finally, (6) present our summary and conclusions.
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Two Approaches to Laser Fusion  
at the National Ignition Facility

There are two primary approaches to laser-driven ICF: 
indirect drive, where the laser energy is first converted to 
x rays in a hohlraum (Fig. 137.48) that subsequently drives 
the target,21 and direct drive, where the laser light deposits its 
energy directly onto the capsule (Fig. 137.49).

A major effort22,23 is underway to demonstrate indirect-
drive ignition on the NIF.24 Since the NIF beamlines are not 
configured for spherically symmetric direct drive, LLE has 
developed the polar-drive (PD) concept.25 This concept makes 
it possible to explore direct-drive ignition on the NIF while the 
beamlines are in the indirect-drive configuration.

LLE’s Omega Laser Facility26–28 performs direct-drive 
ICF research in both the favored spherically symmetric and 
polar-drive configurations at relatively modest driver ener-
gies with the goal of validating designs that, when scaled to 
the NIF, would show ignition and gain (i.e., hydro-equivalent 
designs).29 Recent progress has led to a series of PD designs 
that are predicted to marginally ignite on the NIF,30 provided 
LPI’s at the NIF scale do not present new challenges.

1. Indirect Drive
The NIF is currently configured for the polar illumination 

that is required for indirect-drive experiments. The individual 
192 beams are clustered into groups of four (called quadruplets, 
or “quads”) that share a common entrance port on the target 
chamber. At each pole of the target chamber the quads are 
grouped into two cones. There are eight quads in each inner 
cone and 16 in the outer cones. With this arrangement one-
third of the laser energy is in the inner cones that preferentially 
drive the waist (or equator) of the capsule, while the remaining 
two-thirds of the energy preferentially drives the polar regions 
of the indirect-drive target/capsule. Figure 137.48 shows this 
arrangement, together with the specific beam angles.

The cylindrical NIF hohlraum (Fig. 137.48) is +10 mm long 
and slightly more than 5 mm in diameter. The laser beams 
enter through two laser entrance holes (LEH’s), one at each 
end, propagate through the gas-filled interior, and deposit their 
energy at the high-Z hohlraum walls, generating soft x-ray 
radiation. These x rays drive the implosion of the capsule that 
is suspended in the hohlraum. By design, the beam pointing 
and dynamically varying relative power between the two cones 
of beams are chosen so that the x-ray drive, as seen by the cap-
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sule, is uniform (to within 1% time averaged).31 The cryogenic 
ignition hohlraum is filled with a low-density helium gas fill 
that is quickly ionized and becomes a high-temperature, low-
density plasma. Its purpose is to retard the inward expansion 
of the gold hohlraum walls as they are heated.

As will be described in Cross-Beam Energy Transfer 
(p. 63), the frequencies (or, equivalently, the wavelengths) of 
the NIF quads may be shifted with respect to one another. The 
two-color separation on the NIF consists of shifting the wave-
length of the outer cone of beams with respect to that of the 
inner cones by +Dm = 0 to 8 Å (at 1~0). A three-color option 
also exists, where there are two tunable wavelength separations: 
(1) the separation between the frequency of the outer cones and 
the inner 30° quads; and (2) the separation between the inner 
30° quad and the inner 23.5° quad.11,32

2. Polar Drive
The NIF was designed so that an option remains for implod-

ing spherically symmetric direct-drive–ignition targets.31 
In direct drive, the laser beams illuminate and implode the 

target directly without the intermediate step of converting to 
x rays. As a result, direct drive is predicted to couple 7# to 9# 
more energy to the compressed capsule than indirect drive.33 
Because reconfiguration of the NIF beam architecture is very 
invasive, the PD scheme was conceived so that directly driven 
experiments can be performed while the NIF remains in the 
indirect-drive configuration.25

Polar-drive–ignition designs rely on repointing the NIF 
beams (Fig. 137.48) toward the equator of the target (Fig. 137.49) 
by using different pulse shapes for different rings of the NIF 
configuration and using specialized phase plates to achieve 
sufficient implosion symmetry in the absence of equatorial 
beams. Accurate modeling of oblique-beam energy deposition, 
the effect of beam obliquity on LPI’s in the underdense corona, 
and heat transport to the ablation surface are critical to achieving 
sufficient symmetry, implosion velocity, and shell adiabat.6,30

3. Comparison of LPI Between Indirect-Drive  
and Polar-Drive Schemes
Figure 137.50(a) shows a contour plot of the coronal elec-

tron plasma density (normalized to the critical density) for 
an ignition-scale direct-drive target, with the approximate 
dimensions indicated. Sample ray trajectories, approximately 
corresponding to three cones of beams, are overlaid. For 
comparison, a NIF-scale indirect-drive hohlraum is shown in 
Fig. 137.50(b). Again, the electron plasma density is shown 
with the laser-beam trajectories overlaid. The two figures are 
not shown on the same scale.

The plasma conditions differ quite significantly between 
the two cases. The plasma density scale length for the direct-
drive target is Ln + 500 to 600 nm (the density decreasing with 
radius r), the coronal electron temperature is approximately 
isothermal with Te = 3 to 4 keV, and the baseline design uses a 
CH ablator. The plasma-flow velocity is directed radially out-
ward, increasing with radius. The Mach-1 surface is located at 
a radius where the electron plasma density ne is approximately 
one quarter of the critical density ( )n r n 4e c.  (the quarter-
critical surface), where n m e40

2 2
c e~ r= ^ h  is the density 

at which electromagnetic (EM) waves of frequency ~0 are 
reflected (see Fig. 137.50).3 The quantities e and me are the 
electron charge and mass, respectively. This is to be contrasted 
with the indirect-drive hohlraum. The plasma density inside the 
hohlraum is more homogeneous (Ln + mm’s) and the plasma 
flow structure is quite complicated, with the Mach-1 surface 
falling just outside the LEH’s. [The LEH has been shown to act 
like a sonic nozzle (in analogy with gas dynamics) so the flow 
external to the nozzle is quite insensitive to changes within the 
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Polar drive on the NIF is achieved by repointing the NIF beams to compensate 
for the lack of beams at the equator (Fig. 137.48). The repointing is greatest 
for beams in the outer cone (having angles of 44.5° and 50°) to provide suf-
ficient drive on the equator of the target (dashed line).
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hohlraum.34] The electron temperature is Te = 2 to 4 keV and 
is highest in the beam-overlap region near the LEH. The laser 
light interacts with a mixture of different materials: the He (or 
He/H) gas that fills the hohlraum, Au plasma ablated from the 
hohlraum walls, and CH plasma ablated from the target.

The laser-beam intensities are quite different between the 
two schemes. In indirect drive, the single-beam intensities 
are nominally 1 # 1015 W/cm2 for the outer cone quads and 
0.5 # 1015 for the inner cone at the LEH, while in direct drive, 
the single-beam intensities are lower: +1 # 1014 W/cm2. The 
differences in laser intensity are determined by design consid-
erations. In indirect drive, the LEH’s through which the beams 
propagate must be as small as possible since the area of the 
LEH is a sink for x rays. This requires small beam spots and 
high beam intensities. In direct drive, the beam spots should be 
as large as possible, to maximize beam overlap to ensure drive 
uniformity, leading to lower single-beam intensities.

The gains for LPI’s that are driven by single-beam interac-
tion can be computed by ray-based methods.35,36 For indirect 
drive, the largest single-beam gains correspond to stimulated 
Raman scattering (SRS) on the inner cone of beams deep 
inside the hohlraum and to stimulated Brillouin scattering 
(SBS) from the outer beam cones near the hohlraum wall.37 
For direct-drive designs, the single-beam gains/thresholds are 
not generally exceeded—a result of the lower beam intensities 
and the shorter plasma scale lengths relative to indirect drive.

In both approaches, there are ample opportunities for mul-
tibeam instabilities. In indirect drive, all beams from one side 
must overlap to get through the LEH, and the two rings of the 
inner cone overlap well into the hohlraum’s interior. In direct 
drive, beams overlap everywhere in the underdense corona with 
a wide range of crossing angles. An understanding of the degree 
to which different beams can become cooperatively unstable 
with respect to LPI’s is now realized to be crucial. 

Three-Wave Interactions
Unmagnetized plasmas support EM waves, electron plasma 

waves (EPW’s), and ion-acoustic waves (IAW’s).3 The incident 
laser light is the source of large-amplitude EM waves. The 
quadratic nonlinearities associated with the plasma response, in 
the coronal or hohlraum plasma, result in the coupling between 
a given EM wave and the other linear waves supported by the 
plasma. As will become evident later, interactions that involve 
the coupling of three waves are seen as the most important for 
current ignition experiments.

A parametric instability involving three waves is possible 
when the frequency- and wave-number–matching conditions 
are satisfied:

 ,0 1 2~ ~ ~= +  (1)

 ,k k k0 1 2= +v v v  (2)
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Figure 137.50
(a) In direct-drive targets, multiple laser beams overlap 
everywhere in the underdense corona over a wide range of 
angles (rays corresponding to three representative beams 
are shown). (b) In indirect-drive targets, multiple beams 
overlap in the neighborhood of the laser entrance holes 
with a limited number of angles. The color bars indicate 
the electron plasma density normalized to the critical den-
sity (note the different density scales on the left and right).
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where ~ i and ki
v  (i = 0,1,2) are the frequencies and wave 

numbers satisfying the dispersion relation for the ith wave. 
Typically, wave “0” represents the large-amplitude (pump) 
wave that drives the instability, while waves “1” and “2” are 
the decay (or daughter) waves.

The particular form of instability for coherent waves satis-
fying the matching conditions [Eqs. (1) and (2)] can be deter-
mined by solving the canonical coupled-mode equations.38,39 
Schematically, these are

 ,L A i A A0 0 0 1 2c=  (3)

 ,L A i A A1 1 1 0 2c= )  (4)

 ,L A i A A2 2 2 0 1c= )  (5)

where Li represents the linear propagator for wave i, Ai is the 
corresponding wave action (related to the wave amplitude), 
and the c’s are the coupling constants that depend on the wave 
type.39 Instability, if present (i.e., wave growth is sufficient to 
overcome the effective dissipation or damping), can be either 
absolute or convective. Absolute instability corresponds to 
unstable eigenmodes that grow temporally, while convective 
instability is limited to spatial amplification.40–42 The effects 
of plasma inhomogeneity, or deviation from exact resonance, 
result in the appearance of phase factors on the right-hand side 
of Eqs. (3)–(5). Plasma inhomogeneity, which is always present 
experimentally (see Fig. 137.50), introduces a threshold condi-
tion on the intensity of the pump wave. Absolutely unstable 
couplings can become convective in its presence. The expres-
sion for Rosenbluth gain43 is the most well-known:

 , ,expA A G G
V V

2
where

, ,
1

1 2

2

1,seed
g gl

rc
= =

l
_ i  (6)

which describes the finite amplification of wave amplitudes 
arising from wave convection out of the region where the three 
waves are resonantly matched [i.e., where Eqs. (1) and (2) are 
satisfied]. The gain exponent G depends on the square of the 
homogeneous temporal growth rate c, the spatial derivative 
of the phase mismatch / ,x k k k0 1 2- -2 2l =l v v v` j  where x is the 
direction of the inhomogeneity, and the group velocities of the 
two daughter waves, Vg,i. If the gain is large enough, the seed 
large enough, or the instability absolute, it will no longer be 
possible to neglect nonlinear effects such as particle trapping, 
nonlinear frequency shifts, harmonic generation, etc., which 
are not described by Eqs. (4) and (5). In this case, one must 

often resort to numerical calculations of the type discussed in 
Numerical Investigations of Multibeam TPD (p. 72).

The following possibilities are specific to the case where the 
primary wave (0) is a large-amplitude EM wave: SBS results 
when the decay waves are EM and ion acoustic; SRS when they 
are EM and electron plasma waves; and two-plasmon decay 
(TPD) when both decay waves are EPW’s. The decay into an 
EPW and an IAW can occur, but it is not seen to be important, 
while decay into two EM waves or two IAW’s is not possible.

There are several ways in which multiple beams can cooper-
ate to produce instability of the above types. Daughter waves 
can be shared between decays occurring in different beams44 
or instability can be seeded (or induced) because one of the 
daughter waves is present, either in the laser drive or as a result 
of decays occurring elsewhere in the plasma (see Fig. 137.51).45 
In this way, rescatter and multibeam amplification of back-
scatter can occur.46 When daughter waves can be shared, the 
growth rates (or convective gains) can be expected to depend 
on the combined EM wave intensities.44
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Figure 137.51
Wave-vector diagram for cross-beam energy transfer. The decay of the pump 
electromagnetic (EM) wave (with wave vector k0

v ) into an ion-acoustic wave 
kIAW
v` j and a scattered-light wave k1

v` j is induced because the light wave 
k1,seed
v  is already present at levels greatly exceeding the thermal noise.

Although filamentation has been a concern, particularly for 
indirect drive, and important work has been done to understand 
filamentation driven by multiple beams47,48 and the related 
effect of beam bending,49,50 which was experimentally con-
firmed,51 it will not be described here.

Cross-beam (or multibeam) interactions in plasmas and their 
potential uses have quite a long history. Examples include the 
beat-wave generation of EPW’s52 or IAW’s53 by crossing EM 
beams, or four-wave mixing and phase conjugation.53,54 More 
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recently there has been great interest in the use of cross-beam 
interactions to achieve laser-pulse compression55 or Raman 
amplification.46,56,57 These topics are beyond the scope of this 
article and will not be discussed nor will many other subscale 
experiments or theory that were performed under conditions 
that are not directly relevant to ICF ignition. The recent review 
articles by Kirkwood46,58 address these.

Cross-Beam Energy Transfer
1. Description of the Mechanism

Cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) can be thought of as 
an induced SBS process,45 occurring when multiple EM waves 
of similar (or equal) frequencies overlap in a plasma. This can 
be understood most simply for the case of two crossing plane 
EM waves (“beams”) of frequencies ~0, ~1 and wave vectors 

, ,k k0 1
v v  respectively (Fig. 137.51). Therefore, with reference to 
Eq. (2), both wave vectors k0

v  and k1
v  are EM waves (defined 

by the illumination geometry), while k k2 IAW/v v  is the wave 
vector of an IAW defined by .k k k0 1IAW -=v v v  

The frequencies (or, equivalently, wavelengths) of the over-
lapping EM beams (i.e., ~0 and ~1) control the proximity of 
the plasma response at the frequency ~0–~1 to the ion-acoustic 
resonance ~2,

 v .c k k0 1 2 IAW s IAW IAW! :- /~ ~ ~ ~= = +v v v  (7)

Here cs is the ion-acoustic speed and vv  is the plasma (hydro-
dynamic) flow velocity. At (or near) resonance, the system 
[Eqs. (3)–(5)] becomes parametrically unstable (convectively), and 
substantial power can be transferred from the higher-frequency 
EM wave to the lower-frequency wave (where “higher” and 
“lower” refers to the frequencies determined in the reference frame 
where the plasma flow velocity vanishes). Energy transfer can 
occur if both laser beams have the same frequency (wavelength) 
in the presence of a Mach-1 flow v cs+v` j aligned with .kIAW

v  

Interest arising from indirect-drive ICF (see the next sub-
section) stimulated a great deal of both theoretical/numeri-
cal34,45,59–63 and experimental64–72 activity in CBET starting 
in the mid-90s. Experiments were performed for frequency-mis-
matched beams67,73 and equal-frequency beams.65,68,69,72,74,75

2. SBS-Mediated CBET in ICF Experiments
The potential importance of induced SBS (CBET) was rec-

ognized early in both indirect- and direct-drive approaches to 
ICF. Haan’s paper in 1995 (Ref. 31) cites forward SBS resulting 
in energy transfer between the NIF beam cones (Fig. 137.48) 
as a concern for indirect drive. At the time, the baseline pro-

posal for indirect drive on the NIF incorporated a four-color 
scheme that was proposed as an option for the control of LPI’s 
occurring in the hohlraum.31 Kruer showed theoretically that 
the intensity and frequency separation of the beams in this 
baseline proposal were such that ion waves could be driven 
resonantly, causing a significant energy transfer among the 
beams.45 Kruer’s calculations highlighted the effectiveness of 
detuning by wavelength shifting the NIF beams and determined 
that nonlinear effects would not play a strong role in limiting 
energy transfer for the parameters of interest. The ability to 
induce a wavelength shift between the two beam cones was 
implemented on the NIF, specifically to reduce vulnerability of 
the NIF point design to this energy transfer.34,76,77 In practice, 
the frequency shift was applied to the outer cones, resulting in a 
“two-color” capability that could be used to prevent unwanted 
changes to the illumination symmetry caused by CBET. The 
frequency shifts were chosen to be sufficient to prevent IAW 
resonances inside the beam-crossing volume (see Indirect 
Drive, p. 59 and Fig. 137.50).

In the context of direct drive, Randall et al.78 showed that 
unabsorbed light reflected from the critical surface could act 
as an EM seed to induce SBS in the corona. The importance 
of cross-beam interactions in direct-drive implosions on 
OMEGA was first investigated experimentally by Seka,79 and 
numerical investigations of these experiments were performed 
in two dimensions using the paraxial pF3D code80 and a non-
paraxial model.81 It was not possible to make more-general 
3-D numerical calculations of the kind made for indirect drive 
(and described later in CBET in Indirect Drive on the NIF, 
p. 64)76,77 because the complex beam geometries precluded 
the use of the paraxial approximation for the crossing beams.

A detailed spectroscopic analysis of the scattered light in 
spherical implosion experiments was performed on OMEGA, 
and the spectral shifts were compared with the expected 
Dewandre shift,82 arising from the time-varying optical path, 
based on LILAC83 predictions for the hydrodynamic profiles 
assuming collisional absorption3 of the laser light alone.84 This 
provided experimental evidence of the CBET effect in spherical 
implosion experiments.84–87 The spectroscopy helped guide the 
development of a ray-based model of CBET that generalized 
Randall’s earlier analysis to the complex illumination geom-
etry present in direct-drive experiments (Fig. 137.50).84–87 
The model solves the coupled-mode equations [Eqs. (3)–(5)] 
pairwise along rays, making use of the strong damping approxi-
mation for the IAW, which is physically motivated and makes 
the model practical to implement. Reference 35 gives a detailed 
description of ray-based calculations in indirect drive.
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CBET has turned out to be of major significance in ICF 
experiments over the past few years, both in direct- and 
indirect-drive geometries. Because of differences in the drive 
(Comparison of LPI Between Indirect-Drive and Polar-
Drive Schemes, p. 60), its behavior is somewhat different in 
each case and is described separately below.

a. CBET in direct drive.  When a detailed ray-based CBET 
model was self-consistently incorporated into one-dimensional 
(1-D) radiation–hydrodynamics calculations (LILAC83), its 
impact on target performance for spherically symmetric 
implosions could be computed and compared with OMEGA 
experimental data.88,89 

It was realized that, in direct drive, CBET preferentially 
transfers energy from the central portion of each laser beam 
to the outer portions (or “wings”).85,90 Light rays in the wings 
of each beam, with large impact parameters, are not well 
absorbed and turn at densities below critical3 (e.g., the purple 
ray in Fig. 137.52). On their outward trajectory, after turning, 
these rays cross incoming rays (e.g., the blue ray in Fig. 137.52), 
where they provide an enhanced EM seed for SBS side- or 
backscatter (Fig. 137.51). Since the hydrodynamic flow veloc-
ity is directed radially outward in the underdense corona, the 
outgoing rays are red shifted relative to the incoming rays in 
the frame where the plasma is locally at rest. If all beams have 
the same frequency in the lab frame, the energy transfer is 
directed from the incoming rays to the outgoing rays (shown 
schematically by the green arrow in Fig. 137.52). This repre-
sents a loss in laser coupling. The process becomes resonant 
near the Mach-1 surface, for equal-frequency beams (in the lab 
frame) [Eq. (7)], although the gains are small because of the 
strong radial gradients in flow velocity [large ll in Eq. (6)]. The 
EM seed provided by the reflected light is very large relative 
to thermal fluctuation levels, so even small gains can have a 
significant effect on the absorbed energy. 

The best agreement between 1-D LILAC calculations and 
measured absorption and scattered-light spectra was obtained 
for OMEGA spherical implosions when the CBET model was 
used in conjunction with nonlocal thermal transport.88,89,91 
Figure 137.53 compares the (a) measured and the calculated 
implosion trajectory with (b) the scattered power for a spherical 
implosion on OMEGA (shot 63912).

The implosion trajectory (defined as the radius of the 
ablation surface as a function of time), which is a gauge of 
the hydrodynamic efficiency of the target, is inferred from 
x-ray self-emission images,92 while the time-dependent laser 

absorption fraction and scattered-frequency spectra (not shown) 
tightly constrain the laser coupling.87 Both of these observ-
ables are well matched by the 1-D LILAC CBET model, while 
calculations with collisional absorption alone fail to reproduce 
the results (Fig. 137.53). 

These observations led to the conclusion that between 10% 
to 20% of the laser drive could be lost relative to expectations 
based on collisional absorption alone. This motivated further 
work to test the predictions of these models and to search for 
mitigation strategies.89,93 Experiments were performed on 
OMEGA that demonstrated the expected enhancement in laser 
coupling in implosions with narrow-beam illumination relative 
to the target size.89,93 The effect of narrowing the beam is to 
reduce the EM seed (the purple rays in Fig. 137.52) and mitigate 
the CBET effect. Mitigation strategies are discussed in more 
detail in Mitigation of Multibeam Instabilities (p. 74).

b. CBET in indirect drive on the NIF.  The first com-
prehensive assessment of CBET in indirect drive was made 
prior to the NIF ignition campaign using a 3-D steady-state 
paraxial model for the nonlinear interaction between pairs of 
NIF quads.76,77 The energy transfer between the NIF beam 
cones was calculated by summing the contribution from 
nearest-neighboring quads in the forward-scattering geometry 
(a geometry similar to that shown in Fig. 137.51) (this was 
predicated on the interquad power transfer being small). The 
nearest-neighbor interaction was greatly simplified because 
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Figure 137.52
The coronal electron density ne, normalized to the critical density nc, is plotted 
in one quadrant of an OMEGA-scale spherically symmetric implosion. Two 
sample ray trajectories (shown as blue and purple lines) serve to illustrate the 
transfer of beam energy (see text).
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into account the expected hohlraum hydrodynamics conditions 
(obtained with LASNEX8) and laser-beam smoothing.76,77

The energy transfer in these calculations reached sig-
nificant levels (L15%) because of the high laser intensities 
and the long propagation distances over which the coupling 
takes place (Comparison of LPI Between Indirect-Drive 
and Polar-Drive Schemes, p. 60), despite the forward SBS 
coupling being off resonance [Eq. (7) is not satisfied]. (Note: 
In direct drive, the interaction distance is much shorter but 
the coupling is resonant.) The ion-wave amplitudes remained 
small dn/n . 10–4, which justified the neglect of nonlinearity 
in the IAW response.34

These calculations indicated that the two-color scheme 
[wavelength shifting of the outer cone relative to the inner 
cone (SBS-Mediated Cross-Beam Energy Transfer in ICF 
Experiments, p. 63)] could mitigate CBET to a level sufficient 
to maintain the required implosion symmetry while keeping 
the coupling in the linear, or small-gain, regime. At the same 
time, it was foreseen that CBET could be used for symmetry 
control (by shifting laser power between the beam cones) if 
the margin for cone balance94 on the laser system was limited 
for some reason.76,77

With the first experiments of the ignition campaign in 2009 
(+200-TW “emulator” targets),95 it became clear that the NIF 
cone fraction was unsuitable for creating symmetric implo-
sions. The cone fraction, defined as the ratio of inner-cone 
energy to the total energy, needed to be 40% to 45% to obtain 
a round implosion.32 This could not be achieved because the 
inner beams did not propagate to the hohlraum wall as well 
as expected,4,96 and the cone fractions could not be adjusted 
to compensate for the loss related to power limitations of the 
inner cone of beams.

It was experimentally demonstrated that wavelength shifting 
could be used to compensate for the impaired propagation of 
the inner beams.4 Figure 137.54 shows two snapshots of the 
capsule x-ray self-emission at the time of peak emission. The 
pole–equator asymmetry variation is measured by the ratio 
of the second- to the first-Legendre polynomial coefficients 
P P2 0  in the spherical harmonic expansion of the x-ray flux 
isocontours from the self-emission images. Note that the 
hohlraum axis is vertical in these images, as in Fig. 137.48. 
Figure 137.54 shows that the implosions were oblate (P2 < 0) 
for small wavelength shifts, P P2 0  varied linearly with the 
wavelength shift, and implosions became round (P2 = 0) at 
Dm . 1.7 Å (at 1~0).

Figure 137.53
(a) The implosion trajectory for a spherical implosion on OMEGA (shot 63912). 
The experimentally determined trajectory (solid squares) is compared against 
two 1-D LILAC calculations: collisional absorption of laser light only (blue 
curve) and the CBET model (red curve). (b) The scattered power as a function 
of time. The solid black curve is the measured scattered power and the red 
(blue) curves are the corresponding LILAC predictions. The laser pulse shape 
is shown for reference.

neighboring quads are close in angle (<14°) (Fig. 137.48), which 
permitted a paraxial treatment of the beam propagation (such 
an approximation is invalid for the direct-drive geometry). (The 
induced SBS process is forward scattering for indirect drive, 
unlike the dominant process in spherically symmetric drive 
where it is predominantly backscatter.) These calculations took 
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The linear dependence of the P P2 0  symmetry with 
wavelength was predicted by a simpler CBET model that was 
developed for use in “rapid assessment.”96 While this model 
neglected refraction and the beam speckle structure/smooth-
ing of the earlier paraxial work, the coupling of all quads was 
calculated simultaneously, i.e., all interquad couplings were 
computed, including pump depletion. As before, LASNEX8 (or 
HYDRA97) hydrodynamics were used, but the hydrodynamics 
were not evolved self-consistently (cf., e.g., direct-drive cal-
culations described in CBET in Direct Drive, p. 64). These 
calculations using the linear response of an ion wave to the 
beat ponderomotive force were in reasonable agreement with 
the 2009 experiments where NIF was operating at 200 TW of 
peak laser power with small wavelength shifts (Dm = 1.5 to 5 Å 
at 1~0), leading to small amounts of transfer. When the NIF 
reached its design energy (laser powers in the range of 400 to 
500 TW), combined with changes to the LEH (CH liners were 
removed modifying the flow structure), the Dm required to 
achieve good symmetry became very large (Dm = 6 to 9 Å at 
1~0) as did the energy transfer.

The successful demonstration of outer- to inner-beam energy 
transfer for P2 symmetry control was followed by a demon-
stration of two successive CBET steps.11,32 This involved an 
additional transfer step between the two rings of quads that 

comprise the inner cone (Fig. 137.48), which was accomplished 
by introducing a second wavelength shift (i.e., three colors).

For the three-color operations on the NIF, the wavelength 
of the 23.5° quads was placed between that of the outer cone 
and the 30° inner cone of beams. As before, power was trans-
ferred from the outer quads to the inner quads near the LEH 
(where all quads overlap) to maintain P2 symmetry. Because 
of the second frequency shift, the 23.5° quads were higher in 
frequency compared to the 30° quads and a second transfer 
(from the 23.5° to the 30.0° quads) occurred deeper in the 
hohlraum when the outer cones had separated (the separation 
can be seen in Fig. 137.48).

This redirection of energy toward the 23.5° quad was 
motivated by experimental evidence that showed a decrease 
in laser–target coupling as energy was transferred to the inner 
beams as a result of SRS. This was not unexpected since the 
inner cones are the most prone to SRS backscatter instabilities 
(see Stimulated Raman Scattering in Indirect Drive, p. 67). 
However, the loss was specifically identified as resulting from 
increases in SRS on the 23.5° quads.32 Redirecting energy 
from the 23.5° quads to the 30° quads (keeping the inner-cone 
energy constant) before the SRS gain region (p. 67) decreased 
backscatter and improved the coupling to the target, thereby 
increasing the radiation drive.11,32

Although the ignition campaign started out in the linear 
gain regime and the models had a good degree of predict-
ability, it ended with large gains and the linear models were 
no longer predictive.32,98,99 Indeed, the linear calculations 
fail to reproduce the experimental observables, and usually 
predict full pump depletion of the outer beams, which has 
never been observed.98,99 To obtain an integrated working 
model, an ad hoc adjustment parameter was applied to the 
density response: a saturation amplitude of dn/n = 3 to 4 # 10–4 
(Ref. 32). Michel et al.98,99 have recently shown that stochastic 
ion heating can occur when multiple laser beams overlap in 
plasma. The electrostatic field created in response to the pon-
deromotive force of multiple overlapping beams was shown to 
transfer energy and momentum to the ions. For typical NIF 
conditions, it was calculated that such stochastic heating is an 
important mechanism driving hydrodynamic evolution in the 
beam-overlap region. The modifications to the ion temperature 
were predicted to reduce the CBET linear gains by a factor of 
4 to 5 over the course of a nanosecond. Such considerations 
may remove the ad hoc density saturation parameter and restore 
agreement with experimental observations. In this same work, 
a simplified model of the effect in a form suitable for inline 
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implementation in hydrocodes was presented (see comments 
in the Introduction, p. 58).

Interactions in Competition with CBET
In laser-driven fusion experiments, CBET occurs before 

the laser beams have fully deposited their energy in the target 
(i.e., the walls of the hohlraum in indirect drive or at the critical 
surface in direct drive).

In indirect drive, CBET occurs in the beam-overlap region 
near the LEH (as previously described). Gain calculations 
show that backscattering and filamentation instabilities occur 
deeper in the hohlraum, outside of the volumes where the 
beams cross and transfer energy.76 SRS in the NIF hohlraum 
has been identified to occur midway between the LEH and 
the hohlraum wall along the path of the inner beam cones 
(Fig. 137.55).37 All potential interactions taking place in the 
hohlraum’s interior are therefore “downstream” of CBET. An 
understanding of these downstream instabilities should take 
into account not only the changes in hydrodynamics caused by 
CBET but also the angular and spatial redistribution of energy 
within the beams. These problems highlight the complexity 
of LPI’s in general and show how the nonlocal and scale mix-
ing can occur between the macroscopic (hydrodynamic) and 
microscopic (plasma physics) scales.

Figure 137.55 shows an example of how these problems 
can be tackled through the sequential combination of multiple 
numerical models. The intensity of a 30° inner-cone quad is 
shown, in cross section, both before and after the energy transfer 
has occurred. CBET distorts the transverse intensity profile 
of the laser beam and gives rise to an effective shift in point-
ing.77 The propagation from the LEH to the region where SRS 
occurs, including refraction, absorption, and CBET, has been 
calculated using a steady-state paraxial model.96 When the SRS 
gain region is reached, the spatially dependent laser intensity 
is used as input for a second calculation using the code pF3D, 
which is able to compute the SRS coupling (the results of these 
types of pF3D calculation are discussed in the next subsection). 
Both of these stages assume plasma hydrodynamic profiles 
calculated using LASNEX (or HYDRA). The self-consistency 
between LPI calculations and hydrodynamics calculations was 
discussed previously in CBET in Direct Drive and CBET in 
Indirect Drive on the NIF (p. 64).

Similar arguments are expected to apply in directly driven 
targets, although the degree of spatial separation between dif-
ferent instability regions is less clear. The correct modeling of 
CBET is a prerequisite for the understanding of instabilities 
occurring deeper in the target. The most important of these 
are considered to be SRS (in indirect drive) and two-plasmon 
decay (in direct drive).

1. Stimulated Raman Scattering in Indirect Drive
Analyses of SRS prior to the NIF ignition campaign were 

based mostly on the computation of single-beam gains and 
beam propagation31,35,102 that were tested in subscale OMEGA 
experiments.103,104 The results suggested that tolerable levels 
of SRS were to be expected. However, SRS from the inner 
cones of NIF hohlraums was routinely observed during the 
ignition campaign, with reflectivities of the order of 20% 
(ESRS L 100 kJ) (Ref. 95). As a result, SRS is the primary LPI 
mechanism responsible for the reduction in energy coupling 
in the hohlraum.95

A spectral analysis of SRS scattered light [diagnosed in 
a full-aperture backscatter station (FABS) on the 30° inner 
cone]105 pointed to lower hohlraum temperatures than pre-
dicted, which in part motivated an assessment of the way plasma 
conditions were calculated. This reassessment led to the imple-
mentation of the detailed configuration accounting (DCA)/
high-flux (HF) model in hydrodynamic modeling.106,107 With 
the HF model, SRS was predicted to occur halfway between the 
LEH and the hohlraum wall (Fig. 137.55), where there is still 
overlap between the inner cones, instead of closer to the wall, 

Figure 137.55
A drawing showing the path of a 30° inner-cone quad as it propagates from 
the LEH to the wall of a NIF hohlraum. The spatial regions where CBET 
and SRS occur are indicated. The intensity of the quad is shown, in cross 
section, just before entering the LEH and after propagation through the CBET 
region. The increase in the quad intensity is not spatially uniform.100,101 

(Figure taken from Ref. 101.)
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where there is none (as earlier predictions had suggested).102 
This new model removed the gross discrepancies between SRS 
observations and predictions.37

The modification in plasma conditions, as predicted by the 
HF model, did not fully explain the SRS spectra from the inner 
quads. It was noticed that a discrepancy between linear single-
beam gains and the observed spectra of SRS light could be 
improved by combining the intensities of neighboring beams/
quads. When the overlap intensity of the 23.5° and 30° quads 
was included in SRS gain calculations (Three-Wave Interac-
tions, p. 61), agreement with the experimental SRS scattered-
light spectrum was improved.37 It seems likely that multibeam 
SRS occurs through the sharing of the EM decay waves where 
the two inner cones overlap [Fig. 137.56(a]).37

A “proof-of-principle” calculation to test this multibeam 
effect was performed by simulating the propagation of two37 
and three101 overlapping quads using the code pF3D (as 
described above in Interactions in Competition with CBET, 
p. 67). The three overlapped quads used to initialize pF3D 

calculations of multibeam SRS are shown in Fig. 137.56(b). A 
30° quad at the center overlaps with two 23.5° quads (one on 
either side). The pF3D calculations demonstrated that the quads 
can share a reflected SRS light wave to which they resonantly 
match through separate electron plasma waves [Fig. 137.56(b)]. 
Furthermore, multibeam (three-quad) predictions for the 
SRS reflectivity on the diagnosed 30° quad approached mea-
sured values.101

While these results are compelling, pF3D is a fluid-based 
code and it is possible that some discrepancies may be kinetic in 
origin. It would be interesting to see how multibeam kinetic cal-
culations (e.g., including effects of the type described recently 
by Chapman et al.108 and Yin et al.109–111) affect agreement 
between multibeam predictions and measurements.

2. Two-Plasmon Decay (TPD) in Directly Driven ICF
TPD has been observed in the blow-down of the LEH 

windows in indirect drive,112 but it is generally considered to 
be more important for direct drive,113 where it is undesirable 
because of the anomalous absorption of laser light at densi-
ties below the critical density and the potential to accelerate 
electrons to high energies.114–118 High-energy electrons can 
preheat the target and severely degrade performance since 
efficient implosions require the fuel to remain on a low adiabat.

TPD43,119–123 is a three-wave–decay instability in which an 
EM wave parametrically decays into two longitudinal EPW’s 
in the neighborhood of the quarter-critical density surface 
(Three-Wave Interactions, p. 61). Its decay diagram is shown 
schematically in Fig. 137.57 for a single-plane EM wave pump. 
As described in on p. 61, the three waves satisfy the frequency- 
and wave-number–matching conditions [Eqs. (1) and (2)]. 
These conditions, together with the dispersion relations for the 
EM wave c k0

2 2 2
0

2
pe~ ~= + v7 A and the EPW’s 

 v, ,k3 T
2 2 2

EPW1 EPW2 pe EPW1, EPW2e
!~ ~ ~= + v  

where n e m4 2pe e er~ = /1 2a k  is the electron plasma frequency, 
define the allowable wave vectors for decays at a given density. 
The decay wave vectors must lie on a sphere centered on ,k 20

v  
having a radius that is a monotonically decreasing function of 
the density (shown by the red circle in Fig. 137.57).124 This 
defines the maximum density at which TPD can occur to be 
slightly below the quarter-critical density. Larger wave-number 
decays occur at lower densities, but for . ,k 0 25De Lmv  i.e., 
beyond the Landau cutoff (dashed circle in Fig. 137.57), EPW’s 
are very heavily Landau damped [ T n e4 2

De e e/m r /1 2_ i  is the 
electron Debye length].
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(a) A wave-vector decay diagram for SRS occurring in two beams (with wave 
vectors k ,0 1

v  and k ,0 2
v ) that share a common backscattered electromagnetic 
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ping NIF inner-cone quads. The sharing of scattered EM waves is possible 
where there is significant overlap between beams (lower panel was taken 
from Ref. 101).
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The linear stability of a single-plane EM wave subject to 
TPD in homogeneous plasma is well known.43,119–123,125,126 

The temporal growth rate c0 for a decay of wave vector kv  (in 
the absence of EPW damping) is given by

 
v

,
k

k k k

k k k

40
0

0
2 2

osc:

-

- -
c =

v v

v v

v v` j; E
 (8)

where v eE m0 0osc e~=v v _ i is the oscillation velocity of an 
electron in the electric field of the plane EM wave E0

v  (Ref. 3). 
The relation between k|| and k9 (parallel and perpendicular 
components of kv  with respect to k0

v ) corresponding to maxi-
mum growth defines a hyperbola in k space, k k k k|| ||

2
0-== ` j 

(shown by the solid blue hyperbolas in Fig. 137.57).

For homogeneous plasma, the square of the multibeam 
growth rate is the sum of the squares of the single-beam growth 
rates [Eq. (8)] for all beams (i) that share a common (symmetric) 
decay EPW ,i i

2
0
2c cR=a k (Ref. 127). This is a general result 

for three-wave instabilities.44 Figure 137.58 shows how two 
coherent, equal-frequency beams can share a common daughter 
EPW. It can be easily seen that the angle between the common 
wave kv  vector kEPW,c

v` j and the kv  vectors of participating 
beams k ,0 1

v_  and k ,0 2
v i must be the same. Maximum growth 

occurs when the single-beam maximum growth rate curves 
(the blue and red dashed hyperbolas in Fig. 137.58) intersect. 
This can occur only at a specific density.124
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A schematic TPD decay diagram for two overlapping EM waves (having kv  vec-
tors k ,0 1
v  and k ,0 2

v ) whose bisector is in the direction of a constant gradient 
in plasma density .nd  The multibeam homogeneous temporal growth rate is 
maximized for decays kEPW,c

v  occurring at densities that correspond to the 
intersection of the individual maximum growth rate curves (red and blue dashed 
hyperbolas). Since these waves are often associated with large group velocity, 
a linear analysis predicts convective instability in the presence of the density 
gradient, and a common-wave gain can be computed.127

In plasma with a linear inhomogeneity in the electron plasma 
density, even the single-beam case is complicated. The linear 
variation in plasma density can be shown to lead to convective 
saturation for most decays,128 leading to spatial amplification of 
unstable EPW’s by the Rosenbluth gain [i.e., Eq. (6)]. A careful 
linear stability analysis of small wave-number decays, which 
are near their turning point (invalidating the Rosenbluth analy-
sis), revealed the presence of absolute instability.120,123,125,129 
The threshold for the absolute instability was first calculated 
correctly by Simon et al.,123 resulting (for conditions of rel-
evance to direct-drive–ignition experiments) in an absolute 
threshold below the nominal convective threshold (G = 2r) 
(Ref. 128). For a single beam, absolute instability involves small 
kv -vector decays and is restricted to a narrow region of densi-
ties in the neighborhood of the quarter-critical density. Larger 
wave-number decays are convectively unstable and occur at 
lower densities. The very restricted range of purely convective 
growth means that single-beam TPD is inherently nonlinear.130

The linear stability analysis of multibeam TPD in a linearly 
varying density profile is more complicated, but significant 
progress has been made recently. The case of convective mul-
tibeam decays has been described by computing the expression 
for the multibeam homogeneous growth rate and applying the 

Figure 137.57
A wave-vector decay diagram showing the decay of a single EM plane-wave 
pump beam of wave vector k0

v  into two EPW’s having wave vectors kEPW1
v  

and k 2EPW
v  in the plane of polarization. The maximum growth rate for the 

instability in homogeneous plasma falls on a hyperbola which is parameter-
ized by the electron plasma density. For a given density, decay wave vectors 
lie on a circle (red) and the most-unstable modes occur at the intersection of 
the red circle and the blue hyperbolas. The dashed line is the Landau cutoff 
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Rosenbluth gain formula [Eq. (6)].127,131 This allows one to 
compute a “common-wave gain” Gc that depends on the den-
sity scale length, the electron temperature, and the combined 
intensity of beams that contribute to the symmetric common 
wave (Fig. 137.58). The common-wave gain has been used as 
a figure of merit in the analysis of multibeam experiments127 

and to compare experiments having different density scale 
lengths and temperatures.131 This is reviewed in more detail in 
Experimental Evidence of Multibeam TPD below.

Detailed analyses have been performed for specific configu-
rations of one to six EM beams by numerical integration of the 
fundamental TPD equations in both real space132 and Fourier 
space.133 An absolutely unstable cooperative multibeam insta-
bility was found to exist (for the same reasons as in the single-
beam case). The origin of absolute instability for multibeam 
TPD is illustrated in Fig. 137.59. Figure 137.59 shows single-
beam decays occurring in two beams. These decays involve a 
small kv -vector plasmon and can be absolutely unstable, with 
a threshold that has been computed by Simon et al.123 These 
two decays share the small kv -vector plasmon and the decay 
can become cooperative. Results show that small wave-number 
decay EPW’s can often be shared among multiple beams. 
While the absolute multibeam threshold is found to depend 
on the specific beam configuration, it is generally below the 
common-wave convective threshold (as for a single beam).19,132

Numerical Investigations of Multibeam TPD (p. 72) on 
the nonlinear modeling of multibeam TPD saturation and hot-
electron production gives more details regarding the implica-

tions of these results, particularly with regard to nonlinear 
stability and the applicability of Rosenbluth gain.

3. Experimental Evidence of Multibeam TPD
Experimentally, signatures of TPD have been observed 

in the ionosphere134 and in LPI experiments.135,136 For the 
most part, either these experiments were carried out with 
a single interaction beam or the analysis did not consider 
multibeam effects. Only recently have these experiments 
observed signatures of multibeam interactions. Some of these 
are described below.

Several characteristic signatures of TPD instability include 
odd half-integer harmonics observed in the scattered light,136–144 
a hard component (>20 keV) in the x-ray bremsstrahlung spec-
trum,116,145 an energetic tail in the electron spectrum,114 and Ka 
emission from cold material.146,147 Many of these experiments 
were carried out at the Omega Laser Facility.26 In these experi-
ments, the coincidence of the above TPD signatures, combined 
with the absence of SRS backscattered light, is considered evi-
dence for the dominance of TPD instability.113

a. Multibeam TPD experiments using hard x-ray measure-
ments.  The multibeam nature of TPD in both planar and 
spherical targets was demonstrated on OMEGA in 2003 
based on observations of hard x-ray bremsstrahlung.148 X-ray 
bremsstrahlung is an indirect observation of TPD since it is 
produced by energetic electrons that have been accelerated in 
the electric field of TPD-produced EPW’s, most likely in the 
turbulent nonlinear state.149 These 2003 experiments showed 
that the overlapped intensity (defined as the incoherent sum of 
the single-beam intensities) governed the hot-electron produc-
tion, i.e., similar hard x-ray signals were obtained regardless 
of the number of beams involved, provided that the overlapped 
intensity was the same. It was proposed that overlapping beams 
could excite the same plasma wave. These results and more-
detailed spectroscopic analysis were discussed by Seka et al. 
in 2009 (Ref. 113).

More recently, experiments on OMEGA EP were used to 
produce long plasma density scale lengths (L300 nm) and 
explore TPD driven by one to four beams.118,150 These experi-
ments quantified the hot electrons produced by measuring the 
Ka emission excited in buried Mo layers, resulting in up to a 
few percent of the incident laser energy being converted to hot 
electrons at the highest laser intensities.150 The idea of shared, 
or common, plasma waves was explored based on the concept of 
common-wave gain (Fig. 137.58).127,131 A significant result was 
the demonstration that two beams, with similar polarization 
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directions, produce the same Ka signal as one beam when the 
overlapped intensities are equal (similar to 2003). These experi-
ments also demonstrated that four beams produce the same 
hot electrons as a single beam when the overlapped four-beam 
intensity is a factor of 2 higher—a result consistent with the 
expected reduction in growth rate based on common-wave con-
siderations for the polarization of the OMEGA EP beams.127 
The hot-electron production from a variety of different targets 
(on both OMEGA and OMEGA EP) with varying scale lengths 
and temperatures was compared by plotting the inferred hot-
electron fraction against the predicted common-wave gain for 
each configuration. Figure 137.60 shows the results taken from 
Ref. 131; when plotted against common-wave gain, a universal 
curve is obtained for the inferred hot-electron fraction.

b. Optical signatures of multibeam TPD.  Optical signatures 
of TPD are important because, unlike scattering instabilities 
(such as SBS or SRS), the direct products of the decay (two 
EPW’s) do not exit the plasma. Scattered light with frequencies 
near 3 20~  and 20~  has been used to investigate TPD for 
many years.136–144 Three-halves-harmonic emission 3 20~` j 
is generated by Thomson up-scattering of the incident laser light 
by TPD-produced plasma waves (i.e., self-Thomson scattering), 
or possibly by higher-order nonlinear processes. Half-harmonic 
emission 20~` j can be generated in a variety of ways. These 

include absolute Raman instability; the high-frequency hybrid 
instability, where the 20~  light is a primary decay product; 
inverse resonance absorption; Thomson down-scattering; and 
inverse parametric decay of TPD plasmons, where the 20~

light is generated as a secondary process.113

In Seka et al.113 the onset of half-integer harmonic emis-
sion in spherical implosion experiments on OMEGA was 
observed to be consistent with the single-beam threshold of 
Simon et al.,123 provided that the single-beam intensity in the 
threshold formula was replaced by the total overlapped intensity 
(i.e., by the incoherent sum of the intensities of all overlapping 
beams). Further analysis of the 3 20~  and 20~  signatures 
led to the conclusion that the unstable EPW spectrum is much 
broader than would be expected on the basis of linear theory 
[see Numerical Investigations of Multibeam TPD (p. 72) for 
comparisons with nonlinear TPD theory]. While the EPW spec-
trum was determined to be broad, it was shown that the Landau 
cutoff is respected. Similar broad EPW spectra were inferred by 
Meyer and Zhu in early single-beam CO2 laser experiments.139

As in earlier work,136 the multibeam nature of TPD was 
not explored beyond the threshold observation. More recently, 
images of the half-harmonic emission from similar OMEGA 
experiments have been obtained.151 Since the spatial regions 
that emit most brightly coincide with locations where mul-
tibeam TPD is expected to be driven most strongly, this has 
been interpreted as evidence of a multibeam effect in spherical 
implosion experiments.151

The most-direct observation of TPD EPW is obtained 
by Thomson scattering using a probe beam that is higher in 
frequency than the TPD interaction beam(s). For single-beam 
irradiation, the first such observations of TPD EPW’s were 
obtained by Schuss et al.152 and Baldis et al.153 for CO2 laser 
irradiation. The unstable TPD spectrum was determined by 
Meyer and Zhu using Thomson scattering, again for a single 
CO2 interaction beam.139 Very recently, Thomson-scattering 
experiments have been performed in multibeam planar experi-
ments on OMEGA at 0.351 nm using a 4~ (0.263-nm) Thom-
son-scattering probe beam.154 Plasma waves were observed 
and found to be localized near the quarter-critical surface. The 
intensity of these EPW depended on the overlapped intensity 
of all the interaction beams.154 These experiments promise 
to constrain numerical/theoretical predictions and provide a 
deeper understanding of multibeam interactions.

c. Angular properties of hot-electron production by multi-
beam TPD.  The angular divergence of hot electrons produced 
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Experimental observation of hot-electron production in both planar and 
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as a result of TPD instability is an important factor in determin-
ing hot-electron preheat in direct-drive experiments. In typical 
cryogenic direct-drive experiments,155 the fast-electron energy 
deposited as preheat can be significantly less than the total 
energy of fast electrons produced. This is due to the factor-of-2 
difference in radii between the cold shell and the quarter-critical 
surface.156 It is therefore important to characterize the angular 
properties of hot electrons produced by multibeam TPD.

The directionality and energy spectrum of hot electrons 
produced by the TPD instability are difficult to predict because 
neither the saturated EPW wave-number spectrum nor the 
electron acceleration processes are well understood (see 
Numerical Investigations of Multibeam TPD below). The 
angular distribution of hot electrons and its dependence on 
the plane of polarization of a single-incident CO2 laser beam 
were determined in early experiments by Ebrahim et al.114 The 
results were obtained by measuring the spectra of hot electrons 
escaping the target at various angles. A strong peak in emission 
was observed at angles of !45° with respect to the wave vec-
tor of the incident light in the plane of polarization. This was 
thought to be consistent with the direction of the most-unstable 
TPD wave vectors for the parameters of the experiment [large 
wave-number decays consist of two plasmons propagating at 
angles of almost 45° and 135° with respect to the pump wave 
vector k0

v  (see Fig. 137.57)]. Similar single-beam experiments 
with a 0.351-nm interaction beam saw much weaker direc-
tionality, although emission was again stronger in the plane 
of polarization.116

Since the largest growth rates for multibeam interactions 
can involve TPD decay wave vectors that are symmetrically 
oriented with respect to the propagation direction of the interac-
tion beams,127 and experiments support the notion of common 
waves, a strong asymmetry might be expected in the direction 
of emission of hot electrons in multibeam experiments. An 
experimental technique was recently developed to estimate the 
angular divergence of hot electrons for conditions relevant to 
directly driven implosions.157 Molybdenum-coated glass balls 
of varying diameters were suspended concentrically inside 
CH shell targets, which were then irradiated on the 60-beam 
OMEGA laser at intensities I + 1 # 15 W/cm2. The hot-electron 
divergence was inferred from the dependence of the hot-elec-
tron–produced Mo Ka signal on the varying diameter of the 
Mo shell (while maintaining similar interaction conditions in 
the underdense corona). The relative Ka signal was best fit by a 
widely divergent hot-electron source, even after considerations 
of hot-electron recirculation,156 scattering, and return-current 
instabilities were taken into account. The results of nonlinear 

numerical models of TPD-produced hot electrons (described 
below) suggest possible reasons for these observations.

4. Numerical Investigations of Multibeam TPD
Although advances have been made in understanding the 

linearized theory of multibeam TPD instability,21,127,128,131–133 
which are important for defining thresholds, linear theory 
alone is not sufficient. The presence of absolute instability 
guarantees that a nonlinear theory is necessary to describe 
its evolution beyond the picosecond time scale (i.e., nonlin-
ear saturation) of importance to experiments that are several 
nanoseconds in duration. A nonlinear theory is required to 
describe hot-electron production and to interpret broad, odd 
half-harmonic emission spectra (see Optical Signatures of 
Multibeam TPD, p. 71).

Several numerical methods have been used to investigate the 
nonlinear evolution of TPD excited by a single EM wave. Since 
the TPD growth rate vanishes for decay wave vectors kv  that are 
parallel to the pump wave vector k0

v  [i.e., vk 00 osc: =v v  for EM 
waves in Eq. (8)], the instability must be studied in at least two 
dimensions. For a single EM wave, the maximum growth rate is 
obtained for decays in the plane of polarization (i.e., the plane 
defined by the vectors k0

v  and vosc
v ); consequently, the major-

ity of single-beam calculations performed to date have been 
two-dimensional (2-D) calculations in the plane of polarization. 
These include extended Zakharov models,130,137,156 Zakharov 
models with quasilinear evolution of the electron distribution 
function,149 explicit particle-in-cell calculations,129,158–161 and 
reduced particle-in-cell (RPIC) techniques employing time 
enveloping.124,162,163 These calculations have demonstrated 
the importance of ion-turbulence and profile modification in 
determining the saturated EPW spectrum158 and hot-electron 
production.159 For long-scale-length plasma relevant to ignition, 
the importance of collisional EPW damping has been noted, in 
both the linear and nonlinear turbulent states.149,159 Although 
computationally challenging, several 3-D PIC calculations of 
single-beam TPD have been performed.164

Comparatively little work has been performed to investigate 
the nonlinear evolution of TPD excited by multiple beams. In 
two dimensions, RPIC calculations considered two crossed 
beams124 and subsequent hot-electron production.162,163 

Calculations were performed with two EM waves arranged 
symmetrically about the density gradient with angles of !23°, 
both polarized in the simulation plane. These investigations 
determined the conditions for the existence of shared waves124 
and emphasized their importance in the nonlinear state. The 
scaling of hot-electron production with laser intensity was 
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obtained162 and described in terms of “cavitating” Langmuir 
turbulence163 (for a review of strong Langmuir turbulence 
see Robinson165 or Goldman166). These RPIC calculations 
motivated the quasilinear Zakharov model of TPD, where in 
addition to solving the extended Zakharov equations of TPD, 
the spatially averaged electron-velocity distribution is evolved 
in the quasilinear approximation, self-consistently determining 
the Landau damping of the EPW’s.149,167,168

The extended Zakharov model of TPD is a fluid-based 
model that describes the nonlinear coupling between EPW’s 
and IAW’s. Figure 137.61 shows the results of a 2-D extended-
Zakharov calculation of TPD driven by two overlapping EM 
waves, having a total intensity of 1.2 # 1014 W/cm2, taken from 
Zhang et al.19,169 The density scale length is ignition relevant 
(Ln = 660 nm), the electron temperature Te = 2 keV, and both 
EM waves are polarized in the plane (similar quasilinear calcu-
lations are described in more detail in Myatt et al.149). At early 
times t < 6 ps the EPW spectrum is consistent with linear theory 
[Fig. 137.61(a)]. Both the convectively saturated common EPW 
and the absolutely unstable collective modes are observed. The 
common EPW’s can be seen close to . , ,k k 1 5 00 =v _ i  where 
the single-beam growth-rate curves intersect (cf. Fig. 137.58). 
The amplitude of these EPW’s has convectively saturated 
and is no longer growing. The bright “doublets” in the figure 

,k k 0 00 +v _ i7  and . , .k k 0 9 0 40 !+v _ iA correspond to the multi-
beam absolute instability (cf. Fig. 137.59). These modes are 

temporally growing and saturate only by nonlinear processes. 
For this particular case, the parameters set the absolute instabil-
ity to be slightly above multibeam threshold, but the convective 
common wave is below threshold.

The late-time (t L 50 ps) EPW spectrum [Fig. 137.61(b)] 
is much broader than the linearly unstable spectrum. It is 
dominated by the common plasma waves (which are much 
greater in amplitude than before), while there are no obvious 
signatures of the cooperative absolute instability. It appears 
that a combination of profile modification and IAW turbulence 
excited by the nonlinear evolution of the absolutely unstable 
modes is able to restore growth to modes that were previously 
convectively saturated [Eq. (6)].19,169 The turbulent restoration 
of temporal growth in parametric instabilities has been noted 
in the past.170–173

The broad EPW spectrum predicted by the extended Zakha-
rov model in the nonlinear saturated state is consistent with 
experimental observations of half-harmonic optical emission 
and Thomson-scattering spectra (Optical Signatures of Mul-
tibeam TPD, p. 71). Similar calculations to those shown in 
Fig. 137.61, where the electron distribution function is evolved 
in the quasilinear approximation, also see a broad emission 
angle for TPD-produced hot electrons.149 In the quasilinear 
approximation, electron acceleration is a stochastic process. As 
described in Angular Properties of Hot-Electron Production 
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by Multibeam TPD (p. 71), a broad angular distribution of hot 
electrons is observed experimentally in multibeam interactions.

The computational efficiency of the quasilinear Zakharov 
model of TPD is such that 3-D calculations are quite practical 
to perform.132,169 Since it is in only three dimensions that the 
full effects of multibeam interactions can be investigated, this 
approach holds much promise.

Mitigation of Multibeam Instabilities
In general, despite the beneficial use of CBET in the 

indirect-drive–ignition campaign to control symmetry, it is 
preferable to avoid multibeam interactions wherever possible, 
i.e., mitigate their effects.

A few general principles apply to the mitigation of multi-
beam instabilities. If the instabilities are convective, and of the 
“induced” type (Three-Wave Interactions, p. 61), then for a 
given gain, the effect can be reduced by lowering the amplitude 
of the seed from which it grows. For CBET in indirect drive, 
this is not possible since the drive beams are themselves the 
seed. In direct drive, the seed is provided by unabsorbed light 
(CBET in Direct Drive, p. 64) that can be modified. This 
observation has led to concepts such as the use of smaller focal 
spots,89 or focal-spot zooming, where the spot sizes are reduced 
during the main drive.174–177

The gain for convectively unstable multibeam instabilities 
involving low-frequency daughter waves (IAW’s) (i.e., 
CBET) may be reduced by modifying the frequencies of the 
interacting beams on existing laser systems, as demonstrated 
in indirect drive on the NIF (CBET in Indirect Drive on 
the NIF, p. 64). Direct-drive implosions require a larger Dm 
among the beams to eliminate the resonant couplings relative 
to indirect drive because of the backscattering (compared 
with forward-scattering) geometry. Calculations performed 
by Igumenshchev et al.88,89 indicate that frequency shifts of 
Dm L 5 Å (at 3~0) can have a mitigating effect. Very large 
bandwidths are required to mitigate multibeam TPD,19 but 
there is no fundamental reason why future laser systems cannot 
be constructed with this in mind.178

Multibeam gain can be reduced by increasing the plasma 
temperature (since gains are usually inversely proportional to 
the plasma temperature)3 or by reducing the plasma density. 
This increase can be brought about by increasing absorption, 
through the use of higher-Z hohlraum fill gases,179 high-Z 
ablators, or ablators with high-Z layers.29,89,180 Other more-
exotic means, such as magnetizing thermal transport, may be 

possible.181 For multibeam instabilities that share decay waves 
(Three-Wave Interactions, p. 61), the above observations still 
hold, except it may be possible to additionally reduce the level 
of cooperation between beams by making suitable choices of 
beam pointing or by moving regions of high gain away from 
regions where the beams overlap.37

For instabilities that are not expected to be in the linearly 
convective regime, nonlinear models can provide insight into 
possible mitigation strategies. Figure 137.62 shows the results 
from 2-D quasilinear Zakharov calculations of TPD.149 It can 
be seen that hot-electron production differs between plasmas of 
different effective ionization states for the same plasma parame-
ters (Ln = 330 nm, Te = 2 keV). In these calculations,149 the TPD 
was driven by two overlapping EM waves (as in Fig. 137.61). 
There are two contributing effects: The higher-Z plasma has a 
higher collisional damping rate oe for EPW’s, which modifies 
both the linear threshold and the nonlinear saturation.149 Simi-
lar effects of EPW collisional damping on nonlinear saturation 
and hot-electron production were observed in PIC calculations 

Figure 137.62
The simulated hot-electron fraction (energy in hot electrons normalized by 
laser energy) generated by TPD for three materials is shown as a function 
of overlapped laser intensity (in units of 1 # 1014 W/cm2). The green curve 
corresponds to a CH plasma with Zeff = 5.3 and a normalized ion-acoustic 
damping rate . .0 1IAW IAWo ~ =  The blue solid (dashed) curves correspond 
to a material of higher effective Z (Zeff = 14) with . . .0 1 0 02IAW IAWo ~ = _ i  
In all cases, Ln = 330 nm and Te = 2 keV. These results have been taken 
from Ref. 149.
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of TPD.159 Lower hot-electron production in higher-Z ablators 
has been observed experimentally.182 A reduction in the ion-
acoustic damping rate oIAW is shown to lead to a reduction in 
hot-electron production. This is a nonlinear effect that arises 
because of the role played by IAW’s in the saturation of TPD.149 
Note that a similar effect has been observed experimentally for 
SRS in the small kmDe regime.64,183

In practice, it might be necessary to use some combination 
of all of these effects to limit the deleterious effects of multi-
beam interactions.

Summary and Discussion
A description of both the direct- and indirect-drive approaches 

to ICF has been presented, with an emphasis placed on the differ-
ences in conditions between the two and the resulting impact on 
laser–plasma instabilities involving multiple beams. The ability 
of different laser beams to become cooperatively unstable has 
been discussed in the context of three-wave interactions.

This article has reviewed the experimental evidence for 
three-wave multibeam LPI’s of relevance to laser-driven 
inertial confinement fusion at the ignition scale. The insta-
bilities described are cross-beam energy transfer, multibeam 
stimulated Raman scattering, and multibeam two-plasmon 
decay. Cross-beam energy transfer is seen to be common to 
both ICF approaches, and the similarities and differences 
were described, together with the different routes taken to 
numerically compute the effect. Multibeam SRS appears to 
be unique to indirect drive, while TPD is of more importance 
to direct drive.

Calculations of multibeam SRS that involve sharing a 
common EM wave were presented. These pF3D calculations 
involved the combination of three different numerical codes 
and highlight one of the problems with LPI’s in ICF—the scale 
mixing. The experimental evidence for multibeam TPD was 
discussed in some detail since it has recently become a very 
active area of experimental research. Similarly, advances in the 
theoretical understanding (both linear and nonlinear) were also 
presented. The linear theory of multibeam TPD was shown to 
be complicated by the presence of absolute instability, which 
necessitates the use of nonlinear models. The effect of nonlin-
earity on the EPW spectrum was shown, taking results from 
extended Zakharov models.

This article concluded with a discussion of the general prin-
ciples by which multibeam instabilities can be either avoided 
or mitigated. The final implication is that LPI’s in ICF should 

be viewed from a description based on multibeam rather than 
single-beam concepts.
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Introduction
As a grand challenge to harvest the “ultimate” energy source 
in a controlled fashion, inertial confinement fusion (ICF)1 has 
been actively pursued for decades using both indirect-drive2,3 

and direct-drive4–6 configurations. Understanding and design-
ing ICF capsule implosions rely on simulations using multi-
physics radiation–hydrodynamics codes, in which each piece 
of the physics models must be accurate. According to the ICF 
ignition criterion,7,8 the minimum laser energy required for 
ignition scales as 
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where the implosion velocity Vimp is in cm/s, Pa is the ablation 
pressure in Mbar, and the DT shell’s adiabat a is convention-
ally defined as a = P/PF, the ratio of plasma pressure to the 
Fermi-degeneracy pressure (PF). This scaling law indicates 
that the lower the shell adiabat, the less energy needed for igni-
tion. For lower-a implosions, however, the DT shell is in the 
regime in which strong coupling and degeneracy plasma effects 
are important and must be taken into account for meaningful 
implosion modeling.

The determination of accurate plasma properties is also 
very important for understanding low-adiabat (a # 2) ICF 
implosions. Precise knowledge of the static and dynamic 
properties of ICF target materials, including ablators and the 
deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel, is required under high-energy-
density conditions. For instance, the equation of state (EOS) 
of the target materials determines how much compression 
can be attained under external pressures generated by x-ray/
laser ablations.9 For this exact reason, state-of-the-art EOS 
experiments and calculations have been performed for ICF-
relevant materials10–16 over the past few years. The theoretical 
approaches have employed first-principles methods such as the 
path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC),17 coupled electron–ion 
Monte Carlo (CEIMC),18 and quantum molecular dynamics 

First-Principles Thermal Conductivity of Deuterium  
for Inertial Confinement Fusion Applications

(QMD)19 based on the finite-temperature density-functional 
theory. Besides static EOS information, the dynamic transport 
properties of relevant materials are in high demand for accurate 
ICF simulations. Transport and optical properties (thermal and 
electrical conductivities) of DT and ablators not only affect the 
thermal conduction, but also determine the radiation transport 
in the imploding shell. 

Soon after the introduction of the ICF concept1 in 1972, 
studies followed to determine the most-appropriate models for 
thermal conductivity of strongly coupled and degenerate plas-
mas in the high-density, low-temperature regime.20 The Spitzer 
model21 of thermal conductivity l, formulated in the 1950s for 
ideal plasmas, breaks down in this regime since the Coulomb 
logarithm22–26 for electron–ion collisions becomes negative. 
Brysk et al.20 suggested in the 1970s that the Hubbard model27 
of degenerate plasma be “bridged” with the Spitzer model.21 
In the 1980s, Lee and More28 applied Krook’s model to the 
Boltzman equation and derived a set of transport coefficients, 
including l. Meanwhile, Ichimaru and colleagues29 developed 
the so-called “Ichimaru model” of thermal conductivity for 
fully ionized plasmas using the linear response theory. In addi-
tion, the average-atom model30 and its improved versions have 
been used to numerically calculate l for materials of interest 
to ICF and astrophysics, with tools such as the PURGATORIO 
package31 and the SCAALP model.32 As a result of recent 
progress in the first-principles method of quantum molecular 
dynamics,33–37 these various thermal-conductivity models of 
hydrogen/DT have been tested against QMD calculations.38–43 
For ICF stagnation plasma conditions near peak compression, 
the pioneering QMD calculations by Recoules et al.38 have 
shown an orders-of-magnitude increase in l for the coupled 
and degenerate regimes when compared with the extensively 
used Lee–More model28 for a corresponding deuterium density 
of tD - 160 g/cm3. 

These recent studies have motivated us to investigate how 
the more-accurate results of thermal conductivity l derived 
from QMD calculations could affect the hydrodynamic pre-
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dictions of ICF implosions. Apparently, the change in l for 
ablator materials40 (CH, Be, or C) can enhance heat flow into 
the cold shell from the hot coronal plasma. This may modify 
the mass ablation rate, thereby altering the implosion velocity. 
Data over a wide range of density and temperature condi-
tions do not currently exist from QMD calculations of l for 
ICF ablator materials. The effects of updated ablator thermal 
conductivities on ICF target performance are left for future 
studies. Here, we focus on how the QMD-calculated l of DT 
fuel might affect ICF simulations. Recently, Lambert et al.39 
extended their original QMD calculations of lDT for three dif-
ferent densities of tDT = 25, 200, and 400 g/cm3. They argued 
that the variation of lDT can change the thermodynamical path 
to ignition by modifying the ablation process at the boundary 
between the hot core and the dense cold shell. Under similar 
circumstances, Wang et al.43 also computed lDT for several 
other high-density points of tDT = 200 to 600 g/cm3, using the 
QMD simulation package ABINIT.44 They briefly discussed 
the effect of l variations on hydrodynamic simulations based 
solely on their high-density QMD results.

As we have shown previously,45 an imploding DT shell 
undergoes a wide range of densities from tDT - 1.0 g/cm3 at the 
shock transit stage and tDT - 5.0 to 10.0 g/cm3 during in-flight 
shell acceleration, up to tDT $ 300 g/cm3 at stagnation (i.e., 
at peak compression). To cover all the relevant density points 
in ICF, we have performed QMD calculations of the thermal 
conductivity l through the usual Kubo–Greenwood formula-
tion46 by spanning deuterium densities from t - 1.0 g/cm3 to 
t - 673.5 g/cm3 at temperatures varying from T = 5000 K to 
T = 8,000,000 K. We have compared the calculated lQMD with 
the following “hydrid” thermal-conductivity model currently 
used in our hydrocode LILAC:47
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In this hybrid model of lLILAC, the Spitzer prefactor is used 
in combination with the replacement of the Spitzer Coulomb 
logarithm by that of Lee and More, [lnK]LM. In addition, the 
Lee–More degeneracy correction function fLM(t,T) has been 
adopted in the following form:
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where TF = ( 2/2mekB)(3r2ne)
2/3 is the Fermi temperature of 

the electrons in a fully ionized plasma, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, and me and ne are the mass and number density 
of electrons. The effective charge of ions is defined as 
Z Z Z2

eff =  averaging over the species (Zeff = 1 for fully 
ionized DT plasmas). In general, our QMD results showed a 
factor-of-3 to 10 enhancement in lQMD over lLILAC within the 
ICF-relevant density and temperature ranges. 

To test the effects of lQMD on ICF implosions, we have fit-
ted the calculated lQMD with a fifth-order polynomial function 
of the coupling parameter C = 1/(rSkBT) and the degeneracy 
parameter i = T/TF. The Wigner–Seitz radius rS is related to 
the electron number density .n r3 4 3

e Sr= _ i  The fitted formula 
of lQMD is then applied in LILAC to simulate a variety of 
cryogenic DT implosions on OMEGA as well as direct-drive 
designs at the National Ignition Facility (NIF). Compared with 
simulations using lLILAC, we found variations of up to +20% 
in the target-performance predictions using the more-accurate 
lQMD. The lower the adiabat of imploding shells, the stronger 
the coupling and degeneracy effects of lQMD. 

This article is organized as follows: The QMD method is 
described briefly in the next section, which also examines other 
methods and experiments on deuterium plasma properties; the 
calculated lQMD of deuterium for a wide range of density and 
temperature points is presented and compared with lLILAC; 
the lQMD effects on ICF implosion dynamics are discussed in 
detail, followed, in the final section, by the summary. 

The Quantum Molecular Dynamics Method
We have used the QMD method for simulating warm, dense 

deuterium plasmas. Since the QMD procedures have been well 
documented elsewhere,34,48–50 we present only a brief descrip-
tion of its basics. The Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package 
(VASP)51,52 has been employed within the isokinetic ensemble 
(number of particles, volume, and temperature constant). VASP 
is based on the finite-temperature density-functional theory 
(FTDFT). Specifically, the electrons are treated quantum 
mechanically by plane-wave FTDFT calculations using the 
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Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) for the exchange-correlation term. The electron–ion 
interaction was modeled by either a projector argumented wave 
(PAW) pseudopotential53 or the pure Coulombic potential. The 
system was assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium 
with equal electron and ion temperatures (Te = Ti). The ion 
temperature was kept constant by simple velocity scaling. 

A periodically replicated cubic cell was used with equal 
numbers of electrons and deuterium ions. The plasma density 
and the number of D atoms determined the volume of the cell. 
For the present simulations of densities below tD = 15.7 g/cm3, 
we employed 128 atoms and the PAW pseudopotential. For 
high densities (tD $ 15.7 g/cm3), a varying number of atoms 
(N = 216 to 1000) were used and incorporated with the pure 
Coulombic potential.54 For each molecular dynamics (MD) 
step, a set of electronic state functions for each k point was 
self-consistently determined for an ionic configuration. Then, 
the ions were moved classically with a velocity Verlet algorithm 
according to the combined ionic and electronic forces. Repeat-
ing the two steps propagated the system in time, resulting in 
a set of self-consistent ion trajectories and electronic state 
functions. These trajectories provide a consistent set of static, 
dynamical, and optical properties of the deuterium plasmas. 

All of our QMD calculations employed only a C-point 
(k = 0) sampling of the first Brillouin zone in the cubic cell; 
such a sampling has been shown to produce properties of suf-
ficient accuracy in this regime.39,43 For low-density points, a 
tight PAW pseudopotential was used with a maximum energy 
cutoff of Emax = 700 eV to avoid core overlap. The Coulombic 
potential for high-density points had a cutoff energy varying 
from Emax = 1000 eV to Emax = 8000 eV. A large number of 
energy bands Nb (up to 3500) were included to ensure high 
accuracy (the lowest population down to a level of 10–5). To 
benchmark our current QMD calculations, we first compare the 
EOS results with previous PIMC calculations11 for a deuterium 
density of tD = 5.4 g/cm3. Both the QMD calculation using 
PAW pseudopotential and the PIMC simulation used 128 atoms 
in the cell. The total pressure is a sum of the electronic pres-
sure (averaging over the MD times) and the classical ionic 
pressure; the internal energy is referenced to the ground-state 
energy (E0 = –15.9 eV) of a D2 molecule. The EOS results 
shown in Fig. 137.63 demonstrated excellent agreement within 
the overlapping temperature range where both methods are 
valid. In addition, we have also performed convergence tests 
of QMD calculations by using the Coulombic potential and 
more atoms (N = 343) for this density. The results are plotted 

by green open circles in Fig. 137.63, which are almost identical 
to the PAW calculations.

To calculate the electron thermal conductivity of a plasma, 
we consider the linear response of the plasma to an electric 
field E and a temperature gradient dT, which induce the electric 
current je and the heat flux jq:

 ,eL T

L T
ej E11
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e -

d
= f p  (4)

Figure 137.63
The equation-of-state comparison between quantum molecular dynamics 
(QMD) and path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) calculations for deuterium 
density at t = 5.4 g/cm3: (a) pressure versus temperature and (b) internal 
energy versus temperature. PAW: projector-argumented wave.
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For plasmas having no electric current (je = 0), the above equa-
tions in combination with the definition of jq = –ldT give the 
thermal conductivity
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with the Onsager coefficients given by Lij. In the absence of 
temperature gradient (dT = 0), Eq. (4) reduces to Ohm’s law 
with the electrical conductivity of v = L11. The frequency-
dependent Onsager coefficients can be calculated using the 
Kubo–Greenwood formalism:46
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where V is the atomic volume, Em(En) is the energy of the 
mth (nth) state, and H is the enthalpy (per atom) of the system. 
The quantity of Fmn is the difference between the Fermi–Dirac 
distributions for the involved states m and n at temperature T. 
The velocity dipole matrix elements Dmn can be computed 
from the VASP wave functions. In practical calculations, the 

d function in Eq. (7) is approximated by a Gaussian function 
of width DE (-0.1 to 0.5 eV). In addition, Lij / Lij(0) is used in 
Eq. (6). The resulting l was averaged over at least ten snapshots 
of uncorrelated configurations along the MD trajectories. The 
determination of l required, for convergence, a much larger 
number of energy bands (+3#) than for the MD simulation.

Since no direct measurements exist for the thermal conduc-
tivity in deuterium plasmas, we compared our QMD calcula-
tions to a related optical property, the reflectivity, which has 
been determined along the principal Hugoniot in shock-timing 
experiments55–58 using the velocity interferometer system for 
any reflector (VISAR). The reflectivity is determined by 
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with the real and imaginary parts of refraction indices 
[n(~),k(~)] that can be computed from the dielectric function 
of e(~) = e1(~) + ie2(~). The dielectric functions are obtained 
from the real electric conductivity v1(~) = L11(~) and its imagi-
nary part v2(~) determined by a principal-value integral of 
v1(~). In Fig. 137.64, the calculated reflectivities of deuterium 
as a function of shock speed for different VISAR wavelengths 
are compared with both Nova55 and recent OMEGA measure-
ments along the principal Hugoniot. The OMEGA experiments 
were taken from a decayed shock in deuterium over many shots. 
This experimental confirmation, together with agreement with 
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Figure 137.64
The QMD-calculated reflectivity of deuterium 
shock as a function of shock speed along the 
principal Hugoniot, which is compared to both 
a previous Nova measurement55 and a recent 
OMEGA experiment for different VISAR wave-
lengths: (a) m = 404 nm, (b) m = 532 nm, (c) m = 
808 nm, and (d) m = 1064 nm.
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other first-principle results,59 lends credence to the L11 coeffi-
cients produced in this study and, in turn, to the other similarly 
calculated Onsager coefficients that determine l.

Thermal Conductivity of Deuterium for a Wide Range 
of Densities and Temperatures

The QMD calculations of deuterium thermal conductivity 
have been performed for a wide range of densities [t = 1.0 to 
673.5 g/cm3], at temperatures varying from T = 5000 K to T = 
8,000,000 K. For each density point, the lQMD calculations 
have been performed to the highest temperature approaching 
T - TF. (Tabulated results of lQMD are found in the Supple-
mentary Material, p. 92.) To test the effects of lQMD on ICF 
implosions, we have fitted the lQMD results to the following 
function (in a similar format of lLILAC):
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with the same Spitzer prefactor as used in lLILAC and Zeff = 1. The 
generalized QMD Coulomb logarithm has the following form:

 .ln exp ln lni
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This fifth-order polynomial function of coupling and degen-
eracy parameters (C,i) has been fitted to the lQMD data using 
multivariable least-squares fitting. To make lQMD converge 
to lLILAC at the ideal plasma conditions (C % 1 and i & 1), we 
have added the high-temperature points of lLILAC into the data 
set for the global fitting. The resulting fitting parameters are:
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The fit results of (lnK)QMD are plotted in Figs. 137.65(a) and 
137.65(b) as a function of ln(C) and ln(i), respectively. Overall, 

Figure 137.65
The generalized Coulomb logarithm, derived from QMD-calculated thermal conductivities for different densities and temperatures, is fitted with the poly-
nomial function [Eq. (10)] of (a) the coupling parameter (C) and (b) the degeneracy parameter (i). The values of lnK at high temperatures [i.e., log(lnK) > 0] 
are converged to the standard LILAC values. 
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the global fitting with the above parameters gives only a small 
error of +5%.

Comparisons of lQMD with lLILAC are plotted in Figs. 137.66 
and 137.67 for deuterium densities of t = 2.5, 10.0, 43.1, and 
199.6 g/cm3. The green dashed lines represent the thermal con-

ductivity currently used in our hydrocode LILAC, while the blue 
solid triangles represent the QMD results. The red solid line is 
the QMD fit discussed above. We observe that lQMD is higher 
than lLILAC by a factor of 3 to 10 in the coupled and degenerate 
regimes (C > 1, i < 1). The QMD-fit line merges into lLILAC at 
a high-T regime (T > 10 TF), as expected.
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Figure 137.66
The thermal conductivities from first-principles QMD calculations, the QMD-fitting formula [Eq. (10)], and the hybrid model used in LILAC are plotted as a 
function of temperature for deuterium densities of (a) t = 2.5 g/cm2 and (b) t = 10.0 g/cm2.

Figure 137.67
The thermal conductivities from first-principles QMD calculations, the QMD-fitting formula [Eq. (10)], and the hybrid model used in LILAC are plotted as a 
function of temperature for deuterium densities of (a) t = 43.1 g/cm2 and (b) t = 199.6 g/cm2.
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Effects of lQMD on ICF Implosions
To test how the QMD-predicted thermal conductivity of DT 

affects ICF implosions, we have incorporated the lQMD fit into 
our one-dimensional (1-D) radiation-hydrocode LILAC. The 
hydrodynamic simulations employed the flux-limited thermal 
conduction model60–63 with a flux limiter of f = 0.06. Two cryo-
genic DT target implosions on OMEGA and three NIF direct-
drive designs have been examined. These ICF implosions span a 
wide range of implosion velocities and adiabats. The adiabat (a) 
characterizes the plasma degeneracy degree of the imploding DT 
shell: the lower the adiabat, the more degenerate the DT plasma. 

First, we show simulations of two cryogenic DT implosions 
on OMEGA in Figs. 137.68 and 137.69. A typical OMEGA 
cryogenic DT target has a diameter of +860 nm, which consists 
of a plastic ablator with a thickness of 8 to 11 nm and a layer of 
45 to 65 nm of DT ice. In Fig. 137.68(a), the laser pulse has a 
relatively high first picket, which sets up the DT shell in a high 
adiabat of a - 4. The density and ion temperature profiles at 
the peak compression are plotted in Fig. 137.68(b). The blue 
dashed line represents the case of using standard lLILAC in the 
simulation, while the red solid line represents the lQMD simu-
lation. Figure 137.68(b) shows that there is little change in the 
target performance for this high-adiabat implosion. In the end, 
the neutron yields are predicted to be 3.32 # 1014 (lLILAC) and 
3.24 # 1014 (lQMD) for the two cases. 

Predictions for the low-adiabat (a - 2.2) implosion are 
shown in Fig. 137.69. Figure 137.69(a) plots the laser pulse used 
for this OMEGA implosion. The in-flight plasma conditions are 
illustrated in Fig. 137.69(b) at t = 2.7 ns, just before stagnation, 
in which the mass density and electron temperature are drawn 
as a function of the target radius. Noticeable differences in 
electron-temperature profiles are seen for the two cases using 
lQMD and lLILAC; the peak density changed slightly when lQMD 
was used. These differences can affect the target performance 
at stagnation (t = 2.84 ns), as shown by Fig. 137.69(c). Finally, 
Fig. 137.69(d) indicates that the neutron yield is +6% lower in 
the lQMD simulation than for lLILAC. Table 137.VI summarizes 
the comparison of other quantities for the two simulations. The 
neutron-averaged compression tR and Ti are hardly changed, 
but the peak density and neutron yield vary by +6%.

Figure 137.68
(a) The laser pulse shape used for a high-adiabat (a = 4) cryogenic DT implosion on OMEGA (the z = 868.8-nm capsule consists of 47 nm of DT ice with an 
8.4-nm-thick plastic ablator); (b) comparisons of the density and ion-temperature profiles at peak compression for the two hydrodynamic runs using lLILAC 
(blue dashed lines) and lQMD (red solid lines), respectively. Very little difference is seen in target performance for the two thermal-conductivity models used 
for such a high-adiabat implosion. Green arrows indicate the vertical axis that applies to each curve.
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Table 137.VI: Comparison of an OMEGA implosion (a - 
2.2) predicted using lLILAC versus lQMD.

lLILAC lQMD

GtRHn 298 mg/cm2 296 mg/cm2

GTiHn 4.66 keV 4.64 keV

GPHn 197 Gbar 194 Gbar

GtHpeak 380.8 g/cm3 361.7 g/cm3

Yield 5.34 # 1014 5.05 # 1014
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Figure 137.69
(a) The laser pulse shape used for a low-adiabat (a = 2.2) cryogenic DT implosion on OMEGA (the z = 860.6-nm capsule consists of 49 nm of DT ice with an 
8.3-nm-thick plastic ablator). [(b),(c)] Comparisons of the density and temperature profiles at the beginning of the deceleration phase and at peak compression, 
respectively, for the two hydrodynamic simulations using lLILAC (blue dashed lines) and lQMD (red solid lines). (d) The neutron yields as a function of time 
are plotted for the two cases. A modest variation (+6%) in target performance is seen in such low-adiabat OMEGA implosions, when lQMD is compared to 
the hybrid LILAC model. 
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Next we discuss the lQMD effects on three different direct-
drive–ignition designs for the NIF. These NIF designs have 
slightly different target sizes varying from z = 3294 nm to 
z = 3460 nm. The thickness of the DT-ice layer changes from 
d = 125 nm to d = 220 nm; all targets have a plastic ablator at 
somewhat different thicknesses of 22 to 30 nm. We discuss the 
lQMD effects on the performance of three NIF designs from 
a mid-adiabat (a = 3.2) implosion to a very low adiabat (a = 
1.7) design. Figure 137.70 shows first the mid-adiabat (a = 3.2) 
design: (a) the triple-picket pulse shape (total energy of 1.5 MJ) 
and (b) the density and ion-temperature profiles at the bang 
time (t = 13.78 ns, i.e., the time for peak neutron production). 
Similar to what was seen in Fig. 137.68, only small differences 
between lQMD and lLILAC simulations are observed for this 
mid-adiabat NIF design. The comparison of target performance 
is summarized in Table 137.VII, in which the differences in 
neutron-averaged tR, Ti, pressure GPHn, hot-spot radius Rhs, 
hot-spot convergence ratio Chs, neutron yield, and gain are all 
within +2%.

Table 137.VII: Comparison of a mid-adiabat (a = 3.2) NIF 
design simulated with lLILAC versus lQMD.

lLILAC lQMD

GtRHn 0.654 g/cm2 0.655 g/cm2

GTiHn 12.2 keV 12.1 keV

GPHn 250 Gbar 248 Gbar

GtHpeak 337.4 g/cm3 331.8 g/cm3

Rhs 91.4 nm 91.3 nm

Chs 18.9 18.9

Yield 6.45 # 1018 6.33 # 1018

Gain 12.1 11.8

Figure 137.71 illustrates the simulation results for a slightly 
lower adiabat (a - 2.5), high-convergence NIF design. Similar to 
Fig. 137.69 for the a = 2.2 OMEGA implosion, Figs. 137.71(a)–
137.71(d) plot (a) the pulse shape (total energy of 1.6 MJ), 
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Figure 137.70
Similar to Fig. 137.68 but for a NIF-scale implosion: (a) The laser pulse shape for a mid-adiabat (a = 3.2), 1.5-MJ direct-drive NIF design (the z = 3460-nm 
capsule consists of 220 nm of DT ice with a 30-nm-thick plastic ablator); (b) comparisons of the density and ion-temperature profiles at the peak compression 
for the two hydrodynamic runs using lLILAC (blue dashed lines) and lQMD (red solid lines), respectively. The effects of using different l are small for such 
mid-adiabat designs.

Figure 137.71
Tests on a high-implosion-velocity NIF design: (a) The laser pulse shape (a = 2.5) has a total energy of 1.6 MJ (the z = 3294-nm capsule consists of 125 nm 
of DT ice with a 22-nm-thick plastic ablator). Panels (b) and (c) compare the density and temperature profiles at the beginning of the deceleration phase and 
at peak compression, respectively, for the two hydrodynamic simulations using lLILAC (blue dashed lines) and lQMD (red solid lines). The neutron yields as a 
function of time are plotted in panel (d) for the two cases. The use of lQMD modestly changes the 1-D prediction of implosion performance (+6%).
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(b) the in-flight density and electron-temperature profiles at t = 
8.6 ns, (c) the bang-time density and ion-temperature profiles at 
t = 8.91 ns, and (d) the final neutron yield. Again, some slight 
differences in the electron temperature at the back surface of the 
shell can be seen in Fig. 137.71(b). The observables predicted 
by the two hydrodynamic simulations using lQMD in contrast 
to lLILAC are summarized in Table 137.VIII. Overall, a level of 
+6% increase in target performance is seen in the lQMD simula-
tion when compared to the standard lLILAC case. 

Table 137.VIII: Comparison of a low-adiabat (a = 2.5) NIF 
design simulated with lLILAC versus lQMD.

lLILAC lQMD

GtRHn 0.646 g/cm2 0.661 g/cm2

GTiHn 20.8 keV 21.5 keV

GPHn 715 Gbar 763 Gbar

GtHpeak 456.8 g/cm3 466.9 g/cm3

Rhs 56.2 nm 53.8 nm

Chs 29.3 30.6

Yield 6.3 # 1018 6.7 # 1018

Gain 11.1 11.7

We further analyze the implosion dynamics of the NIF 
design shown in Fig. 137.71. The noticeable t/Te differences 
at the back of the shell illustrated by Fig. 137.71(b) must come 
from the different shock dynamics in early stages of the 
implosion. To further explore the differences, in Fig. 137.72 
we have plotted the DT plasma conditions at the shock transit 
stage. In Fig. 137.72(a), the density and temperature profiles 
are displayed for a snapshot at t = 4.0 ns. To clearly see the 
differences, we have plotted these profiles as a function of the 
simulation Lagrangian cell number. At this snapshot, the first 
shock [dashed circle in Fig. 137.63(a)] has propagated to near 
the back surface (at the 150th cell) of the DT ice layer. An 
interesting difference between two simulations can be clearly 
seen at the first shock front (near the 165th cell), in which the 
temperature front (at the 175th cell) predicted by the lLILAC 
simulation does not follow the density front of the shock. This 
occurs because the standard lLILAC significantly underesti-
mates the thermal conductivity by an order of magnitude, for 
the shocked-DT plasma condition of tDT - 1 g/cm2 and Te - 1 
to 2 eV. The reduced thermal conductivity in lLILAC decreases 
the heat flow behind the shock front. On the contrary, the lQMD 
simulation (red solid lines) indicates the same shock-front loca-
tion for both density and temperature, as expected. Differences 
in both density and temperature are also seen after the second 
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Figure 137.72
The predicted shock conditions during the shock transit stage in the DT ice, 
for the NIF design plotted in Fig. 137.71. The density and electron temperature 
are plotted as a function of the Lagrangian cell numbers for times at (a) t = 
4.0 ns and (b) t = 4.8 ns. Again, the two cases of using lLILAC (blue dashed 
lines) and lQMD (red solid lines) are compared. The dashed circle highlights 
the first shock.

shock [near the 260th cell shown in Fig. 137.72(a)]. The lLILAC 
simulation predicts more “artificial” fluctuations in density and 
temperature after the second shock. Figure 137.72(b) shows 
another snapshot at t = 4.8 ns, when the first shock breaks out at 
the back of the DT ice layer into the DT gas. A large difference 
in electron-temperature profile is observed for the two simula-
tions: the instant heat conduction in the lQMD case results in 
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the immediate heating up of the releasing back surface, which 
is in contrast to the delayed heating in the lLILAC simulation. 
These different shock dynamics at the early stage of implosion 
cause the observable density–temperature variations late in the 
implosion, plotted in Fig. 137.71(b). This is the major contribu-
tion responsible for the final difference in target performance, 
which is discussed below.

Finally, the very low adiabat (a - 1.7) NIF design is exam-
ined in Fig. 137.73 and Table 137.IX. The implosion is designed 
to be driven by a 1.2-MJ pulse shape shown in Fig. 137.73(a), 
which has a ramping and low-intensity main pulse to avoid 
possible preheat from two-plasmon-decay–induced hot elec-
trons.64,65 The implosion velocity for this design is about 
3.3 # 107 cm/s. Since the adiabat is so low that the DT-plasma 
conditions for the in-flight shell lie deeply within the more-
degenerate and coupled regime, where lQMD is much higher 
than lLILAC, the effects of using lQMD are dramatically 
increased when compared to the higher-adiabat implosions 
discussed above. From Table 137.IX and Fig. 137.73, an +20% 
variation in target performance (yield and gain) is observed in 
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Figure 137.73
Similar to Fig. 137.71 but for a relatively lower adiabat (a = 1.7) and lower implosion velocity (Vimp = 3.3 # 107 cm/s) NIF design: (a) The laser pulse shape 
has a total energy of 1.2 MJ and the z = 3420-nm capsule consists of 180 nm of DT ice with a 30-nm-thick plastic ablator. [(b),(c)] Comparison of the density 
and temperature profiles at the beginning of the deceleration phase and at the peak compression, respectively. (d) Comparison of the neutron yields for the two 
cases, which shows an ~20% variation in the 1-D predictions of target performance using lLILAC and lQMD.

Table 137.IX: Comparison of a very low adiabat (a = 1.7) NIF 
design simulated with lLILAC versus lQMD.

lLILAC lQMD

GtRHn 0.679 g/cm2 0.69 g/cm2

GTiHn 13.1 keV 14.1 keV

GPHn 299 Gbar 335 Gbar

GtHpeak 475.7 g/cm3 495.1 g/cm3

Rhs 80.9 nm 79.3 nm

Chs 21.1 21.6

Yield 7.07 # 1018 8.41 # 1018

Gain 16.6 19.7

the predictions of the two cases. Figure 137.73(b) shows that the 
simulation using lQMD predicts a lower electron-temperature 
profile for the back of the shell (R - 420 nm). This results in a 
larger peak density of the shell and higher Ti at the bang time 
for the lQMD case, illustrated by Fig. 137.73(c), thereby leading 
to more neutron yields and gain. 
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To test the conventional speculation that lQMD affects 
mainly the hot-spot formation, we performed a “hybrid” simu-
lation for this design by switching lQMD to the standard lLILAC 
during the target deceleration phase and burn (t > 13.6 ns). This 
hybrid simulation gives a total neutron yield of 9.29 # 1018 

and a gain of 21.8. Comparing with the full lQMD simulation 
results (Y = 8.41 # 1018 and G = 19.7), the variation is modest 
with respect to the change from the full lLILAC simulation to 
the full lQMD case. This indicates that the major part of the 
lQMD effects on target performance comes from the shock 
dynamics during the early stage of the implosion, although 
the use of lQMD moderately decreases the target performance 
during the hot-spot formation. 

Summary
For inertial confinement fusion applications, we have per-

formed first-principles calculations of deuterium thermal con-
ductivity in a wide range of densities and temperatures, using 
the quantum molecular dynamics method. For the density and 
temperature conditions in an imploding DT shell, the QMD-
calculated thermal conductivity lQMD is higher by a factor 
of 3 to 10 than the hybrid Spitzer–Lee–More model lLILAC 
currently adopted in our hydrocodes. To test its effects on ICF 
implosions, we have fitted lQMD to a fifth-order polynomial 
function of C and i and incorporated this fit into our hydro-
codes. The hydrodynamic simulations of both OMEGA cryo-
genic DT implosions and direct-drive NIF designs have been 
performed using lQMD. Compared with the standard simulation 
results using lLILAC, we found the ICF implosion performance 
predicted by lQMD could vary by as much as +20%. The lower 
the adiabat of the DT shell, the more the effects of lQMD are 
observed. Analyses of the implosion dynamics have identi-
fied that the shock-dynamic differences at an early stage of 
the implosion, predicted differently by lQMD versus lLILAC, 
predominantly contribute to the final variations of implosion 
performance (neutron yield and target gain). This is in con-
trast to the previous speculation that lQMD might affect ICF 
mainly during the hot-spot formation. The thermal conductivi-
ties of deuterium reported here, together with the established 
FPEOS tables11,45 and opacity tables (future work) from such 
first-principles calculations, could provide complete physical 
information of fusion fuel at high-energy-density conditions 
for accurate ICF hydrodynamic simulations. The same strategy 
also applies for building self-consistent tables of ICF-relevant 
ablator materials. These efforts could increase the predictive 
capability of hydrodynamic modeling of ICF implosions. 

Supplementary Material

Table 137.X: The thermal-conductivity (lQMD) table of deuterium 
for a wide range of densities.

Temperature T (K) lQMD (W/m/K)

t = 1.000 g/cm3 (rS = 1.753 bohr)

5,000 59.87!4.93

10,000 127.3!10.3

15,625 202.1!13.2

31,250 451.6!18.7

62,500 1199.6!49.6

95,250 2227.5!90.3

125,000 3281.4!139.0

181,825 6041.6!144.3

250,000 10491.2!203.1

t = 1.963 g/cm3 (rS = 1.4 bohr)

5,000 239.77!21.7

10,000 374.07!34.46

15,625 492.57!43.67

31,250 (1.00!0.04) # 103

62,500 (2.17!0.09) # 103

95,250 (3.68!0.21) # 103

125,000 (5.17!0.25) # 103

181,825 (8.41!0.37) # 103

250,000 (1.30!0.02) # 104

400,000 (2.32!0.02) # 104

t = 2.452 g/cm3 (rS = 1.3 bohr)

5,000 345.5!39.5

10,000 499.2!47.6

15,625 676.5!41.6

31,250 (1.21!0.08) # 103

62,500 (2.74!0.11) # 103

95,250 (4.38!0.18) # 103

125,000 (6.26!0.29) # 103

181,825 (1.00!0.04) # 104

250,000 (1.53!0.04) # 104

400,000 (2.79!0.05) # 104
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Table 137.X  (continued).

Temperature T (K) lQMD (W/m/K)

t = 3.118 g/cm3 (rS = 1.2 bohr)

5,000 472.5!54.6

10,000 745.7!76.2

15,625 953.7!72.2

31,250 (1.61!0.10) # 103

62,500 (3.55!0.20) # 103

95,250 (5.53!0.25) # 103

125,000 (7.61!0.30) # 103

181,825 (1.24!0.04) # 104

250,000 (1.85!0.05) # 104

400,000 (3.47!0.08) # 104

t = 4.048 g/cm3 (rS = 1.1 bohr)

5,000 778.8!83.3

10,000 (1.03!0.08) # 103

15,625 (1.36!0.12) # 103

31,250 (2.12!0.05) # 103

62,500 (4.48!0.22) # 103

95,250 (7.17!0.28) # 103

125,000 (9.75!0.52) # 103

181,825 (1.51!0.06) # 104

250,000 (2.32!0.08) # 104

400,000 (4.36!0.12) # 104

t = 5.388 g/cm3 (rS = 1.0 bohr)

5,000 (1.19!0.17) # 103

10,000 (1.41!0.15) # 103

15,625 (1.84!0.27) # 103

31,250 (2.76!0.32) # 103

62,500 (5.60!0.25) # 103

95,250 (9.33!0.42) # 103

125,000 (1.27!0.06) # 104

181,825 (2.01!0.06) # 104

250,000  (2.91!0.11) # 104

400,000 (5.53!0.17) # 104

500,000 (9.48!0.13) # 104

Table 137.X  (continued).

Temperature T (K) lQMD (W/m/K)

t = 7.391 g/cm3 (rS = 0.9 bohr)

5,000 (2.00!0.37) # 103

10,000 (2.24!0.21) # 103

15,625 (2.67!0.28) # 103

31,250 (4.14!0.33) # 103

62,500 (7.59!0.59) # 103

95,250 (1.30!0.07) # 104

125,000 (1.75!0.10) # 104

181,825 (2.61!0.08) # 104

250,000 (3.80!0.17) # 104

400,000 (6.94!0.23) # 104

500,000 (9.52!0.33) # 104

t = 10.000 g/cm3 (rS = 0.814 bohr)

5,000 (3.01!0.48) # 103

10,000 (3.34!0.55) # 103

15,625 (3.77!0.43) # 103

31,250 (5.74!0.46) # 103

62,500 (9.65!0.69) # 103

95,250 (1.66!0.12) # 104

125,000 (2.32!0.13) # 104

181,825 (3.40!0.19) # 104

250,000 (4.78!0.29) # 104

400,000 (8.37!0.32) # 104

500,000 (1.24!0.04) # 105

t = 15.709 g/cm3 (rS = 0.8 bohr)

10,000 (7.29!0.70) # 103

15,625 (7.57!0.80) # 103

31,250 (1.20!0.09) # 104

62,500 (1.99!0.11) # 104

95,250 (2.78!0.17) # 104

125,000 (3.50!0.17) # 104

181,825 (5.24!0.21) # 104

250,000 (7.50!0.33) # 104

400,000 (1.34!0.05) # 105

500,000 (1.80!0.04) # 105

1,000,000 (3.79!0.11) # 105
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Table 137.X  (continued).

Temperature T (K) lQMD (W/m/K)

t = 24.945 g/cm3 (rS = 0.6 bohr)

15,625 (1.49!0.15) # 104

31,250 (1.71!0.13) # 104

62,500 (3.18!0.21) # 104

95,250 (4.24!0.27) # 104

125,000 (5.31!0.27) # 104

181,825 (7.06!0.49) # 104

250,000 (9.95!0.35) # 104

400,000 (1.68!0.07) # 105

500,000 (2.19!0.11) # 105

1000,000 (5.63!0.21) # 105

t = 43.105 g/cm3 (rS = 0.5 bohr)

31,250 (3.09!0.33) # 104

62,500 (5.14!0.40) # 104

95,250 (7.36!0.78) # 104

125,000 (8.82!0.64) # 104

181,825 (1.17!0.08) # 105

250,000 (1.44!0.15) # 105

400,000 (2.46!0.08) # 105

500,000 (3.14!0.24) # 105

1,000,000 (7.62!0.28) # 105

t = 84.190 g/cm3 (rS = 0.4 bohr)

31,250 (7.72!0.98) # 104

62,500 (7.52!0.64) # 104

95,250 (1.21!0.15) # 105

125,000 (1.64!0.17) # 105

181,825 (2.03!0.27) # 105

250,000 (2.65!0.33) # 105

400,000 (3.74!0.35) # 105

500,000 (4.66!0.24) # 105

1,000,000 (1.15!0.06) # 106

2,000,000 (3.12!0.05) # 106

Table 137.X (continued).

Temperature T (K) lQMD (W/m/K)

t = 199.561 g/cm3 (rS = 0.3 bohr)

125,000 (4.93!0.21) # 105

181,825 (6.18!0.24) # 105

250,000 (8.19!0.20) # 105

400,000 (1.25!0.05) # 106

500,000 (1.52!0.06) # 106

1,000,000 (2.86!0.09) # 106

2,000,000 (6.38!0.09) # 106

4,000,000 (1.57!0.10) # 107

t = 673.518 g/cm3 (rS = 0.2 bohr)

250,000 (2.43!0.17) # 106

400,000 (3.18!0.24) # 106

500,000 (3.76!0.26) # 106

1,000,000 (7.34!0.35) # 106

2,000,000 (1.44!0.07) # 107

4,000,000 (3.33!0.06) # 107

8,000,000 (8.92!0.08) # 107
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Laser systems delivering short optical pulses are commonly 
built using chirped-pulse amplification (CPA).1 CPA decreases 
the intensity of the pulse being amplified below the damage 
threshold of optical components and reduces the accumulated 
intensity-dependent nonlinearity. With or without CPA, an 
optical pulse propagating in a laser system can accumulate 
significant amounts of phase via self-phase modulation (SPM), 
i.e., a phase , , ,r t I r t{ C=v v_ _i i  at intensities well below the dam-
age threshold. SPM is a concern because it leads to spatial 
self-focusing and spectral broadening that can disrupt the 
amplification process. CPA is often space consuming because 
of the footprint of grating-based stretchers and compressors. 
It is difficult to implement on low-bandwidth pulses because 
of the large dispersion required to significantly stretch these 
pulses. SPM compensation methods are attractive for amplify-
ing picosecond pulses at intensities below the damage threshold 
without CPA.

In fiber-based systems2 temporal phase modulators can be 
used to compensate for SPM, but this compensation is limited 
to particular operating conditions. For a pulse propagating in 
free space, a phase that is negatively proportional to the inten-
sity can be induced by propagation at a specific wavelength 
in a semiconductor wafer3,4 or in a cesium vapor,5 but these 
processes have limited wavelength and nonlinearity tunability. 
Cascaded nonlinearities obtained by propagation in a nonlinear 
crystal detuned from phase matching introduce an intensity-

Self-Phase Modulation Compensation in a Regenerative Amplifier 
Using Cascaded Second-Order Nonlinearities

dependent phase.6 SPM compensation using a cascaded non-
linearity with a negative n2 is simple to implement, relies on 
commercially available nonlinear crystals that can be procured 
with high quality, has a small footprint, is usable at a wide 
range of optical wavelengths, and provides nonlinearity tun-
ability. The accumulated intensity-dependent phase is a linear 
function of the intensity only up to +1 rad. This compensation 
strategy is not suitable for large, accumulated nonlinear phase 
shifts, but it is well suited for iterative compensation of the 
small nonlinear phase shifts from multiple passes in a regen-
erative amplifier cavity, even if these phase shifts add up to a 
large phase shift in the absence of compensation. Intracavity 
nonlinearity compensation has been used to compensate for 
the pump–pulse time-dependent phase shift that decreases the 
enhancement factor of a cavity-enhanced optical parametric 
chirped-pulse–amplification system;7 to control low-power 
continuous-wave light via optical bistability;8 and to mode-
lock a continuous-wave (cw)–pumped laser;9 however, it has 
not been studied or demonstrated to control the properties of 
a pulse amplified by a laser amplifier.

Simulations have been conducted to understand the origin 
of SPM in the Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier schematized in 
Fig. 137.74. This regenerative amplifier architecture is used to 
amplify nanosecond pulses at 1053 nm suitable to seed large-
scale Nd:glass laser systems10 and for amplification with pulse 
durations limited by gain narrowing in the Nd:YLF (+12 ps), 

Intracavity path
Ejected pulse

Pump pulse
Seed pulse

E22698JR

Polarizer

Faraday
rotator

HWP

Nd:YLF

QWP

Output

Input

BBO
crystal

M1

M2

Pockels
cellPolarizer

Pump diode

Figure 137.74
Regenerative amplifier layout. HWP = half-wave 
plate; QWP = quarter-wave plate; BBO: beta-
barium borate.
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e.g., to generate short UV pulses after fourth-harmonic gen-
eration11 and optical-parametric-amplifier pump pulses after 
second-harmonic generation (SHG).12 The amplifier has a 
near-hemispherical cavity with an end-cavity plane mirror 
and an end-cavity spherical mirror (R = 5 m). The propagation 
simulations in the paraxial approximation are implementated 
with MATLAB13 in cylindrical coordinates, i.e., the field is a 
function of the radius r and time t. Nonlinearity in the deuter-
ated potassium dihydrogen phosphate (DKDP) Pockels cell 
(PC), the Nd:YLF crystal, air, and the Faraday isolator is 
taken into account. The PC is the largest SPM contributor. 
An intracavity pulse train measured behind one of the cavity 
mirrors is used to scale the pulse energy after each pass in the 
Nd:YLF crystal. The simulations show that the amplified pulse 
accumulates temporal phase (leading to spectral broadening) 
but no spatial phase (which could lead to self-focusing). The 
intracavity spectral broadening is uniform across the beam at 
the output of the regenerative amplifier but is slightly spatially 
varying after the isolator. The uniform intracavity spectral 
broadening and absence of a significant spatially varying 
wavefront are explained by the large number of passes in the 
cavity that constrain the spatial phase at the two end mirrors 
and constrain the beam to the highest-gain cavity eigenmode.

Without SPM compensation, amplification to 0.5 mJ after 
124 round-trips leads to +1.8 rad of accumulated phase, 
including +1.1 rad from propagation in the intracavity PC and 
+0.4 rad from the extracavity Faraday isolator. The intracavity 
beam remains approximately Gaussian with a flat spatial phase 
at mirror M2, but the waist size decreases by +5% when the 
intracavity energy reaches 0.5 mJ. Propagation in the PC at 
the last pass induces a nonlinear phase smaller than 0.1 rad. In 
this regime, the spatiotemporal phase induced by the cascaded 
nonlinearity is proportional to the intensity for an adequately 
detuned crystal. Simulations show that a compensating ele-
ment with nonlinear coefficient C = –3 # 10–15 m2/W located 
close to mirror M2 provides minimal spectral broadening at 
output energies up to +2 mJ (Fig. 137.75). The polarization 
at M2 is linear for all passes, as required for the operation of 
the cascaded nonlinearities, and this location is convenient to 
access. Compensation closer to the PC—the main contributor 
to intracavity nonlinearity—operates over a larger range of 
energies, but it was not experimentally attempted because of 
layout issues.

When a nonlinear crystal (nonlinear coefficient deff and 
refractive indices n~ and n2~ at the fundamental frequency 
~ and upconverted frequency 2~) is significantly detuned out 
of phase matching Dk(DkL & 1), cascaded nonlinearities lead 

to an effective nonlinear index on the field at the fundamental 
wavelength m (Ref. 6) given by

 
~

.n
c n n k

d4
2

0 2

2
eff eff
-

f m

r

D
=

~
2

 (1)

Operating at large Dk allows one to precisely tune the non-
linearity by tuning the phase-matching angle. A 5-mm beta-
barium–borate (BBO) crystal antireflection coated at 1053 nm 
and 526.5 nm was placed in the cavity close to mirror M2, with 
phase matching around a vertical axis. 

Experimental results were obtained on two regenerative 
amplifiers seen in the layout in Fig. 137.74. These systems 
amplify the pump pulse for the optical parametric amplifier in 
the front end of the Multi-Terawatt Laser Facility12,14 and in the 
ultra-broadband front end.15 They are both seeded by +6-nm 
optical pulses centered at 1053 nm originating from mode-
locked lasers. The output energy decreased by +15% when the 
compensation crystal was introduced, most likely because of 
reflection losses. The optimal SPM compensation was deter-
mined by measuring the output spectrum after the Faraday 
isolator for various detuning angles. The narrowest spectrum 
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Figure 137.75
Simulated optical spectra without self-phase modulation (SPM) in the cavity 
(black line), with SPM and no compensation (solid red line), and with SPM and 
compensation (dashed red line) at output energies of (a) 0.5 mJ and (b) 2.0 mJ.
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has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 0.14 nm 
and is similar to the fluorescence spectrum of the unseeded 
amplifier. Figure 137.76 shows the optical spectra measured 
at output energies of +0.5 mJ and +0.8 mJ without and with 
nonlinearity compensation. Operation at higher energy was 
obtained by increasing the pump-diode current and decreas-
ing the number of round-trips in the cavity to eject the pulse 
at the peak of the buildup. Very good SPM compensation was 
obtained at the higher energy without retuning the intracavity 
BBO crystal. SPM compensation was performed on a second 
regenerative amplifier that operated with a larger number of 
round-trips at an output energy of 0.8 mJ. Excellent compensa-
tion of the larger spectral broadening was also obtained.
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Figure 137.76
Optical spectra without compensation (solid lines) and with compensation 
(dashed line) for output energies of 0.5 mJ and 0.8 mJ, respectively. The data 
were measured on two different regenerative amplifiers.

Optimal compensation was obtained for these two ampli-
fiers when the internal angular detuning was +0.9° from phase 
matching (DkL + 90), corresponding to a nonlinear index –1.7 # 
10–15 cm2/W and nonlinearity C = –5.1 # 10–15 m2/W. The 

magnitude of the nonlinearity is larger than what has been 
identified by simulations, but the Kerr nonlinearity of the intra-
cavity BBO crystal (n2 = 5 # 10–16 cm2/W) (Ref. 16) reduces 
the compensating nonlinearity by +30%. The simulations 
ignore propagation in various short optical components such 
as wave plates and polarizers. Considering the uncertainties 
on the nonlinear index of DKDP and BBO,16,17 the detuning 
experimentally required for SPM compensation is in good 
agreement with expectations.

The output energy at 1053 nm and intracavity-generated 
energy at 526.5 nm were characterized when finely tuning the 
compensating crystal. The SHG energy was measured behind 
the end mirror M2 (transmission +85% at 526.5 nm) and was 
not temporally resolved, i.e., the reported value corresponds 
to the total SHG energy reaching the energy meter during 
amplification for all round-trips. Anticorrelated variations of 
these energies are observed (Fig. 137.77) because intracavity 
SHG is a loss mechanism for the pulse being amplified. The 
period of these variations is consistent with phase matching in 
a 5-mm BBO crystal, where the efficiency of the SHG process 
is proportional to [sinc(DkL/2)]2. Because of the +10% varia-
tion of the output energy, the crystal detuning angle must be 
controlled to +0.01° to maximize the output energy.
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Figure 137.77
Regenerative amplifier output energy (red line) and intracavity second-
harmonic-regeneration (SHG) energy generated in the BBO crystal leaking 
through mirror M2 (solid blue line) compared to arbitrarily scaled SHG 
efficiency [sinc(DkL/2)]2 (dashed blue line).

Another experiment was performed to highlight the advan-
tage of SPM compensation in a laser system composed of 
multiple amplifiers based on the same laser material. The high-
est efficiency for an amplifier, particularly in the unsaturated 
regime, is obtained when the amplifier gain is high over the 
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entire spectral density of the seed pulse. Without compensation, 
SPM in the regenerative amplifier broadens the spectrum of 
the pulse seeded in a custom-built flash-lamp–pumped power 
amplifier based on three Nd:YLF rods (total length = 265 mm). 
For this experiment, the regenerative amplifier output pulse 
energy was throttled down by 25% independently of the energy, 
to avoid damage at high energy; e.g., the input energy to the 
power amplifier is 0.6 mJ at the nominal regenerative-amplifier 
energy of 0.8 mJ. The power amplifier’s spectral gain was not 
measured, but by comparing its small signal gain to the gain 
of the regenerative amplifier [+102 and +108 = (102)4, respec-
tively], we estimated its FWHM to be twice the FWHM of the 
regenerative-amplifier gain; i.e., 0.28 nm, assuming Gaussian 
gain functions. This FWHM was significantly smaller than 
the width of the optical spectra observed in the absence of 
SPM compensation.

The regenerative amplifier’s pump-diode current was 
scanned to vary the accumulated intracavity nonlinearity of the 
output pulse and the energy injected into the power amplifier 
without modifying the ejection timing (examples shown in the 
inset of Fig. 137.78). Nominal operation corresponds to ejection 
at the peak of the intracavity buildup [(B) in Fig. 137.78]. Under 
the simplifying assumption that the accumulated nonlinear 
phase is proportional to the sum of the energy of all the pulses 
in the measured pulse train, the low-current and high-current 
configurations [(A) and (C) in Fig. 137.78] correspond to 32% 
and 308%, respectively, of the nominal nonlinear phase for 
the same injected energy of 0.3 mJ. The power-amplifier gain 
for a small amount of SPM is +135. Without compensation, 
the gain decreases steadily when the regenerative amplifier’s 
intracavity nonlinearity increases, reaching +40 at the maximal 
regenerative amplifier output energy [pumping condition (B)] 
and +20 for higher intracavity nonlinearity [pumping condition 
(C)]. Without compensation, the highest output energy, +40 mJ, 
is obtained when the injected energy is +0.4 mJ. Large spectral 
broadening of the regenerative amplifier’s output pulse was 
observed as the current was increased because of intracavity 
SPM. When the latter was compensated without retuning the 
cascaded nonlinearity, the regenerative amplifier’s pump-cur-
rent increase did not induce a significant decrease in the power 
amplifier’s efficiency. In particular, the energy gain remained 
higher than 120 in the three pumping conditions shown in 
Fig. 137.78. The highest output energy, +75 mJ, was obtained 
for the highest injected energy, 0.6 mJ, demonstrating a gain of 
125. These experimental results confirm that intracavity SPM 
compensation is suitable for SPM compensation over a large 
range of operating conditions, making efficient amplification 
possible in later amplification stages.

Intracavity nonlinearity compensation in a regenerative 
amplifier has been studied via simulations and experiments 
in the context of short-pulse amplification in Nd:YLF. DKDP 
Pockels-cell Kerr nonlinearity is the main contributor to the 
overall nonlinearity. Self-phase modulation leads mostly to 
spectral broadening because the large number of round-trips 
in the cavity constrains the beam profile to the spatial mode 
of the cavity having the smallest overall losses. Intracavity 
compensation of SPM with cascaded nonlinearities is a pow-
erful strategy to compensate for the small nonlinear phase 
shifts accumulated in optical components at each round-trip. 
Experimental results obtained with a BBO crystal in two 
Nd:YLF regenerative amplifiers confirm the validity of this 
approach. Significant reduction of spectral broadening allows 
for high-efficiency amplification of the generated pulses in two 
Nd:YLF power amplifier. 

This work can be extended in different directions: First, it is 
interesting to theoretically and experimentally test the limit of this 
approach, e.g., in terms of per-round-trip nonlinear phase shift and 
relative location of elements inducing nonlinearities. Applications 
to amplifiers with broader spectral gain capable of generating 
subpicosecond pulses are of practical interest, following the dem-
onstration that cascaded nonlinearities can be used at these shorter 
pulse durations.18 Cascaded nonlinearities can be precisely tuned 
to increase the spectral content of the amplified optical pulse and 
allow for pulse recompression, as demonstrated with intracavity 
nonlinear propagation in a Nd:glass amplifier,19 or seeding of 
another amplifier with gain centered at a different wavelength. 
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Figure 137.78
Power-amplifier gain versus injected energy without (solid black circles) and 
with (solid gray squares) SPM compensation in the regenerative amplifier. 
Examples of regenerative-amplifier buildup pulse train envelopes are shown 
in the inset: (A), (B), and (C) correspond to regenerative-amplifier output 
energies of 0.4 mJ, 0.8 mJ, and 0.4 mJ, respectively; i.e., injected energies of 
0.3 mJ, 0.6 mJ, and 0.3 mJ after throttling down by 25%.
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